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SPEAK TO A TIRE & WHEEL EXPERT
866-922-0394TOLL

FREE cokertire.com

Silvertown Whitewall 
Radials

World’s
  Only

ALL SIZES 
IN STOCK

Bias-Ply Look
Whitewall Radials

Tire Size WW Width Item # Price

650R13 2 1/4 700300 200.00

750R14 2 1/4 700301 257.00

800R14 2 1/4 700302 266.00

560R15 2 3/4 700308 238.00

670R15 2 3/4 700303 247.00

710R15 2 3/4 700307 271.00

760R15 3 1/4 700304 280.00

800R15 3 1/4 700305 280.00

820R15 3 1/4 700306 260.00

Wide Whitewall Radials

$40 rebate on select sizes!

*Offer valid on purchases made from 12/14/15 through 03/31/16.
  Rebate applies only when you buy four (4) tires. Call for more info or
  visit www.cokertire.com/ccrebate.

225/75R15  #597020
235/75R15  #629700

215/75R14  #538900
225/75R14  #546090
215/75R15  #587050
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There’s a reason more people trust Hagerty with the cars they love. 
We make the experience of owning classics better, with insurance, valuation 
tools, an award-winning magazine and more – all created by people who share 
your passion for cars.

Drive with us. Hagerty.com | 877-922-1706

Hagerty determines final risk acceptance. All coverage is subject to policy provisions and availability. Hagerty is a registered trademark of The Hagerty Group, LLC. ©2015 The Hagerty Group, LLC.
All auto make and model names and logos are the property of their respective owners. The third parties featured are not sponsors of Hagerty or any of its products or services.



VINTAGE
CHEVROLET

CLUB of
AMERICA

Welcomes ALL Chevrolets

For more than 50 years the Vintage Chevrolet 
Club of America has maintained its pledge to sup-
port the preservation, restoration and excitement 
of Chevrolets. NOW we welcome ALL Chevrolets, 
vintage to contemporary, original, “personalized”, 
and now our Chevy truck brother, GMC.  So no 
matter what kind of Chevy or GMC you drive, you 
will fi nd fun, expert help, and lasting friendships 
as a member of the VCCA. Check out our chat site 
at VCCA.org/forum and get to know us!

COME JOIN US!
       Restoration Website
       G&D Magazine Regions
       Touring Judging

www.vcca.org
708-455-VCCA (8222)

TOP & WINDOW PARTS
New Parts For All U.S. Cars!

   
    Top cylinders 
    $139 each

Motor pump 1955+ $229
Hose Set $100

Call for Window Motors 
& Power Vent Gears

Window Cylinders $149 each

America’s Convertible Headquarters

HYDRO-E-LECTRIC

5530 Independence Court
Punta Gorda, FL 33982

800-343-4261
941-639-0437

www.hydroe.com
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I f you admire and appreciate station wagons 
as much as I do, but find some of the more 
fascinating Fifties-era wagons like the beautiful 
Pontiac Safari in this issue are now beyond 

your means, there are alternatives to consider. 
While these unconventional and somewhat quirky 
wagons may never be as desirable or valuable as, 
say, a 1957 Super 88 Fiesta, Caballero or Nomad, 
or a ’61 New Yorker or Country Squire, you’d be 
surprised just how many “forgotten” station wagon 
models are still out there waiting to be restored and 
enjoyed. As always, a little out-of-the-mainstream 
thinking will net you a station wagon that will 
be way more interesting and unusual than the 
customary crop of collectible contenders. 

 
Ford Falcon Compact in size with a pleasing style, 
be it the rounded shape of the early ’60s models, the 
aggressive stance of the 1964-’65 offerings or the 
conservatively styled 1966-’69 cars, every Falcon 
wagon has a look all its own. They are easy to drive, 
thanks to their compact dimensions, and mechani-
cally, they are almost bulletproof.

Rambler American A great alternative to the 
two-door Chevy Nomad is the two-door Rambler 
wagon from the ’50s. Built through 1961, these com-
pact, rounded gems are full of character, with an 
engaging style all their own. Mechanically, they are 
quite durable, easy to work on and fun to drive.

Studebaker Lark Another two-door wagon alter-
native is the 1959-’61 Lark, and the four-door ’62 
Lark wagons are similarly styled. All the ’60s-era 
Studebaker wagons are well worth owning, distinc-
tive looking and mechanically robust.

Mercury Comet Essentially a Falcon in dis-
guise, the Comet version is a bit more lavish in its 
execution, with a slightly higher level of trim, but 
mechanically, they are nearly identical. So when 
was the last time you saw a Comet station wagon at 
a show? Exactly.

Ford Pinto Now that the most senior Pinto is 
already 46 years old, the car’s reputation makes 
unfamiliar crowds gather around them wherever 
they go. Just look at owning a Pinto wagon as pure 
entertainment; with their appealing charm, they 
will win you and everyone else over.

Chrysler LeBaron/Dodge Diplomat/
Plymouth Volaré While considered too new for 
some folks, these cars ride seriously well and now 
look oh-so-stylish. Any version with the 360-cu.in. 

V-8 would be the one to own; however, even the 318 
or the Slant Six models would be rewarding to drive.

Mercury Montego All the Montego wagons have 
great flair and a unique style, especially the 1970-’71 
models with the pointed front ends; however, I find 
the understated sophistication of the 1968-’69 models 
very appealing. And they’re the perfect size. Also 
consider the nicely appointed 1972-’76 models.

 
Skylark/Chevelle/Cutlass/Tempest/Le Mans
Any of the 1964-’72 A-body wagons make excellent 
cars to own. Restoration and performance parts are 
plentiful, they are easy to work on, and most were 
powered by V-8s. And they all have that muscle car-
era look about them.

Dodge Coronet The real sleepers in the Coro-
net line are the very handsome 1975-’76 models 
with the single headlamps and split grille. Well 
appointed, they have sufficient power and ride oh-
so-comfortably.

Chevrolet Celebrity Aesthetically lackluster for 
collector-car guys, the entire line of Celebrity wagons 
nevertheless has a clean style; however, the striking 
Eurosport edition is the one to have. These are truly 
great-looking wagons that handle extremely well, 
with a contemporary flair about them that everyone 
admires. The V-6 engine is the preferred choice, as is 
the 1987-’88 Eurosport VR edition.

Pontiac 6000 Cousin to the Celebrity, the best 
6000 wagon to own is the 1987-’88 S/E that came 
equipped with the STE engine. Their mid-size pro-
portions make them easy to drive, which is comple-
mented by excellent road holding characteristics.

Buick Roadmaster Want a factory-built hot rod? 
Then buy a 1994-’96 model with the 260hp LT1 V-8. 
With its four-speed 4L60 automatic transmission and 
outstanding fuel efficiency, this Roadmaster wagon 
makes an ideal long-distance highway hauler.

Chevrolet Vega The Vega Kammback was one 
of the best styled station wagons of all time, but 
rust issues and poor engines meant that most were 
scrapped. If you can find one today, you’ll have a 
truly uncommon wagon that will be the talk of every 
car show you bring it to. Just swap in Pontiac’s rugged 
Iron Duke four-cylinder, and you’ll be able to drive it 
for the next hundred years. 

Alternative Wagons

Write to our executive editor at rlentinello@hemmings.com.

richardlentinello

You’ll be 

surprised just how 

many ‘forgotten’ 

station wagon 

models are still 

out there waiting 

to be restored 

and enjoyed. 
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Only a few of us are born with silver spoons in our mouths.
Until Stauer came along, you needed an inheritance to buy

a timepiece with class and refinement. Not any more. The Stauer
Magnificat II brings the impeccable quality and engineering
once found only in the watch collections of the idle rich. If you
have actually earned your living through intelli-
gence, hard work, and perseverance, you will now
be rewarded with a timepiece of understated class
that will always be a symbol of refined taste. The
striking case, finished in luxurious gold, compli-
ments an etched ivory-colored dial exquisitely.
By using advanced computer design and robotics,
we have been able to drastically reduce the
price on this precision movement.

Do you have enough confidence to pay less? Status seekers
are willing to overpay just to wear a designer name. Not the
Stauer client. The Magnificat II is built for people who have
their own good taste and understand the value of their dollar—
finally, luxury built for confident people. And this doesn’t mean
the rich aren’t smart. Quite the contrary, Stauer’s clients include
a famous morning news host, the infamous captain of a certain
starship, a best actor nominee, a best actor winner and the
number one rock guitarist of all time. They were all clever
enough to recognize a spectacular value.

It took three years of development and $26 million in
advanced Swiss-built watch-making machinery to 
create the Magnificat II. Look at the interior dials and azure-
colored hands. Turn the watch over and examine the 27-jeweled
automatic movement through the exhibition back. When we
took the watch to George Thomas (the most renowned watch-
maker and watch historian in America), he disassembled the

Magnificat II and studied the escapement, balance wheel and
the rotor. He remarked on the detailed guilloche face, gilt wind-
ing crown, and the crocodile-embossed leather band. He was
intrigued by the three interior dials for day, date, and 24-hour
moon phases. He estimated that this fine timepiece would 

cost over $2,500. We all smiled and told him that the
Stauer price was less than $90. He was stunned. We
felt like we had accomplished our task. A truly
magnificent watch at a truly magnificent price! 

Try the Magnificat II for 60 days and if you are
not receiving compliments, please return the
watch for a full refund of the purchase price. 
The precision-built movement carries a 2 year
warranty against defect. If you trust your own

good taste, the Magnificat II is built for you.  

Upper Class Just Got Lower Priced
Finally, luxury built for value—not for false status

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. MAG482-07
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

Stauer®

Smar t  Luxur ies—Surpr i s ing  Pr ices™

Luxurious gold-finished case with exposition back  -  27-jeweled automatic movement -  Croc-embossed band fits wrists 6¾"–8½"  -  Water-resistant to 3 ATM

Stauer Magnificat II Timepiece— $399*

Offer Code Price $8750
+ S&P SAVE $31150!

You must use the insider offer code to get our special price.

1-800-333-2045
Your Offer Code: MAG482-07
Please use this code when you order to receive your discount.

Rating of A+

* Discount for customers who use the offer code versus the original Stauer.com price.

TAKE 
78% OFF 

INSTANTLY!
When you use your

INSIDER OFFER CODE



APRIL
BY TOM COMERRO

THIS YEAR’S CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE OF TEXAS WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THE 
Houston Classic Motorcar Weekend on April 22-24 at La Toretta Lake 
Resort & Spa in Montgomery. It will feature Lincolns as well as woodies 
among the highlighted marques. The weekend’s events include the Texas 
Tour d’Elegance, Worldwide Auctioneers’ annual The Houston Classic 
Auction sale, culminating with the concours on Sunday. The schedule is 
available online at www.concoursoftexas.org.

SoCal Superlatives

THE LA JOLLA CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE RETURNS FOR ITS 12TH YEAR AND WILL 
feature over 300 collector cars displayed along the Pacifi c Ocean. The 
event takes place at The Cove in La Jolla, just north of San Diego, on Sun-
day, April 10, and will be preceded by a Tour d’Elegance on Saturday. The 
concours will have over 30 classes, including this year’s special marques: 
SoCal: Wagons, Woodies and Campers (1925-’65); Cars of Dr. Seuss; and 
Kaiser Darrin, Nash-Healey and Daimler SP250. For a full itinerary of the 
weekend’s events and information, visit www.lajollaconcours.com.

Concours 
d’Elegance of Texas

REPORTSNEWS

Calendar
7-10 • AACA Southeastern Spring Meet
Charlotte, North Carolina • 717-534-1910
www.aaca.org

7-10 • Charlotte AutoFair
Charlotte, North Carolina • 704-841-1990
www.charlotte-autofair.com

10 • Super Sunday Swap Meet
Indianapolis, Indiana • 317-296-0336
www.supersundayindy.com

13-16 • Cadillac La Salle Club National Meet
Las Vegas, Nevada • 614-478-4622
www.lasvegasclc.org

15-17 • Englishtown Swap Meet
Old Bridge, New Jersey • 732-446-7800
www.etownraceway.com

20-24 • Spring Carlisle
Carlisle, Pennsylvania • 717-243-7855
www.carlisleevents.com

21 • 100th Anniversary Bankhead Highway Tour
dale_truitt@hotmail.com
clubs.hemmings.com/americanindependentautos 

22-24 • Spring Jefferson Swap & Show
Jefferson, Wisconsin • 608-244-8416
www.madisonclassics.com

28-May 1 • Pate Swap Meet
Fort Worth, Texas • 713-649-0922
www.pateswapmeet.com

Early Ford National Meet
TULSA, OKLAHOMA, IS THE SITE FOR THE EARLY FORD V-8 
Club’s Central National Meet at the Tulsa Hard Rock 
Hotel, Resort and Casino this June 12-16. All meet 
activities except for the tours will 
take place at the Hard Rock 
location, including the swap 
meet, judged concours 
show and awards banquet. 
The tours will take in the 
Gilcrease Museum and 
the Woolaroc Museum and 
Wildlife Preserve, which 
feature a history of Phillips 
Petroleum and the pioneer days 
of air travel. Registration forms and 
information are available at www.earlyfordv8.org/
early-ford-meets.cfm.
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Consign. Bid. Experience. Barrett-Jackson.com

Experience the Barrett-Jackson Auctions live exclusively on Discovery Channel, 
Velocity and around the world on Discovery Networks International.

ALL THE CARS, ALL THE TIME. Streamed live on Barrett-Jackson.com
&

APRIL 8-10, 2016  |  PALM BEACH, FL
CONSIGN NOW FOR PRIORITY PLACEMENT

1957 FORD THUNDERBIRD F-CODE CONVERTIBLE SUPERCHARGED
One of only 205 1957 Thunderbirds produced with the McCulloch/Paxton 
supercharged 312 V8. Factory options include both soft-top and “porthole” 
hardtop, memory seat, Town & Country radio and rear deck antenna. 
Many-time AACA winner.

1953 BUICK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE
One of only 1690 Skylarks produced in 1953. Features a 322 Nailhead V8, 
Dynafl ow transmission, power steering, power brakes and power top. 
The options list includes power windows, power seat and a Selectronic 
signal-seeking radio.

 At our 2015 Florida auction, Barrett-Jackson reached a 98% sell-through rate on 517 consigned cars, resulting in over $22 million in total sales

 Celebrating over 45 years of success in the collector car auction industry  Qualified, motivated bidders 

 Industry-leading website traffic to promote your vehicle

1957 FORD SKYLINER F-CODE RETRACTABLE SUPERCHARGED
One of only seven Skyliner Retractables equipped with the McCulloch/Paxton 
supercharged 312 V8. Factory options include a Continental Kit, fender skirt 
shields and exhaust defl ectors. Many-time AACA winner.

NO RESERVE AND RESERVE OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE. CONTACT AN AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALIST AT 480.421.6694  



BURIED IN THE ARCHIVES OF DEWITT MILLER’S LATE UNCLE were these two 
photos, unlabeled, of an interesting race car and, possibly, an interesting 
race car driver.

“What is the race car?” DeWitt, of Albuquerque, asked us. “Is it some-
thing special or a common home-built dirt track racer? [And] the person 
on the right in one of the photos looks like a young Bobby Unser. Is it 
him? The photos would have to be from around 1950 for that to be true.”

Tackling DeWitt’s fi rst question, we can guess that the car isn’t all that 
common. A close look reveals that the engine has been turned around 
in the chassis to supply power to the front axle—what appears to be a 
homebuilt unit with independent front suspension and transverse leaf 
springs above and below it. Too bad the group of photos didn’t include a 
look at the racer from the front.

As for the young man on the right, the resemblance is rather close. 
We would fi gure 1950 or thereabouts to be rather late for experiments in 
front-wheel drive in dirt track cars like this, but we found a newspaper 
mention of dirt track racer Matt Pulver in 1947, so the timeline could very 
well be right for that man on the right to be Unser.

BY DANIEL STROHL

Pulver Special

FOUNDLOST&

AFTER WE RECENTLY
ran a video on the
Hemmings Daily from 
the November 1954 
day that General Motors 
built its 50 millionth 
car, a few of our readers 
began to wonder what 
happened to that exact 
car, a 1955 Chevrolet 
Bel Air Sport Coupe 
two-door hardtop 
painted gold and fi tted 
with gold-plated trim.

Sure, a few thousand 
other ’55 Chevrolets got 
similar paint to com-
memorate the event, but 

only one 50 millionth 
car was built, and ap-
parently, GM sold it like 
any other ’55 Chevrolet 
once its promotional 
duties wrapped up. Not 
without fi rst removing 
the gold-plated trim and 
repainting it, of course.

Some reports put the 

car in an unrestored, 
saved-from-the-junkyard 
state in North Carolina 
as late as 2011 or 2012, 
but it’s gone under-
ground since then. Or, 
at least, those are the 
rumors. Anybody with 
solid information on the 
car, let us know.

WE CAUGHT THIS IMAGE FLOATING AROUND 
Tumblr recently and, like some other 
observers, had to wonder whether it depicted 
actual Packard styling mockups for a 
drastically expanded mid- to late-1950s range 
or whether it was all some slick Photoshop 
exercise.

Even if the latter case holds true, the 
images appear to have an historical basis. 
While planning their 1957 model line, 
offi cials at the combined Studebaker-Packard 
considered partnering with Ford to share a 
basic body shell between Packard and Ford’s 
high-end brands. Diagrams from the time 
show numerous possible confi gurations for 
the shared body shell, including an “Express 
Coupe” sedan pickup. Curtiss-Wright, which 
came in and bought Studebaker-Packard not 
long after, nixed the plans before they got too 
far. Reportedly only one prototype, a crude 
sedan dubbed “Black Bess,” was built before 
the program was scrapped.

Did Black Bess lead Studebaker-Packard 
to build a series of brother and sister 
prototypes, seen in these images? Likely not, 
otherwise we’d have heard about them by 
now. Still, it’s fun to play what-if.

Packard Expansion

Recently discovered a unique or noteworthy 
classic car? Let us know. Photographs, 

commentary, questions and answers should be 
submitted to Lost & Found, c/o Hemmings Classic Car, 
P.O. Box 196, Bennington, Vermont 05201 or emailed 
to dstrohl@hemmings.com. For more Lost & Found, 
visit http://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/category/
lost-and-found/.

Golden Oldie
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 YES.  Please reserve the CHEVROLET ® PICKUP TRUCK 

Wall Clock for me as described in this announcement. 
Limit: one per order. Please Respond Promptly

*Plus a total of $25.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 
crafting days. Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment. Sales subject to 
product availability and order acceptance.

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION        SEND NO MONEY NOW

www.bradfordexchange.com/chevytruck

Shown much 
smaller than 
actual size 
of about 22 
inches high, 

including 
hanging 

pendulum and 
weights.

Requires one “AA” battery and two 
“D” batteries, not included.

General Motors 
Trademarks used under 
license to The Bradford 

Exchange ©2016

A BRADFORD EXCHANGE

EXCLUSIVE DESIGN

2
5
-6

3
0
2
-5

1
7
0
1

©2016 BGE  01-18665-001-BIU

At the top of the hour, the 
“garage” light turns on to 
reveal a ‘55 Chevy Truck 

accompanied by the sound 
of an engine revving

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City                          State             Zip

Email (optional)

 01-18665-001-E58071

® 

NEARLY 

2 FEET 

HIGH!

CHEVROLET              

PICKUP TRUCK

WALL CLOCK

Act now to acquire your officially licensed 

clock for six installments of $37.50, for a total 

of $225.00*. Your purchase is backed by our 

unconditional 365-day money-back guarantee. 

Send no money now. Just mail the Reservation 

Application today, or you could miss out! 

Hand-crafted wall clock features the 1955 Cameo 

carrier, 1955 Chevy 3100, 1957 Chevy 3100

Clock body inspired by the 1955-’59 Chevrolet Task 

Force Trucks, with wood-look panel that recalls 

wooden truck beds of the era

Hand-painted in authentic Chevy Commercial Red, 

with high-gloss silver metal  bumper and iconic 

Chevrolet bowtie logo

Clock face with glass cover inspired by the 

speedometer; steel rods accent the roof line

Accurate quartz movement powers the swinging 

zinc alloy pendulum bearing the Chevrolet logo

 

® 

Great value. Order now!



CAR 1933 Chevrolet CA Series Eagle  
 Sedan
AUCTIONEER Mecum Auctions
LOCATION Austin, Texas
DATE December 12, 2015

LOT NUMBER S44.1
CONDITION #2/Restored
RESERVE None
AVERAGE SELLING PRICE $17,000
SELLING PRICE $22,000

BY TOM COMERRO

AUCTIONS AMERICA GEARS UP FOR ITS ANNUAL FORT LAUDERDALE EVENT, SLATED 
to take place April 1-3 at the Broward County Convention Center. The 2015 auction 
generated over $21.3 million in sales, with 76 percent of all lots sold. This clean-
looking 1955 Ford Country Sedan Wagon, complete with the desirable 272-cu.in. 
V-8 with four-way power seat and power windows, will be one of many postwar 
American cars on offer. Visit www.auctionsamerica.com for a full, up-to-date lot 
listing and bidding information.

Fort Lauderdale Action

NEWSAUCTION

AUCTION PROFILE

Palm Beach 
Beauties
BARRETT-JACKSON JUMPS FROM THE CACTUS 
League to the Grapefruit League as it 
heads to West Palm Beach, Florida, for its 
annual South Florida Auction. Last year’s 
event broke records with an increase in 
attendance, bidders and a remarkable 
98 percent sell-through rate. Total sales 
eclipsed the $22 million mark, and several 
hundred collector cars were available for 
sale, ranging from affordable daily drivers 
to special select cars that are sold specifi -
cally to benefi t charities. This 1957 Lincoln 
Premiere sold for $44,000 last year and 
was one of many desirable Fifties-era cars 
that were available. For a full consignment 
list, ticket information and the weekend’s 
schedule, visit www.barrett-jackson.com.
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THE 1933 EAGLE FEATURED A NEW 
V-shaped radiator, rear-slanting hood 
door louvers, and a newly designed 
rear panel. Production numbers show 
that 162,361 sedans were made that 
year, which was the second-most 
popular body design behind the two-
door coach. 

This car was a part of the Dawn 
and Tony Lehoski Collection, which 
was sold at Mecum this past December. 
The body-off restoration used original 
or NOS parts, and this was a rust-free 
car from West Texas. It is powered with 
the correct 206-cu.in. Stovebolt Six 
with 65hp and a manual three-speed 
with Freewheel option. Other features 
include mohair interior, rear-mounted 
spare tire, dual outside mirrors, Twilite 
headlamps, rear footrest and ashtrays, 
as well as front and rear chrome 
bumpers. With so few available for 
sale, it rightly sold slightly above its 
current value.



SILVER AUCTIONS’ ANNUAL PORTLAND 
Spring Auction at the Expo Center in Port-
land, Oregon, is scheduled to take place 
April 16. There is always an eclectic selec-
tion at Silver’s auctions, and this event is 
expected to have around 100 cars. Clas-
sics will be on hand, both restored and 
unrestored, along with a variety of cars 
from all eras. Last year’s event saw a 55 
percent sell-through rate, with the top sale 
being a 1957 Mercury Turnpike Cruiser 
Indy 500 Pace Car crossing the block for 
$48,000. Visit www.silverauctions.com for 
up-to-date consignments and bidding/sell-
ing information.

View and search through thousands of 
upcoming auction vehicles in one 

place at the Hemmings Auction Showroom, 
www.hemmings.com/auctions/.

APRILCalendar
1-2 • Vicari Auctions
Tampa, Florida • 504-264-2277
www.vicariauction.com 

1-3 • Auctions America 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida • 877-906-2437 
www.auctionsamerica.com

8-10 • Barrett-Jackson 
Palm Beach, Florida • 480-421-6694 
www.barrett-jackson.com

14-16 • Mecum 
Houston, Texas • 262-275-5050 
www.mecum.com

15-16 • The Branson Auction 
Branson, Missouri • 800-335-3063 
www.bransonauction.com

16 • Hooley Classic Car Auction 
Goshen, Indiana • 800-860-8118 
www.bartelandcompany.com

16 • Silver Auctions 
Portland, Oregon • 800-255-4485 
www.silverauctions.com

21-22 • Carlisle Auctions 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania • 717-243-7855 
www.carlisleauctions.com

Northwest Bargains
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1960 Cadillac 62
800-718-1866 • WWW.DIECASTDIRECT.COM • $139.95
This is no Mary Kay pink Cadillac! England’s The Brooklin Collection has rendered the classic 1960 Series Sixty-Two Coupe in 
striking dusky Siena Rose Metallic, creating a 1:43-scale white-metal 
model that duplicates the one illustrating that year’s full model line 
showroom brochure. This hardtop is typically heavy for its size, 
with accurate cast trim, excellent paint fi nish and an 
inviting interior visible through 
its side window openings. The 
grille and hubcaps aren’t as 
detailed as the 1:1 originals, 
but the body proportions seem 
spot-on. It’s not inexpensive, 
but Cadillac fans will be pleased.

1934 Packard Twelve
877-343-2276 • WWW.DIECASM.COM • $119.95
Exquisite. Few other words can describe the level of intricate detail on this 

1:43-scale Automodello model of a 1934 Packard Twelve Convertible 
Victoria. Hand-built, rendered in resin and painted rich maroon 
red, it’s a wonderful replica of a Raymond Dietrich custom. Its 

fi ne brightwork extends to the spoke wheels, hood vent 
door pulls and radiator mascot, and the Twelve’s in-

terior features a believable wood-grain dashboard 
and fl ock carpeting. The car can even be dis-
played with its formal convertible roof or folded 
top boot. Only 299 of these standard-edition 
replicas are being built, along with 150 hand-
numbered triple-blue Tribute Edition Packards, so 

you’ll have to act fast.

Slick Topper
800-575-1932 • WWW.GENUINEHOTROD.COM • $16.97
STP—“Scientifi cally Treated Petroleum”—
products have been garage staples since the 
1950s, and the distinctive STP logo is instantly 
recognizable to anyone with motor oil in his or 
her veins. This vintage-style, two-tone cap sports 
a sewn-on STP logo, and features 100-percent 
cotton twill construction with an adjustable hook-
and-loop closure to ensure a perfect fi t.

BY MARK J. McCOURT
AUTOMOBILIAART&

Buick Convertibles 1949-1963
WWW.NEWALBANYBOOKS.COM • $18.95
If you had a new soft-top Buick in your driveway in the late postwar era, 
you were doing quite well, and demonstrating to the world your refi ned 
automotive taste. These premium cars, built between 1949 and 1963, 
are the latest to receive a historical treatment by author Don Narus; this 
new title joins Cadillac Convertibles 
1949-1969 and Pontiac Convertibles 
1953-1967 in his General Motors 
Convertible series. In typical fashion, 
Don includes all production Buick 
convertible variants from those years 
(as well as some Motorama show 
models!), and shares annual model 
updates, basic mechanical specifi ca-
tions, list prices and production fi g-
ures. This 150-page softcover is fi lled 
with black-and-white overall and 
detail images, and makes for a handy, 
inexpensive quick-reference guide.
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It's hard to deny that one of the signature
models of Mercedes-Benz® is the 500 

series. So many striking and elegant bodies
would grace the stalwart chassis. The
500K's of the 1930s were beautiful, 
elegant, and exclusive models often 
outfitted with voluptuous coachwork and
sold to the wealthiest of clientele.  

The most ravishing model of this species 
was the two-seater 500K Special Roadster
launched in 1936. It was a limited production
cabriolet, in total less than 30 were made,
adding to its near-mythical qualities. In its
day it went for top dollar—over $106,000.
Today, these ultra rare masterpieces are going for millions. In
2012, a Special Roadster fetched more than $11.7 million at
auction at the Pebble Beach Concours d'Elegance.

Forgo the bidding wars, nail-biting flatbed transport, and 
scavenger hunting for parts in Germany. Here’s your chance to
own the rare and luxurious essence of this remarkable car in
terms of its unforgettable styling, inimitably powerful and 
elegant lines, and showstopping presence. 

Our die-cast metal replica captures the sexy curves and sumptuous
coachwork of the full-size model in striking detail. Just shy of a
foot long, and available in pearl white or ruby red. 

You don’t need to spend millions to showcase
your impeccable taste. Sold! To the discerning

reader for $99!

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed.
Test drive the Special Roadster for 30 days.
If for any reason you are not completely
satisfied, simply return it to us for a full 

refund of your purchase price. But we’re sure
that once you park this beauty in your house
you’ll be sold.

Comes factory sealed in its original packaging in order
to retain its status as a highly collectable item.

Highquality 1:18 scale diecast replica  • intricate moving features •Detailed chassis with separate exhaust systems •  Includes display stand

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. MBD24701
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

1936 MercedesBenz® 500K Special Roadster
(Pearl White or Ruby Red finish) $149†

Offer Code Price $99 + S&P Save $50

18882017081
Your Insider Offer Code: MBD24701
You must use this insider offer code to get our special price.

Rating of A+

Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices™

Stauer®

The most expensive Mercedes-Benz® ever made. Rarer than a Stradivarius violin.

† Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the price on
Stauer.com without your offer code.

Not actual size. 
Shown is model in Pearl White finish.
Also available in Ruby Red finish.

Diecast metal body features doors, hood
and trunk that open, steerable wheels
that roll, and four wheel suspension.

Available in Ruby Red finish.

How to Park $11.7 Million on Your Desktop
The 500K Special Roadster is one of the rarest and mostsought after automobiles ever built.



BY TOM COMERRO
PRODUCTS&PARTS

Cadillac Class
Motorspot has just introduced 
“Fleetwood 60” Cadillac 
Truespoke wire wheels. Each 
wheel features 60 spokes in 
a straight lace pattern and 
comes with the Cadillac cap 
and emblem. Available in
15 x 6 inches, standard or 
reverse style, 13- to 18-inch 
sizes can be special ordered. Call 
to see if Motorspot’s wheels will fi t 
your model Cadillac. An optional upgrade to stainless steel is also 
available. Cost: $1,995 (four wheels, caps and emblem).
MOTORSPOT
760-731-8301
WWW.HOBBYCAR.COM/FLEETWOOD-60-CADILLAC-WIRE-WHEELS.HTML

Towing Safety
If you trailer your car to car shows or 
the track, you no doubt know the im-
portance of having a safe, smooth and 
secure trip when hauling your ride. 
Curt Manufacturing offers TruTrack, 
an advanced weight distribution hitch 
that connects to the trailer frame using 
a pair of trunnion-style spring bars 
and heavy-duty adjustable support 
brackets. The brackets are set at fi xed 
positions and hold the spring bars in 
place, laterally and vertically, keeping 
the trailer aligned with the tow ve-
hicle and stopping trailer sway before 
it starts. A special cam system builds 
up pressure to actively stop sway and 
then relaxes to make smooth turns, 
reducing wear and increasing longev-
ity. Setup is said to be easy with the 
use of interlocking nuts and six preset 
holes designed to give you specifi c 
angles of tilt and a simpler method of 
adjustment. Cost: $795.
CURT MANUFACTURING
800-798-0813
WWW.CURTMFG.COM

Mopar Tanks
Classic Industries has an array of stainless steel replacement fuel tanks for the 1964-’76 
Mopar A-, B- and E-body models. Each gas tank is made of stamped stainless steel and 
has a capacity of 15 to 19 gallons, depending on model. Each tank is made to factory 
specifi cations, so it will look and operate just like your old tank. The attractive polished 
fi nish and powerful corrosion resistance should make 
this a great replacement. A new fuel 
sender lock ring and O-ring gasket are 
included, but hardware and mounting 
straps are sold separately. Cost: $249.
CLASSIC INDUSTRIES PARTS & ACCESSORIES
855-357-2787
WWW.CLASSICINDUSTRIES.COM

F-100 Instruments
You can now purchase a six-in-one gauge package that is designed to be a direct fi t 
unit for the stock 1961-’66 Ford F-100 dash. The dual-layer dial design is available 
with standard polished stainless steel or optional satin black bezel. Installation is 
made simple with the included wiring pigtail, all necessary sending units, mounting 
hardware and push-button calibration. Lighting is provided with warm white LEDs, 

a built-in dimmer and a molded “light intensifi er” ring to 
ensure bright, even light across the entire cluster. Indica-

tor lights include left and right turn signals as well as a 
red halo high beam indicator hidden at the top of the 
tachometer. Available in OE, gray, black, white or tan. 
Dash housing is not included. Cost: $975.
CLASSIC INSTRUMENTS

844-342-8437
WWW.CLASSICINSTRUMENTS.COM

Bird Brightener
Reproduction hood grilles for the air scoop on 1955-’57 
Thunderbirds are now available. For many years, it’s been 
diffi cult to fi nd replacements for Ford part number B5S-
16607-A, so this grille should prove a welcome alternative 
to scrounging through salvage yards and swap meets. The 
reproduction grille is designed to fi t just like the original and 
has a brilliant chrome fi nish. The studs and nuts are also in-
cluded, making for easy attachment to your small ’Bird. Part 
number is #16607-RK. Cost: $72.95.
CONCOURS PARTS & ACCESSORIES
800-722-0009
WWW.CONCOURSPARTS.COM
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  Not Jitterbug®, 
it features a larger keypad for easier 
dialing. It even has an oversized display 
so you can actually see it.
 

Your Jitterbug set-up process is simple. 
We’ll even pre-program it with your 
favorite numbers.
 

Jitterbug is 
designed with a powerful speaker. 
There’s an adjustable volume control, 
and Jitterbug is hearing-aid compatible.
 

Life is complicated enough… 
Jitterbug is simple.
 

  
Friendly, helpful Jitterbug operators are 
available 24 hours a day and will even 
greet you by name when you call.
 

Jitterbug has a plan to 
fit your needs… and your budget.

 

Not Jitterbug, there’s no contract 
to sign and no penalty if you discontinue your service. 

 

Unlike 
most cell phones that need to 
be recharged every day, the 
Jitterbug was designed with one 
of the longest-lasting batteries 
on the market, so you won’t 
have to worry about running 
out of power.
 
Enough talk. Isn’t it time 
you found out more about the 
cell phone that’s changing all 
the rules? Call now, Jitterbug 
product experts are standing by.

Available in 

Blue and Red.

Nationwide Coverage

Monthly Plan

Operator Assistance

Long Distance Calls

Voice Dial

Friendly Return Policy1

$14.99

24/7

No add’l charge

FREE 

YES

30 days

was 50   NOW 200Monthly Minutes

$19.99

was 200   NOW 600

24/7

No add’l charge

FREE

YES

30 days

More minute plans available. Ask your Jitterbug expert for details.

We proudly accept the following credit cards.

Jitterbug5 Cell Phone
Call toll free today to get your own Jitterbug5.   

 Please mention promotional code 60530.

 1-877-470-2629  
www.jitterbugdirect.com

Order now and receive a 

FREE Car Charger for your Jitterbug – 

a $25 value. Call now!

4
7
6
4
4

No

Con
tra

ct
Get 

Double 

M
inutes for Life 

with W
E 

TALK.

“My friends all hate their 
cell phones… I love mine!” 

Here’s why.
Say good-bye to everything you hate about cell phones.  Say hello to Jitterbug5.



By Thomas a. Demauro • PhotograPhy courtesy of gM Media archives

the safari name is synonymous with many Pontiac station wagons from the mid-

1950s through the 1980s, and some of the most stylish and sought-after models 

have been the upscale, two-door, 1955-’57 star chief safaris. 

Based on the positive reaction garnered by the 1954 Chevrolet 
Corvette Nomad Motorama show car, but feeling that a Corvette 
wagon might be too exclusive and expensive, GM determined that 
applying the concept to a mainstream Chevrolet and a Pontiac 
would attract more buyers—hence the Nomad and Safari.

“Pontiac’s flair for years-ahead styling was never more evident 
than in the fabulous all-new Safari,” boasted a 1955 ad. Though it 
shared the Nomad’s greenhouse—which featured sporty swept-

safari
History of Pontiac’s stylish station wagons of the 1950s

back roof pillars, its doors and angled tailgate—the remaining 
body, interior, powertrain and underpinnings were Pontiac. 

Pontiac Chief Designer Paul Gillan said the 1955 Pontiac 
design was his favorite of the run. He stated in a 1992 interview in 
Collectible Automobile, “The diagonal side molding, number two 
roof pillar, rear body slant and rear fender all move in the same di-
rection and create an illusion of movement and integrated design.”

The Division referred to the Safari as the “aristocrat of the sta-
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1955 STAR CHIEF

tion wagons,” because though it was built on the shorter-wheelbase 
Chieftain Series 27 chassis, its interior and exterior trim were from 
the upmarket Star Chief.

Despite creating stylish and well-engineered cars like the Sa-
fari and others, Pontiac was still entrenched in sixth place in sales. 
In July of 1956, Semon “Bunkie” Knudsen became the general 
manager and was tasked with increasing the division’s standing. 
One of his fi rst bold moves was to remove the “Silver Streaks” from 
the forthcoming 1957 models because he felt that they looked like 
suspenders. For that same model year, “Safari” was applied to all of 
Pontiac’s station wagon offerings.

With only 9,094 Star Chief two-door Safaris built over three 
years—1955-’57—which was less than half of the Nomad’s total 
production, this model’s high style and low production cemented 
its fortune as a Pontiac collectible.

The all-new 1958 models, though appearing to be lower, lon-
ger and wider than the 1957 offerings, did not seem as low, long 
and wide as Chrysler’s recent models. Consequently, the dramati-
cally different 1959 Wide-Track Pontiacs, the fi rst to be fully devel-
oped under Knudsen’s leadership, helped advance the trend even 
more than the similar-bodied cars from sister divisions. Styling and 
engineering advancements led to the 1959 Pontiac being named 
Motor Trend Car of the Year. 

Now, let’s dig a bit deeper into what made the Safaris of the 
1950s so special.

1955
The Star Chief Safari two-door station wagon was introduced on 
January 31, 1955, into a line that already featured the Chieftain 
870 four-door and Chieftain 860 two- and four-door wagons. The 
860 two-door model did not have the sporty roof pillars of the 
Safari, its nine-ribbed roof or its angled tailgate, and the 860’s trim 
and equipment were more geared toward utilitarian uses.

Pontiac’s design highlights for 1955 included a new body, 
“Twin-Streak” styling—consisting of two narrow silver streaks on 
the hood—redesigned front and rear bumpers, grille and hood, 
subtle eyebrows atop the fenders near the headlamps, drawn-back 
front wheel-well openings and a Panoramic windshield. Though 
the rear quarter panels employed some visual cues of the 1954 
models, such as the subtle fi ns, wheel-well shape and round tail-
lamps, the panels no longer bulged from the sides of the body. 
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Star Chiefs—the Safari included—featured bright side trim that 
gently narrowed as it angled diagonally down and rearward on the 
front doors and then extended horizontally across the rear quarter 
panels. When the “Vogue Two-Tone” (two-tone exterior colors) option 
was specifi ed, the trim also split the hues. This model sported three 
star emblems on each side, “Safari” script on the doors, bright rear 
wheel-well moldings with lower quarter panel stone guards, and ad-
ditional trim that wrapped around the ends of the quarter panel tops 
and extended to the taillamps and bright window reveals.

At 204.3 inches long, 75.4 inches wide and 59.6 inches high, 
the Safari featured a more than four-foot-deep cargo area with the 
rear seat up, which increased to 6 feet with it folded down.

The new 287.2-cu.in. Strato-Streak was Pontiac’s fi rst overhead-
valve V-8 engine. It featured a 3.75 x 3.25-inch bore and stroke, 
“quad gallery” engine lubrication system, reverse-fl ow cooling to 
cool around the valves fi rst, fully machined wedge combustion cham-
bers and a patented ball-pivot rocker arm system. 

It produced 180 horsepower with a two-barrel carburetor and 
an 8:1 compression ratio. A four-barrel option, released in March, 
increased the V-8’s power to 200. A new 12-volt electrical system was 
also employed.

The extra-cost dual-range Hydra-Matic Drive four-speed 

automatic featured gear selector choices to optimize transmission 
performance for normal driving and improved fuel economy or for 
quicker acceleration and negotiating traffi c. Though Safaris we typi-
cally see have the Hydra-Matic, the three-speed synchromesh manual 
transmission was listed as standard for it in the 1955 Pontiac station 
wagon brochure.

A Hotchkiss Power Cushion Drive hypoid rear axle completed 
the drivetrain and housed a 3.64 rear gear standard with the manual 
transmission and a 3.90 optional. A set of 3.23 gears were employed 
with the Hydra-Matic.

The frame featured channel-section side rails, an X-member and 
a 122-inch wheelbase. Coil springs, control arms, vertical kingpins, 
shocks and an anti-roll bar were employed in the front suspension, as 
was a new recirculating ball steering gear. Leaf springs with “con-
trolled friction” inserts located the rear and shocks damped them. 

In front, 12 x 2.25-inch drum brakes were paired with 11 x 1.75-
inch units in the rear. A set of 7.60 x 15 bias-ply tires on 15 x 5.5-inch 
steel wheels were standard for wagons. Fuel capacity, at 18 gallons, 
was 2 gallons less than the other models.

Interiors were offered in two-tone leather or leather and nylon-
faced fabrics in a variety of colors. A continuous luminescent red 
band in the speedometer indicated the speed, and traditional pointer 

1956 STAR CHIEF

1957 SAFARI MODELS
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1957 SUPER CHIEF

gauges (except for a tach) were standard.
Safaris could be equipped with typical options like power 

steering, brakes, windows and more, but also some interesting 
ones like Venti-Heat under-seat heater and defroster, illuminated 
hood ornament, exhaust defl ector, air conditioner, rear fender 
shields, chrome wire-wheel discs, Continental tire kit, windshield 
sunvisor and traffi c light viewer, folding umbrella, portable cooler 
and a Remington electric shaver with 12-volt capacity for car and 
110-volt for home use. 

The 1955 Safari cost $2,962 with the manual transmission and 
$3,047 with Hydra-Matic; 3,760 examples were built.

1956
The Star Chief Safari two-door station wagon returned for 1956 

with subtle styling changes and more power. Its front bumper was 
revised, a pair of “bomb-type” bumper guards was added and the 
parking lamp shapes were now round. The angled side trim on the 
front door was curved, and the horizontal trim to which it connect-
ed now extended more toward the front than the rear, and ended 
near the leading edge of the fenders. 

Three red oval refl ectors were set in a wide bright molding 
that extended to the now-hooded taillamps. With the subtle restyl-
ing, body length grew to 206.7 inches.

Engine size was increased to 316.6 cubic inches via a larger 
3.94-inch bore, and the compression ratio was raised to 8.9:1. 
Performance was enhanced via intake and exhaust revisions, and 
a high-lift camshaft was installed in the new 227hp four-barrel 
engine. The cylinder block was also strengthened. Later in the 
model year, a 285hp dual four-barrel engine option was offered. 
The exhaust system’s pipe diameter was enlarged for 1956, and an 
optional dual exhaust system debuted

The new extra-cost Strato-Flight Hydra-Matic was upgraded 
in many areas, one of which was the addition of a Park position. 
A larger and more durable three-speed synchromesh transmission 
was introduced as well. 

Shock valving was revised and fuel capacity was listed as 17 
gallons for two-seat wagons like the Safari. 

Leather or cloth and leather upholstery in multiple color 
combinations were available. The front seat was tilted rearward 
and moved back and down to increase headroom, legroom and 
occupant comfort, and the ashtray was moved to the right of the 
radio for easier passenger access.

The A/C and power steering systems were improved, and a 
six-way power seat, Deluxe Electromatic signal seeking radio, elec-
tric windshield wipers and the Autronic Eye automatic headlamp 
dimmer were among the new options.

Star Chief Safari production increased to 4,042 units for 1956.

1957
All Pontiac station wagons became Safaris for the 1957 model year. 
The two-door Star Chief Custom Safari and the four-door Star Chief 
Custom Safari (Transcontinental), which was released at mid-sea-
son, were the most expensive. Next were the four-door Super Chief 
Safari and two- and four-door Chieftain Safari, in descending order 
of price and equipment.

Star Flight styling made all Pontiacs at least appear to be lower 
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1958 STAR CHIEF

1958 STAR CHIEF

and wider than the previous year. And while there was a general 
tidying up of the front end, the body sides and rear became more 
dramatic. What had been thin trim on the fl anks of the 1956 mod-
els now resembled a large rocket that became wide enough at the 
rear doors to contain the star emblems and the trim. 

The wheel wells were swept back; the rear quarters jutted pur-
posefully rearward at the top, adding more of a fi n effect; backup 
lamps were housed above the protruding oval taillamps and ports 
in the new rear bumper for the exhaust mimicked their shape.

The two-door Star Chief Safari was 206.8 inches long, 75.1 
inches wide and 59.3 inches high. The four-door Super Chief and 
Chieftain Safaris and the two-door Chieftain Safari, which did not 
share the sporty roof design of the Star Chief Safari, were about an 
inch longer and taller.

Engine size grew once again, this time via a stroke increase 
from 3.25 inches to 3.56 inches. The bore remained 3.94 inches, 
resulting in 347-cubic-inches displacement. An 8.5:1 compression 
ratio, 227hp two-barrel and the 244hp four-barrel engines were 
mated to the three-speed manual transmission. The 10:1 compres-
sion-ratio four-barrel engine produced 270hp with the Hydra-Matic 
and 252hp with a two-barrel carburetor. Standard and optional 
engine choices varied by model.

A 290hp Tri-Power option featuring three Rochester two-
barrel carburetors and vacuum linkage to actuate the outer carbs  
was released on December 3, 1956, for all 1957 models with the 
Hydra-Matic.

The Strato-Flight Hydra-Matic transmission was further 
improved for 1957, with throttle control linkage, vane angulation, 
calibration and manufacturing refi nements. The three-speed manu-
al transmission was also revised, as was the clutch. A new 9.3-inch 
Hotchkiss hypoid rear axle housed standard rear gear ratios of 3.42 
with the three-speed manual and 3.23 with the Hydra-Matic.

Suspension modifi cations led to new “Level-Line” ride, and 
8.50 x 14 tires on 14 x 6-inch wheels became standard on Safaris.

The instrument panel was redesigned, and upholstery patterns 

were updated. Chieftain and Super Chief Safaris used hardwearing 
Morrokide upholstery; the Custom Safari four-door featured leather; 
and the Custom Safari two-door employed cloth and leather or all 
leather. A Deluxe transistor radio and an eight-way power seat were 
new options for 1957.

There were 1,894 Star Chief Custom Safari Transcontinentals 
built; 1,292 Star Chief Custom Safari two-door models; 14,095 Su-
per Chief Safari four-doors; 11,536 Chieftain four-doors, and 2,934 
Chieftain two-door Safaris.

1958
Pontiac two-door station wagons were now discontinued in the U.S., 
although Canada still had the Pontiac Pathfi nder two-door Safari. 
There were two Chieftain Safari models—six- and nine-passenger—
and the top-of-the-line Star Chief Custom Safari wagon.

The body was redesigned for the third time in three years. 
Its front view grew larger and heavier in appearance, and quad 
headlamps were introduced. Larger rocket-shaped side trim outlined 
coves at the rear doors and quarter panels, the fi ns of the 1957 mod-
els were de-emphasized, side-by-side hooded quad taillamps were 
added and the rear roof pillars were now angled forward. The new 
bumper didn’t feature exhaust outlets. “Circles of steel” surrounded 
occupants with “girder steel protection” both vertically and horizon-
tally, said Pontiac, and the cargo area was over 9.5 feet deep with 
the tailgate down.

Engine size increased to 370 cubic inches, thanks to a 4.06-
inch bore and 3.56-inch stroke, while top-end breathing was im-
proved. The number in the label “Tempest 395” referred to the car’s 
torque rating with a four-barrel carburetor. 

An 8.6:1 compression ratio, two-barrel 240hp V-8 and a 
four-barrel 255hp engine were available only with the three-speed 
manual transmission. When the Super Hydra-Matic was ordered, the 
two-barrel, 10.0 compression, 270hp 370; or the four-barrel, 285hp 
engine; or the fuel-injected, 310hp engine could be specifi ed. The 
new 300hp Tri-Power 370 was available with all models. 



1959 CATALINA

1959 CATALINA

The new Super Hydra-Matic transmission was refined to 
match the requirements of the larger engine. Rear gears were 3.23 
for the Hydra-Matic and 3.42 for the manual transmission with op-
tional 3.08 and 3.64, respectively, and the extra-cost Safe-T-Track 
(limited-slip) differential debuted.

“Aero-frame stability with a revolutionary backbone to replace 
the traditional ladder frame” allowed for a lower floor and roofline. 
The Quadra-Poise suspension featured new upper and lower con-
trol arm geometry to “end dive, sway and bounce,” and ball joints 
replaced last year’s kingpins. The rear suspension was revised, with 
trailing arms and coil springs in place of leaf springs. A rear anti-
roll bar was added to the Safaris, while fuel capacity was increased 
to 20.5 gallons.

New optional Ever-Level air suspension contained air cham-
bers that acted as springs, which were controlled by a “central 
brain,” but there were durability issues. 

The instrument panel was revised again, and a combination 
of Lustrex and Morrokide interior upholstery was employed in all 
Safaris. Interesting options included the “Sportable” transistor radio 
that slipped out of its housing to become a portable unit with its 
own speaker and batteries. A four-way Memo-Matic power seat 
remembered the driver’s favorite setting, and a Safeguard speedom-
eter allowed the driver to set a speed, so it could warn him when it 
was exceeded.

Star Chief Custom Safari production totaled 2,905 examples; 
Chieftain Safari six-passenger, 9,701 units; and Chieftain Safari 
nine-passenger, 5,417 units.

1959
The Chieftain name was dropped, the Catalina Safaris became the 
affordable wagons in six- and nine-passenger four-door models, 
and the top-of-the-line Bonneville was now also available as a 
Safari wagon.

Wide-Track was born when Bunkie Knudsen decided to move 
the wheels and tires out to better fill the wheel wells. The advent 
of the split front grille theme only accentuated the effect, as did a 
broad front bumper; quad headlamps placed at the outer edges of 
the grille instead of above it; the flatter hood; subtle side trim; low 

roofline and thinner, more gracefully angled roof pillars. There was 
also more glass area. The twin rear fins were more restrained looking, 
oval taillamps were set into the edges of a like-shaped cove, and a 
new, more integrated bumper finished the rear.

The 122-inch wheelbase was retained for all station wagons, but 
length increased to 214.3 inches from 210.5, width to 80 inches from 
77.4 and the height was lowered to 56.3 inches from 59.

Pontiac’s tried-and-true V-8 was increased in displacement to 
389 cubic inches by lengthening the stroke to 3.75 inches. It would 
be produced with performance and durability revisions through the 
1966 model year. 

Engines available with the Super Hydra-Matic transmission 
include the 10.0:1 compression, premium-fuel, 280hp, two-barrel 
389-cu.in. V-8 and a four-barrel version rated at 300hp; there was 
also a no-cost economy 215hp Tempest 420E engine. A regular-fuel, 
8.6 compression, two-barrel, 245hp 389 or the 260hp four-barrel 
version was mated to the three-speed manual transmission. The extra-
cost 10.5 compression, 315hp Tri-Power V-8 was optional with both 
transmissions. 

Standard rear gears were 3.08 for the improved Super Hydra-
Matic, with 2.87:1 and 3.23:1 gear ratios optional, and 3.23:1 for the 
manual transmission, with 3.08:1 and 3.42:1 ratios optional. 

The wheelbase was unchanged, but the chassis was redesigned 
with the wheels moved out about five inches, and the center of 
gravity was lowered. Among the suspension revisions were the use 
of lower-rate coil springs front and rear. New 11-inch drum brakes 
were fitted front and rear, but were wider at 2.5 inches, front, and at 
2 inches, rear, than in past years, and the front brakes featured a cool-
ing flange to dissipate heat more quickly. Tires remained at 8.50 x 14.

The instrument panel and the interiors were new once again, 
and the nine-passenger wagon now used an “observation deck” rear-
facing third seat. A power tailgate window was an option that was 
standard in the nine-passenger wagon.

There were 4,673 Bonneville Safaris produced, as well as 
14,084 Catalina Safari nine-passenger wagons and 21,162 Catalina 
Safari six-passenger wagons. The Pontiac Motor Division rose to 
fourth place in sales in 1959 and was poised to break out as a design 
and image leader in the 1960s. 



BY DAVE CONWILL • PHOTOGRAPHY BY RICHARD LENTINELLO

For the fi rst 20 years after the end of World War II, luxury and sportiness went together. 

The ideal of the casual yet comfortable lifestyle was found in everything from 

vacation advertising to clothing to architecture, and particularly in the automobile. 

Nearly every body style was revamped between 1949 and 1957 to refl ect that uniquely 

’50s American paradigm of sporty luxury—roadsters returned as sports cars, coupes 

Safari Sensation
For the family that wanted a hardtop but needed a station wagon,
the 1955 Pontiac Safari offered the best of both worlds
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became hardtops, sedans spawned four-door hardtops, pickup 
trucks turned into coupe utilities and, perhaps most shockingly, the 
workaday station wagon was reworked into the sport wagon.

General Motors’ Pontiac Division was heartily in need of its 
own reinvention by the early 1950s. The conservative, semiformal 
image of Pontiac’s cars was mired in the division’s prewar niche 
between basic Chevrolet and slightly more formal Oldsmobile. 
But Oldsmobile had undergone its own sporty rework with the 
introduction of the V-8-powered Rocket 88 for 1949, and Pontiac 
was looking increasingly stodgy and out of place.

While much has been written about the 1955 Chevrolet, the 
1955 Pontiac often gets forgotten in the shuffl e. Many buyers at 
the time found it more attractive than the cheaper Chevrolet, and 
in a number of respects it was a superior vehicle. Further, it was 
nearly as big a transformation for the Pontiac division as the 1955 
Chevrolets were for Chevrolet—beginning a wholesale reinvention 
of the division that would continue through the debut of the Wide 
Track models in 1959.

All 1955 Pontiacs used the completely new A-platform 
shared with Chevrolet. Similar roofl ine and wrap-around wind-

driveReport

shield aside, the Pontiac body was unique in all respects from 
the beltline down and included a longer front end (and corre-
spondingly longer wheelbase) featuring a massive, divided-bum-
per grille. What did return were the division’s trademark Silver 
Streaks on the hood along with matching fi nned trim sections 
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along the top of the rear fenders.
The Pontiac Safari, like its corporate cousin the Chevrolet 

Nomad, had its origins with the 1954 Motorama Nomad, which 
was a fantasy Corvette-based two-door station wagon. While the 
Motorama Nomad was never intended for production, it was 
teased in order to whet the public’s appetite for something more 
than the four-door family haulers that were the standard station 
wagon offerings up to then.

Both the Safari and the Nomad were envisioned as a marriage 
between the good looks of a pillarless hardtop and the utility of a 
station wagon. As such, both models shared their front doors with 
the two-door hardtop in each division. Also like the Nomad, the 
Safari was the most expensive body style available in its division, 
outpricing both the Chieftain 870 four-door station wagon and 
the Star Chief convertible. That pricing premium, along with a late 
introduction, probably explains why the Safari was also the lowest-
production Pontiac for 1955, with only 3,760 examples produced.

One great advantage that the production Safari had over the 
Motorama Nomad and Pontiac’s own 1954 Motorama Dream 
Car, the Bonneville, was its brand-new, 287-cu.in. V-8. Called the 
Strato-Streak, this new engine was originally slated to be available 
for the 1953 model cars, but it was delayed due to the accidental 
death of Pontiac General Manager Arnold Lenz. The V-8, Pontiac’s 
fi rst since the division used up leftover Oakland V-8s in 1932, 
shared nothing with the staid fl athead six- and eight-cylinders that 
were the division’s engines of choice since the early 1930s. Nor did 
the new V-8 share anything with any other GM division’s engine, 

Instrument panel design is handsome and usable. Centrally mounted glovebox door is fl anked by fuel/oil pressure gauge and clock; view of 
the former can be hindered by gearshift lever. Bright fi nish on top and chrome windshield trim can create glare issues.

Hooded speedometer has redline indicator instead of needle; all gauges are illuminated green at night. Climate controls adjust Venti-Heat 
under-seat heater that works like a modern heated seat but uses a second heater core in lieu of electrical components.

save for the stud-mounted rocker arms that Chevrolet division was 
allowed to pirate for its own new V-8.

The 287-cu.in. engine was initially available only with a 
single two-barrel carburetor and single exhaust. With the manual 
transmission, buyers received solid lifters, 7.4 compression and 
173 horsepower. Those who opted for Hydra-Matic drive received 
hydraulic lifters, 8.0:1 compression and 180 horsepower. Later 
in 1955, when Chevrolet debuted its own 180hp V-8, Pontiac 
concocted a 200-horsepower Power Pack engine that mounted a 
four-barrel carburetor, though still only with a single exhaust.

While a column-shifted three-speed manual was the standard 
transmission, 90.6 percent of 1955 Pontiac production had the 
Hydra-Matic automatic transmission. Hydra-Matic, available in 
Pontiacs since 1948, was in its last year before its substantial 1956 
redesign into the Controlled Coupling Hydra-Matic. The early 
Hydra-Matics would later become valued by drag racers for their 
fi rm, substantial shifts, but contemporary car journalists and owners 
often complained about the “lurching” full-throttle upshifts of the 
early design transmission. 

While the 1955 Pontiac received a redesigned chassis, it was 
built upon the same kingpin-equipped independent front suspen-
sion technology used under the 1954 cars, but with improved 
geometry to suit modern driving conditions. Kingpin inclination 
was changed from a 5-degree inward tilt to vertical, resulting in 
lowered steering effort—although potentially at the expense of 
handling. In the rear, parallel leaf springs continued to suspend 
an open-drive axle, as had been Pontiac convention since before 
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World War II. Following a practice begun in 1954, Pontiac offered 
two different wheelbases: 122 inches for the Chieftain line, and 
124 inches for the Star Chiefs. Although the Safari was a part of the 
Star Chief line (it was, in fact, the only wagon offered in Star Chief 
trim), it used the Chieftain’s shorter wheelbase and did not have the 
extended rear overhang found on Star Chief sedans, convertibles 
and Catalina hardtops.

Our Turquoise Blue and White Mist feature car was sold new 
in Pennsylvania and came equipped with power brakes, the Venti-
Heat underseat heater and defroster, AM radio, back-
up lamps, “No-Mar” fuel guard door trim, an outside 
rearview mirror, oil-bath air cleaner and Hydra-
Matic drive. The original owner selected a harmoniz-
ing turquoise-and-white interior in leather, although 
nylon-and-leather was also an option. The current 
owner has added the much-loved illuminated hood 
ornament, which was still optional in 1955.

Owner Barry Zalesky, of Boynton Beach, Flori-
da, is no stranger to sport wagons or 1955 Pontiacs. 
Barry’s father drove a Star Chief sedan when Barry 
was a child, and Barry himself had a 1955 Chev-
rolet Nomad in college. One day, while driving his 
Nomad, he had his fi rst encounter with a Safari. “A 
guy passed me in a black-primer ’55 Safari wagon. 
I caught him at a light and I said, ‘What did you do 
to that Nomad? How did you get those quarters on 
that wagon?’ And, of course I saw they were Pontiac 
taillamps. And he said to me ‘No, this isn’t a Nomad; 
this is a Pontiac. This is a Safari wagon.’ I said, ‘What 
are you talking about? Pontiac never had a two-door 
wagon!’ and he said, ‘They certainly did!’“

Barry went on to tell us: “So I followed him. He 
didn’t work very far from where I lived, so I stopped 
and asked him if I could look at the car. He said, 
‘Sure, look at the dashboard. That’s a Pontiac dash-
board.’ And sure enough, it was. Years later, I started 
to enquire about Safaris. I saw them listed in Hem-
mings … and I saw the ad for the Pontiac-Oakland 
Club International. I joined the Safari Chapter and 
that’s how I started the search for my car.”

In July 1984, after a two-year search, an ad in the POCI’s 
Smoke Signals magazine netted a response from Scranton, Pennsyl-
vania, not far from Barry’s then-home in Philadelphia. Barry found 
a one-owner car resting in a barn in very good condition, requiring 
only minor mechanical repairs to be functional. After attending to 
the negligible issues, Barry soon had the car back in service attend-
ing local car shows and cruises.

Although it hasn’t required much over the years, and Barry 
only puts about 1,200 miles on the car annually, he has carefully 

Strato-Streak 287-cu.in.
engine was Pontiac’s fi rst 
OHV V-8. With its two-barrel 
carburetor, hydraulic lifters 
and 8.0:1 compression 
ratio, it developed 180hp. 
Dual exhausts were not 
available.

The wide, leather-covered bench seat is very comfortable, and is 
adjustable fore and aft. Power assist was optional.

Sliding windows vent the interior, which is easily warmed due to large 
greenhouse. Slanted B-pillars and coupe doors set sport wagon apart.

Door panels feature decorative “metal” inserts up top. Power 
windows were optional on Safari wagons and across the Pontiac line.
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Roof and tailgate, including hallmark bright strips, are shared with Chevrolet Nomad. Carpeted cargo area is exclusive to Safari and helps 
protect luggage and deaden road noise. Backup lamps were optional. All 1955 models had Silver Streak trim.

addressed any issues. Routine maintenance has seen many fluid 
changes, belt and hose replacement, tune-ups and brake service at 
Barry’s hand. He farms out bigger projects to professionals. The fac-
tory paint was replaced with a basecoat/clearcoat respray in 1994, 
with Barry’s careful supervision resulting in a finish that reflects the 
lower levels of gloss found on 1950s lacquer paintwork. Before 
Barry left Philadelphia and retired to Florida, he had a local trim 
shop custom-dye turquoise-and-white hides to replace the dried-
out original leather.

Since then, Barry has also had the original Bendix Treadle-
Vac brake booster restored in 2014 and had the Hydra-Matic gone 
through by a local shop at 102,000 miles. He reports the latter 
effort has made the Safari shift “like a new car.” 

The 1950s were a transitional time in American automobiles 
between 1930s and ’40s technology that feel antique to a modern 

driver and the designs that make 1960s cars feel positively modern. 
The Safari fits squarely in the middle of that spectrum. If it had a 
manual transmission, the Safari would still sport through-the-floor 
brake and clutch pedals, but Hydra-Matic-equipped Pontiacs be-
gan using a pendulum-style brake pedal starting in 1954.

Potentially confusing to modern drivers is the non-standard 
(N-ΔDrΔ-Lo-R) gear-shift pattern on the early Hydra-Matics and 
lack of a “Park” position (a parking pawl is engaged with the trans-
mission in Reverse). Barry avoids confusion by parking the Safari in 
Neutral and setting the “cane-handle” (i.e. T-shaped) parking brake 
lever found under the left side of the dashboard. Since the car must 
be started in neutral, this is doubly advantageous. 

Younger drivers may find themselves scrambling for a minute 
to find a seatbelt, but they weren’t offered in Pontiacs in 1955, and 
Barry hasn’t installed them. The flat, leather-covered bench seat 



Cargo area expands from four-foot depth to six feet by folding rear seat. Additional room is available if tailgate is left open. The spare tire 
is accessible under access panel. The tailgate can be fl ipped down to open while the top window remains in place.

is comfortable, but unlikely to hold the driver and passengers in 
place under spirited cornering. That said, it would be a few years 
before Pontiac incorporated ball joints and widened wheel tracks 
into its suspensions, so the interior is well suited to its original use. 
Barry reports that even after 500 miles, he rarely has any com-
plaints with the interior’s comfort.

Starting procedure is fairly typical: Mash the accelerator to 
the fl oor once and let up (No pumping! You’ll fl ood it!), twist the 
key located low on the instrument panel to the right of the steering 
wheel, and the engine should come to life. Put your foot on the 
brake pedal, which contemporary road testers praised for width 
allowing left-foot braking, release the parking brake, shift into ΔDr 
and off you go.

The ΔDr position on the gear selector is the normal driving 
position, “for improved fuel economy,” according to the owner’s 
manual. The DrΔ position, on the other hand, is said to be good 
“for faster acceleration and driving in congested traffi c.” These are, 
of course, the dual ranges that give the Dual Range Hydra-Matic 
its name. Particularly performance-minded drivers discovered a 
gearshift tango that involved starting in ΔDr for fi rst gear, moving 
the selector to Lo for an extended second-gear, and then shifting 
back into ΔDr at peak RPM. That would be good fun, perhaps, but 
not the way Hemmings treats other folks’ collector cars.

Once out on the road, the Pontiac exhibits good manners, 
absorbing bumps readily while remaining steady. Barry says he 
wishes the original owner had opted for power steering, but that’s 

strictly because the Pontiac can be a bit of a bear to maneuver at 
low speeds. At anything over 5 or 10 miles per hour, you’re un-
likely to notice except that perhaps the unboosted steering has a bit 
more road feel. The 20-year-old bias-ply tires don’t encourage hard 
maneuvering, but the car tracks straight, and it’s easy to see why so 
many families found Pontiacs to be good for road trips.

Speaking of that, despite its sporty good looks, the Safari offers 
a full six feet of cargo capacity with the back seat folded down and 
about four feet with the back seat upright. The cargo bay itself has 
carpet instead of the rubberized mat offered on the Nomad. Not 
only does this add a little protection for your vintage cooler and 
rattan picnic basket or your collection of vintage luggage, but it 
helps to isolate the occupants from road noise a bit better.

A note about Hydra-Matics here. It’s often supposed that 
because the Hydra-Matic is a four-speed automatic, like the more-
modern TH700R4 or TH200-4R, it has a fourth-gear overdrive. 
That’s not the case. Fourth gear is direct, so fi nal drive is purely 
a function of the rear axle ratio. Normally, Star Chiefs received a 
3.23:1 rear gear if they were equipped with Hydra-Matic. That’s 
good enough for our Safari to comfortably make freeway speeds.

Watching the 1955 Pontiac’s arch-shaped speedometer is al-
most mesmerizing. Rather than a conventional needle, it uses a red 
line that gets longer as speeds increase. Less pleasing is the layout 
of the other instruments, particularly the gasoline and oil gauges, 
which can be hard to see due to them being blocked by the gear-
shift lever. All gauges except for the clock, at least, are grouped in 
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owner’s view

I searched for this model for two years. I knew it was a limited-
production car. It won an award for design from the Milestone Car 
Society. It brings back memories of growing up in the ’50s and ’60s. 

It’s a typical car that many people bought to haul the family in after 
World War II ended. It drives very well for a 60-year-old car. On the 
highway, I can do 65 or 70 MPH all day long. It has a large radiator and 
runs cool all the time. I like the fact that when I attend car shows and 
cruises, I’m the only one with this model. Many people stop to admire it, 
ask questions and take photographs.

front of the driver and don’t require much effort to view. At night, 
the instruments are illuminated by a soft, green light. The glovebox 
is centrally placed, which is a logical location so the driver can 
reach his insurance and registration papers if needed. The inside of 
the glovebox door also sports indentations for beverage contain-
ers—although don’t try to use them while the car is in motion! 
They’re strictly intended for use at the drive-in.

Safaris have a reputation for overly warm interiors due to all 
the glass, but visibility is excellent—especially compared with 
coupes and sedans just a few years older. For dazzling sun, the Sa-
fari has the same type of internal sun visors that come on modern 
cars. But the bright paint atop the instrument panel and the abun-
dance of chrome trim can make for some unpleasant glare. This is 
nothing a pair of sunglasses and enough driving to get accustomed 
to it won’t take care of, however.

The power brakes on the Safari work well, hauling the wagon 
down from speed in a seemingly adequate distance. Like all drums, 

they’re prone to fading under heavy or prolonged use, but drive 
accordingly and all will be well.

The original AM radio is still intact and was another item Barry 
had restored; he also replaced the antenna. The radio is completely 
audible when the Pontiac is under way; unfortunately, there’s no 
Buddy Holly or Patti Page on the airwaves around Boynton Beach, 
so it doesn’t get much use.

The Safari as a sport wagon was a short-lived experiment for 
Pontiac, and by 1957, the division had already begun to apply the 
nameplate to a premium-level four-door station wagon. It would 
continue on in that role right up through the end of Pontiac station 
wagons in 1989. Over the course of the 1955 to 1957 model years, 
only 9,094 Safari sport wagons were produced in total.

With its right-for-its-time combination of athletic looks, semi-
luxury fi nish and suburban utility, plus standard V-8 power, the 
legendary Hydra-Matic transmission and fi t-and-fi nish above its 
Chevrolet cousin, the Pontiac Safari is possibly the best-kept secret 
of the pre-muscle Pontiacs. For the collector, the Safari offers both 
competent road manners and classic ’50s styling. It deserves to be 

as well remembered as the Nomad. 
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1955 PONTIAC SAFARI
ILLUSTRATIONS BY RUSSELL VON SAUERS,
THE GRAPHIC AUTOMOBILE STUDIO ©2016 HEMMINGS CLASSIC CAR

PRICE
BASE PRICE $2,962

PRICE AS OPTIONED $3,467.80

ENGINE
TYPE OHV V-8, cast-iron block and 

cylinder heads

DISPLACEMENT 287.2 cubic inches

BORE X STROKE 3.75 x 3.25 inches

COMPRESSION RATIO 8.0:1

HORSEPOWER @ RPM 180 @ 4,600

TORQUE @ RPM 264-lb.ft. @ 2,400

VALVETRAIN Hydraulic valve lifters

MAIN BEARINGS Five

FUEL SYSTEM Rochester 2GC two-barrel 

carburetor

LUBRICATION SYSTEM Full pressure

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 12-volt, negative ground, generator

EXHAUST SYSTEM Single exhaust and muffl er

TRANSMISSION
TYPE Column-shift four-speed automatic

RATIOS 1st  4.10:1

 2nd  2.63:1

 3rd  1.55:1

 4th  1.00:1

 Reverse 4.62:1

DIFFERENTIAL
TYPE Hypoid drive gears, open

GEAR RATIO 3.23:1

STEERING
TYPE Saginaw, recirculating ball

GEAR RATIO 25:1

TURNS TO LOCK 4.5

TURNING CIRCLE 42.6 feet

BRAKES
TYPE Hydraulic, four-wheel drum, power 

assisted

FRONT 12 x 2.25-inch drums

REAR 11 x 1.75-inch drums

CHASSIS & BODY
CONSTRUCTION Steel body, separate I-beam steel 

frame with crossmembers

BODY STYLE Two-door station wagon

LAYOUT Front engine, rear-wheel drive

SUSPENSION
FRONT Independent; unequal-length 

upper and lower control arms; coil 

springs; tubular shock absorbers; 

kingpin steering knuckle

REAR Solid axle; semi-elliptical leaf 

springs; tubular shock absorbers

WHEELS & TIRES
WHEELS Steel with full wheel covers

FRONT/REAR 15 x 5.5 inches

TIRES Bias-ply wide whitewalls

FRONT/REAR 7.60-15

WEIGHTS & MEASURES
WHEELBASE 122.0 inches

OVERALL LENGTH 202.9 inches

OVERALL WIDTH 75.4 inches

OVERALL HEIGHT 62.5 inches

FRONT TRACK 58.66 inches

REAR TRACK 59.05 inches

SHIPPING WEIGHT 3,746 pounds

CAPACITIES
CRANKCASE 5-quarts (6 quarts with fi lter)

COOLING SYSTEM 24½ quarts with Venti-Heat 

underseat heater

FUEL TANK 18-gallons

CALCULATED DATA
BHP PER CU.IN. 0.627

WEIGHT PER BHP 20.81 pounds

WEIGHT PER CU.IN. 13.04 pounds

PERFORMANCE*
0-60 MPH 13.8 seconds

¼ MILE 19.7 seconds

TOP SPEED 102.0 MPH

FUEL MILEAGE 16.5 MPG (avg.)

*Motor Trend March 1955 road test of 1955 Pontiac Star 

Chief sedan with Hydra-Matic

PRODUCTION
TOTAL 3,760

PROS & CONS
+  Sport wagon body style

+  Rarer than a Chevrolet 

Nomad

+  Styling of a hardtop with the 

utility of a station wagon

–  Limited production

–  Harder to fi nd trim parts

–  Too rare to use as a utility 

vehicle

CLUB CORNER
PONTIAC-OAKLAND CLUB 
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 68

Maple Plain, Minnesota 55359

763-479-3571, www.poci.org

Dues: $39

Membership: 7,500 

ANTIQUE AUTOMOBILE CLUB 
OF AMERICA
161 Museum Drive

Hershey, Pennsylvania 17033

717-566-7100, www.aaca.org

Dues: $35

Members: 60,000

WHAT TO PAY
LOW
$15,000 – $20,000

AVERAGE
$40,000 – $50,000

HIGH
$80,000 – $100,000

SPECIFICATIONS

58.66 inches 120.0 inches
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Big Sleep,” was very humorous and hit 
home. 

In 1972, I bought a 1947 “station-
wagon” tent. It was 10 x 10 x 8 feet, 
and when set up, there was a fl ap on 
the back that attached to the luggage 
rack of a station wagon, allowing you 
to go from the tent to the station wagon 
without going outside. We still have it 
and occasionally use it. We just don’t 
have a station wagon, yet.

To get off the ground, we have 
a 1966 Mallard Canvas Back pop-
up trailer that we pull with our all-
original 1967 Mercury Cougar. When 
the camper is set up, it looks like a 
Conestoga wagon. When we use it, 
there is very little privacy, as everyone 
wants to look at the camper. To get even 
further off the ground, we use our Forest 
River Fifth Wheel.

Jim also mentioned there should 
be a “museum showing the evolution 
of camping trailers.” There is such 
a place in Elkhart, Indiana, and in 
Auburn, California, at the Auburn 
County Museum, there is a Studebaker 
Conestoga wagon set up like a modern-
day camper. It has a fold-down bed 
and a wood-burning stove for heat and 
cooking. Studebaker invented this, 
among other things. 
Paul Hayes
Lawrence, Indiana

AS USUAL, JIM RICHARDSON’S 
column in HCC #137 hit home. This 
time revitalizing memories of sleeping 
in cars and the circumstances surround-
ing each event, especially the people, 
the vehicle and where it took place. For 
me, it started as a kid when accompa-
nying my father on errands. If the place 
Dad had to visit was of no interest to 
me, I just reclined the front seat of his 
1951 Nash and took a snooze. 

As a young adult on my fi rst solo 
cross-country road trip, the front seat of 
my 1954 Buick (see Reminiscing, issue 
#131), while not the most comfortable, 
was where I spent several nights. 
Back in the Sixties, while dating the 
prettiest girl in art school and somehow 
convincing her to travel the country 
with me, a 1954 Chrysler New Yorker 
proved accommodating for the two 
of us and a puppy. With a mattress 
in the back and luggage on the roof, 

I HAVE BEEN A TRAILER CAMPER FOR 
many years and have always maintained 
subscriptions to one or more RV 
magazines, but never have I read a more 
thorough historical account of a major RV 
manufacturer than Pat Foster’s article on 
Airstream Trailers in HCC #137.

Another piece of history I’d like to 
add is Airstream’s role in the fi rst manned 
lunar landing in 1969. Upon successful 
return to earth, the Apollo 11 command 
module was retrieved from its splashdown 
site in the North Pacifi c Ocean by 
the aircraft carrier USS Hornet. Once 
safely aboard, the three astronauts, Neil 
Armstrong, Michael Collins and Edwin 
“Buzz” Aldrin, were quarantined to a 
specially outfi tted Airstream Travel Trailer. 
Several Airstreams were purchased for the 
space program to serve as quarantine units 
for returning Apollo astronauts.

The Hornet is now a fl oating museum 
berthed at the former Alameda Island 
Naval Station in San Francisco Bay. On 
board for viewing is the Airstream used 
for quarantine of the returning Apollo 
14 crew, which included Alan Shepard, 
famous for his departing golf ball shot on 
the moon.
Steve Andrade
Gilroy, California

I ENJOYED THE DRIVEABLE DREAM 
feature on the 1966 Chrysler in HCC 
#136. Our uncle Joe had a 1966 300 
four-door sedan in the same turquoise 
color, with a turquoise cloth interior. Here 
in Canada, for most of the Sixties, the 
model range for Chryslers was slightly 
different from that in the States. De Soto 
“died” here after the 1960 model year, so 
Chryslers were sold in both Dodge and 
Plymouth dealer showrooms, managing to 
outsell the lower-priced corporate makes 
in 1962. I’m sure their offbeat styling 
didn’t help their sales results.

When the Newport series was 
introduced stateside in 1961, Chrysler 
Canada continued with the lineup as it 
was: Windsor, Saratoga and New Yorker, 
which at the time included the 300 
“Letter” series. Body styles manufactured 
locally were the two-door hardtop models 
and the four-door sedan in both Windsor 
and Saratoga lines. New Yorkers, Letter 
Cars, station wagons and convertibles 
were imported for 1961-’62, but in 1963 
Chrysler began to produce convertibles at 
Windsor as well, so there was a Windsor 
convertible, too.  

In 1961-’62, the convertibles on 
offer were imported Newport models. 
The same three lines continued through 
1966, although for 1964-’65, the 
Saratoga used the grille of the 300, and 
was listed in the sales brochures as the 
Saratoga 300. For the 1966 model year, 
it was called a 300 at last, but was still 
available in the same three Saratoga 
body styles, two- and four-door hardtops 
and the four-door sedan. The 1966 
Canadian 300 used the Newport-style 
taillamps, and a 300-style grille, but this 
one year there was also on offer the Sport 
300, which looked just like the American 
300, though it was available to us only in 
two-door hardtop and convertible forms. 
For 1967, the model range was identical 
once again to the U.S. offerings, as it had 
been in 1960.
Wayne Janzen
New Westminster, British Columbia
Canada

I WOULD LIKE TO RESPOND TO JIM 
Donnelly’s column in HCC #137 on 
automotive breakthroughs that made 
a difference. I have been a car guy 
since I was about fi ve years old and 
gained a lot of my practical experience 
in my father’s junkyard.  Some of my 
breakthroughs are infl uenced by Dad’s 
opinions, and the others are mine, which 
come from an engineering perspective 
more than from style or regulatory ones. 
The breakthrough technology has been 
infl uenced by the infrastructure of the 
day and will continue to be so.

My list of fi ve breakthroughs that 
made a difference are: the Interstate 
Highway System, electric starters, roll-up 
windows, hydraulic brakes and micro-
processor engine control. 

I believe there is more yet to come. 
Material technology such as carbon 
fi ber panels will change our cars much 
like the high-strength steel mentioned 
in Jim’s column. Self-driving cars are 
waiting in the wings, and will certainly 
be a breakthrough technology that will 
improve transportation safety possibly 
more than anything so far.
Dennis Ulery
Ballston Spa, New York

ENJOYED THE ARTICLE IN HCC #137 
about camping and travel trailers. Even 
though we don’t own an Airstream, 
we do have a Forest River Fifth Wheel. 
Also, Jim Richardson’s column, “The 
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George Romney didn’t make many 
mistakes in his life, but I know one 
time he really screwed up. That was 
when the renowned American Motors 

CEO decided to discontinue the once-popular 
Metropolitan in favor of the Rambler American. 
It was a really bad decision; maybe not the worst 
he ever made, but 
right up there in the 
top three.

You remember 
the Metropolitan. It 
was a small British-
built car introduced 
in 1954 by the Nash 
Motors Division of 
Nash-Kelvinator 
Corporation. Some people like to call it America’s 
first sub-compact car, but they’re forgetting both 
Crosley and American Bantam. The Metropolitan 
really might be considered one of America’s first 
“captive imports,” i.e., an import car brought in 
by an American automaker (Nash-Healey being 
the first). 

The Big Three automakers horselaughed at 
the idea for a couple of years before they began 
frantically importing their own overseas models 
to try to meet the tide of demand for small cars. 
Remember the Ford Anglia, Vauxhall Victor 
and Opel Kadett? But Nash was first, as Nash 
usually was. 

There were good business reasons for 
bringing the Met to America. Being built overseas, 
the supply of Metropolitans wouldn’t be affected 
by the kind of steel shortages that held back Nash 
production from 1945 to 1950. I’ve always felt 
that Nash CEO George Mason initiated the Met 
project so that his dealers would have an additional 
line of cars to sell even if the steel shortages 
returned. In addition, the Met put Nash into a 
market segment it otherwise would not have been 
able to enter. And of course, it gave Nash a solid 
entry in overseas markets. 

Designed by independent stylist Bill Flajole, 
under contract with Nash, the Metropolitan was a 
two-seat “personal car,” meaning it wasn’t meant 
to be a family car. The Met was aimed at singles 
and at those looking for a second car in a two-car 
family. Sure, technically it had a back seat, but 
only small children could squeeze into it. I tried it 
once when I was younger and much more flexible, 
and I couldn’t manage to fit my then-svelte body 
back there no matter how hard I tried.

Nash hired Britain’s Austin Motor 
Company to build the Metropolitan for them on a 

contract basis. The Metropolitan was introduced 
to Americans on March 19, 1954, with the 
expectation of dealers ordering perhaps as many 
as 6,000 cars in the first year. When wholesale 
shipments totaled nearly 14,000 units, the 
company was pleasantly surprised. Even better 
was the response by the press—they universally 

loved the new little 
car. For a relatively 
minor investment, 
Nash had a popular 
car on hand that fit 
perfectly with its 
strategy of entering 
new market segments 
in the lower price 
ranges. The Met, 

at just $1,445 for the coupe and $1,469 for the 
convertible, anchored the bottom of the Nash 
price structure.

But Nash contracted for too few cars, so the 
company couldn’t keep up with demand during 
1954-’56. Finally, in 1957, the supply grew and 
sales did, too. In addition to the U.S., Nash also 
distributed the car in Canada and in Europe. 
Wholesale shipments to North America peaked 
at over 22,000 units in 1959 and then began to 
decline. There were two reasons for this: 

1. After 1959, AMC stubbornly refused to 
update the car, even to the point of retaining its 
passé two-tone color scheme and enclosed wheels 
into 1962, by which point it looked comically 
out-of-date. 

2. George Romney decided that the smallest 
car AMC would offer would be the Rambler 
American. Why? For greater profits, pure and 
simple. As a manufacturer, AMC made a lot 
more money selling cars built in its own factories 
rather than those it had contracted for. This isn’t 
conjecture; AMC V.P. Roy Chapin Jr. told me so 
himself. From that viewpoint, Romney’s move 
made sense; if you’re going to sell cars, it’s better 
to sell the ones you make the most profit on, right? 

But the Met and the American were 
distinctly different cars, and they appealed to 
different customers. Metropolitans appealed to 
people who like imported cars. By dropping the 
Met, Romney walked away from that large-and-
growing market. Dumb.

AMC designers were working on a new, 
roomier Met when the word came down that 
the company would no longer import it. That’s 
too bad, because imports enjoyed big market 
increases in the 1960s. Just look at how well VW 
and Toyota did. 

The Met Mistake

patfoster
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LETTERSRECAPS
Continued from page 32

it was quite the adventure. A few years 
later, that same girl (today my wife of 50 
years) and our fi rst child went camping 
at the rim of the Grand Canyon. This was 
May and the temperature dropped to the 
low 30s that night; too cold for outdoor 
sleeping. Our new 1969 Toyota Corolla, 
though cramped, gave us shelter for 
the night. That experience inspired the 
family to get a little more sophisticated 
when the call of the road beckoned. 
No doubt the 1965 VW camper was the 
most civilized sleep-in vehicle we ever 
acquired. Painfully slow for highway 
travel, notoriously unreliable, but lovely 
to look at and fun to drive, that converted 
microbus crisscrossed the country with us 
many times. And, it afforded a great night 
sleep on the streets of 1970s Manhattan. 
Somehow, today I fi nd myself eyeing the 
ultimate motor homes and fantasizing a 
bit. Just maybe?
Anthony Monaco
Dunedin, Florida

EXCELLENT ARTICLE IN HCC #137 
about the 1979 AMC Pacer. Being from a 
long-time AMC family, starting with the 
Ramblers and AMC cars purchased by 
my dad, when it came time for me to buy 
a new car in 1976, I felt the Pacer was 
a no-brainer. It did not have nearly the 
options that your feature car has, but it 
drove and rode as well as any larger car, 
which was one of its great selling points. 
The red paint color and custom wheels 
were a great look for a really cool car, at 
least in my eyes. The six-cylinder engine 
had plenty of power and provided decent 
mileage, although its weight worked a 
little against it when it came to mileage. 
And it had a very roomy interior for a 
compact car. The only major problem my 
wife and I had with it was that the starter 
had to be replaced. And this seemed to 
have been a trend with AMC and the 
Pacer. 

Thanks for bringing back a lot of great 
memories of a car that would be nice to 
have again.
Ted Ericson
Lincoln, Nebraska

MILTON STERN’S DETROIT 
Underdogs in HCC #137 was enjoyable 
to read. Naturally, we all have our special 
old cars, often those we identifi ed with 
when we were young, as Stern says in his 
beautiful, nostalgic piece.

I think those mid-’60s big Mercurys 

never had the recognition he would have 
liked mainly due to one thing. Unlike top-
of-the-line Oldsmobiles and Buicks, the 
Park Lane in the later ’60s had the same 
look because of its roofl ine, giving it the 
same character as the lesser models such 
as the Monterey. The car simply looked 
like a stretched Ford in both sedan and 
hardtop four-door models. Conversely, 
the GM mid-line models, Olds and Buick, 
utilized the larger C-body, which set them 
apart from the B-body cars of Chevrolet 
and Pontiac as well as from their own 
88 and Le Sabre models. The exception 
would be the Pontiac Bonneville. The big 
Pontiac, though having the same body de-
sign as the Catalina, had an appeal for the 
younger crowd along with a tremendous 
marketing campaign, the genesis of which 
was the Wide-Track marketing.

Mercury never followed through 
at all; it simply produced an excellent 
product without sex appeal or marketing 
support, essentially, a large Ford. I had a 
1968 Park Lane, and it was a wonderful 
ride and a strong car.
Joshua Weiss
Hewlett Harbor, New York

TO A LONGTIME MERCURY FAN, 
Milton Stern’s column on Mercurys was 
wonderful. I currently own a mostly origi-
nal 1968 Monterey convertible and an 
original 1977 Marquis Brougham. These 
cars drive, ride and provide comfort that 
is hard to beat. They require little main-
tenance and are reliable. You go to a car 
show, and yours may be the only Mercury 
there. I, too, don’t understand why more 
people don’t show up in Mercurys.
Louis Manus
Rapid City, South Dakota

I LOVED THE ARTICLE ON THE 1962 
Mercury Comet in HCC #136. When 
I was 17, I picked up a 1962 Comet 
that had been abandoned with a blown 
engine on I-95 in Connecticut. As was 
often the custom back then, when the 
engine blew the owner simply pulled the 
plates off the car and left it by the side of 
the road. My boss picked it up with his 
tow truck and brought it to his service 
station. Other than the engine, the car 
was in new condition, so we swapped in 
a 200-cu.in. straight-six from a wrecked 
Mustang. Since I was young and full of 
ideas, I decided to also swap in a bucket 
seat interior from a wrecked Falcon 
Sprint—it went in with no problems, even 

though the Comet was a four-door sedan. A 
repaint in screaming yellow was followed 
by lacework racing stripes—one down the 
center of the hood, two down the trunk lid. 
My buddies called it The Leaping Lemon, 
and it was one of the best cars I’ve ever 
owned—wish I could fi nd it now. 
Pat Foster
Milford, Connecticut 

I WAS HAPPY TO SEE THE OLDS-
mobile Cutlass Ciera getting some respect, 
although I was disappointed (notice I didn’t 
say “surprised”) to see it in the Detroit Un-
derdog section of issue #133. Mr. Stern said 
he “was determined to fi nd someone who 
owns and enjoys a Ciera.” Although mine 
isn’t quite old enough to qualify as a classic 
(it’s a 1992 model, S-trim-level four-door 
sedan with the 3300 Buick V-6 and 4T60 
four-speed automatic), I do enjoy it.

I bought it at a towing auction about 18 
months ago for $675. I drive it almost every 
day, and although it has a few minor issues, 
it has aged more gracefully than any other 
car I’ve owned. It’s reliable and surprisingly 
pleasant transportation. I hope to keep it on 
the road with routine maintenance until it’s 
old enough to be a classic.

GM kept making the Ciera and the 
nearly identical Buick Century for a long 
time for the right reasons. These were 
good cars that only got better each year 
(except maybe in ’94 when the torquey and 
bulletproof 3300 Buick V-6 was replaced by 
the 3.1L 60-degree V-6). 

Thanks for giving the Cutlass Ciera 
some praise, however faint.
Brian Nickel
Bothell, Washington

RICHARD’S COLUMN IN HCC #133 
struck a nerve, particularly with regard to his 
parents’ 1958 Super 88 sedan. My parents 
had a 1955 88, a ’56 Super 88 and a (to me, 
ghastly) ’58 in “Mountain Haze”—or just 
plain purple, to the uninitiated. 

My mom was offi ce manager of an Olds 
dealer, so we had a new car every year, 
except 1959. We obviously disagree about 
the looks of the ’58 models, but at least ours 
was an Olds; if it had been a ’58 Buick, I’d 
have been too embarrassed to show up in it 
at school.

As for my nomination of a “four-door 
prettier than its two-door counterpart”: the 
1961 Electra, particularly its pillarless ver-
sion. Very elegant.
Gary Tubesing
Anacortes, Washington
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E very so often, my parents would talk to 
me—lecture me, really—about how tough 
and deprived they were growing up. I’m 
not begrudging them, or anyone else who 

shared their experience: They were kids of the 
Depression. My maternal grandfather shod mules in 
a Western Pennsylvania coal mine, and my paternal 
grandfather lost what had at one point been a profit-
able trucking outfit that served Brooklyn grocers. 

Then, of course, came the war. I can still eas-
ily recall my mother talking about how it was next 
to impossible then for ladies to find stockings, or as 
they were commonly called at the time, “nylons,” 
since that DuPont synthetic was restricted as a stra-
tegic material. Instead, women lined up to buy “leg 
makeup,” which was a little less scarce.

You can’t blame America, then, for going nuts 
after World War II and racing off on an odyssey in 
search of comfort and convenience that’s enveloped 
three whole generations by now. The décor of our 
living spaces today can serve as a glimpse into 
that unending quest for luxury, or anything that 
somewhat looked and acted like it. Cherry-stained 
plywood paneling, faux marble Formica and even 
clip-on neckties that you didn’t have to knot, which 
drew teasers trying to tear them off your collar like 
a magnet if you were forced to wear them as a kid. 
The fake plastic plants that kept department stores 
like Two Guys and E.J. Korvette’s in business for de-
cades fall into this category of low-rent luxury, too.

From this point, the whole cycle reached its 
logical conclusion around 1970, when we discov-
ered velour. If you bought an American car from 
that point forward, and in particular one that 
aspired toward luxury itself, you were sitting on 
velour. Swaddled it in, really.

The Kashmiris were probably the first 
people to produce velvet, using specialized looms 
that created a tufted silk. Velvet was a staple of 
Central Asian trade along the Silk Routes when 
East and West first intersected in Constantinople. 
Once in Europe, velvet became the fabric that em-
perors demanded when it came to cushioning their 
divinely entitled undersides; the fabric sometimes 
imbedded with gold filigree, and always brightly 
dyed in regal, expensive shades of maroon and 
violet. Thanks in large part to Marco Polo, who 
brought it West, velvet in Europe was first associ-
ated with Venice, before the early Belgians and 
French got into to it, too. If you see a priceless piece 
of furniture from this epoch in a museum or at an 
exclusive antiques purveyor, it will almost surely be 
upholstered in velvet.

It was the French who figured out how to 
make velvet cheaper, by weaving it on a loom from 
pure cotton and giving it tiny piles of uneven depth. 
Perfecting the process around 1844 in Lyon, they 

called the new fabric velour. The explosive growth 
of cotton processing in the United States during the 
19th century brought velour into enormously broad 
usage worldwide. Velour was cheap and pretty du-
rable. You could find it inside jewelry cases, as the 
covering on plush toys, cushioning delicate instru-
ments and in everyday wardrobes. 

Synthetics transformed the textiles industry, 
both in the United States and globally. The first big 
change to velour came when it was co-woven with 
rayon, a nitrocellulose that was first promoted, as 
it happened, as a cheap substitute for silk. It held 
coloring, but didn’t stretch well. A solution came in 
the substitution of polyester fibers as components of 
the velour weave. It still felt soft and delightful like 
velvet, but could be pulled with almost any force 
and not rip. 

That’s when velour became a household regu-
lar, used for drapes and those sofas that swallowed 
you whole. Car interiors came almost immediately. 
Whether you bought a new Lincoln Mark IV, or 
were part of the much bigger audience that down-
shopped for an Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon or a 
Dodge Royal Monaco Brougham, you, too, could 
park your tush on crushed pleasure. Velour was 
more of a social equalizer than the cars it uphol-
stered. Everybody could ride classy. Or brag that 
they did, anyhow.

Whether most people are willing to acknowl-
edge it or not, the widespread use of velour in car 
interiors is, in hindsight, a watershed moment. Sure, 
fuzzy cloth in blinding red, dotted with button tufts 
like a cheap throw pillow, is tasteless to millions. But 
next time you see a Seventies car, look carefully. It 
may have those other banalities of the period like 
C-pillar glass, “coach” lamps or a halo vinyl roof. 
It’s probably also rusted up to its beltline. But look 
inside. The deep velour may be discolored by a 
million spilled Big Gulps or Frostys, but it’s most 
likely intact and otherwise free of blemishes, unless 
someone accidentally dropped smoking materials 
on it. The fabric is the only thing in the car that 
didn’t disintegrate over time. 

Velour eventually ran its course as a fad, 
starting after Ricardo Montalban made leather up-
holstery fashionable on pseudo-prestige cars before 
getting the Fantasy Island call. Dead cow skin now 
adorns everything upstream of a Kia Rio. Go to the 
mall, and it’s apparent that people care more about 
what’s imprinted on their apparel today than what 
it’s made from. That’s their problem. Not all that 
far in the past, your American car said more about 
what you wore than whatever was in your closet. 

Editor’s Note: Jim Donnelly is on vacation, so we dipped 
into the archives and selected one of our favorites, from 
HCC #41.

Sit On This Awhile

jimdonnelly
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waltgosden

O ne of my great pleasures in doing 
research on automotive history 
has been the opportunity to talk to 
people who had been active in the 

auto industry prior to World War II. In the 1970s 
to early 1980s, a fair number of the men and 
women who made their living working for car 
manufacturers, 
both large and 
small, were still 
alive to share 
their stories.

I was 
fortunate 
enough to have 
the opportunity 
to have 
contact and 
conversations 
in person and 
by mail with 
numerous 
gentlemen who were employed by the H.H. 
Franklin Manufacturing Company, which built 
the Franklin car in Syracuse, New York, from 
1902 thru 1934.  One of the fellows I got to know 
reasonably well was James “Red” De Garmo, who 
started to work at Franklin in 1926 as a mechanic 
in the engineering department, but shortly after 
that, he told me, “I began ‘mileage driving’ 
experimental cars.”

Jim De Garmo told me he enjoyed being 
a mileage/test driver, and there were six other 
fellows who had the same job, spread over different 
shifts. He related, “In ‘mileage driving,’ the cars 
were driven night and day. For instance, someone 
would take over my car after I left work. During 
each eight-hour shift, the average mileage was 240 
miles. Periodically, the cars were dismantled to 
check for wear.” He also said he worked as personal 
chauffeur to the Franklin Company president, 
Herbert Franklin. Every summer, Mr. Franklin 
would request that a personal chauffeur be assigned 
from the experimental department to drive for 
him, in addition to the permanently employed 
family chauffeur. During that time, cars of various 
body styles were used. Mr. Franklin invariably sat 
in the back, except on the rare occasions he would 
take the wheel himself. 

Jim reported to Mr. Franklin’s home on 
James Street mornings at 8:00 a.m., and left at 
5:00 p.m. each day. He told me Herbert Franklin 
was an impeccable dresser and that he did enjoy a 
fine cigar. Often, while driving Mr. Franklin from 
his home to the Franklin Company office, Mr. 

Franklin would request the car be stopped and he 
would walk the remaining mile to the plant. Many 
trips were made to New York City via Route 20 
east to Route 9, and then south on that route down 
to Manhattan. Jim wrote me, “Whenever a car 
passed our Franklin on the road, H.H. would ask, 
‘What make of car was that?’”

It took 
about seven 
hours to get 
from Syracuse 
to New York 
City in those 
days, and Mr. 
Franklin would 
stay at the Plaza 
Hotel, and Jim 
would stay at 
the Empire 
Hotel. There 
was a Franklin 
dealer a few 

blocks away from the Plaza Hotel at the west side of 
Columbus Circle, where Mr. Franklin’s car would 
be serviced, washed, cleaned and polished before 
they returned to Syracuse.

One of the cars that they used was an early 
version of the Franklin “Pirate” phaeton that was 
designed by Raymond Dietrich and that featured 
doors that flared out over the running boards. 
The car Jim drove Herbert Franklin around in 
had 1929-style external-lug wire wheels, flared 
front fender tips and a belt-line molding that ran 
the length of the middle of the body. The car was 
unusual enough to be written about and pictured in 
the February 1930 issue of Country Life magazine. 
This special Franklin was painted battleship gray 
with vermilion-red trim and wheels. 

Jim told me he didn’t mind the experience as 
chauffeur for the head of the Franklin Company, 
but much preferred his normal work as test driver. 
The one thing he did not like was the fact he had to 
wear a chauffeur’s uniform, complete with chaps, 
tie, hat at a certain angle, and gloves. It was hot 
summer weather when he was chauffeur, and that 
wool suit was really uncomfortable to wear. There 
wasn’t much room in the front compartment of the 
Pirate five-passenger phaeton, and the seat wasn’t 
adjustable; Jim was not a small man.

Mr. Franklin picked up on Jim’s discomfort 
and when asked how Jim’s performance on the job 
was by John Burns, who was the head engineer of 
the experimental department and Jim’s boss, Mr. 
Franklin stated, “Jim isn’t much of a chauffeur, but 
he is one helluva driver.”

Tale of a Franklin Test Driver
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By terry shea • PhotograPhy by richard lentinello

touring treasure
With its uniquely shaped grille, the 1938 Plymouth P-6 Two-Door 
Touring Sedan was one of the most distinctive-looking cars of its era
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F or the 1938 model year, Plymouth returned with its 1937 models largely 

unchanged, save for a more pronounced, almost bulbous grille. Coupled with the 

economy turning back toward recession, this polarizing feature did the company 

no favors, as Plymouth sales, for the first time ever, backpedaled 
and dropped more than 40 percent. Midway through the model 
year, designers moved the headlamps lower and closer to the cowl 
at the behest of dealers asking for change. But the headlamps 
remained attached to the side of the grille structure and not the 

fenders, as was the case on Chrysler, Dodge and De Soto models.
Chrysler Corporation categorized Plymouth’s model into two 

ranges for 1938, making the cars available in the P-5 Business line 
or the P-6 Deluxe versions. The P-5 (which was renamed Roadking 
midway through the model year as a way of better distinguishing 
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itself with aplomb on each new Plymouth, and, 10 years in, the 1938 
models continued that tradition. For the P-6 Series, buyers could 
choose from nine different models, starting with a two-door business 
coupe, a rumble-seat coupe, the two-door Touring Sedan shown here, 
a two-door convertible and a variety of four-door sedans. All rode on 
a 112-inch wheelbase, save for the larger seven-passenger models, 
which took advantage of an expansive 132 inches between the axles 
to accommodate all passengers.

The Touring Sedan featured a trunk built in as part of the body, 
which made it Plymouth’s most popular body style for several years. 
In two-door form, 46,669 examples were built during the 1938 model 
year, second to the more popular four-door Touring Sedan, of which 
119,669 were built. With seating for five-passengers, the P-6 Deluxe 
version sold for a Depression-era friendly $785, an $84 premium 
over the P-5 Roadking two-door Touring Sedan. Curiously, despite the 
tough economy in 1938, more than 73 percent of Plymouth buyers 
opted for the more premium Deluxe version, including the Kentucky 
farmer who was the original owner of this car.

It’s hard to believe that a 78-year-old car can have had just 
three owners, but Tom Sammon is proud to call himself just the third 
keeper of the keys to this passionately restored two-door 1938 Ply-
mouth P-6 Touring Sedan.

Tom, a building contractor from Grant-Valkaria, Florida, has 
owned the beautiful Mopar for just seven years and rightly credits its 
restoration to the woman he bought it from, Alice Brutscher, and her 
late husband, John.

John, then living in Louisville, bought this Plymouth for Alice as 
an anniversary gift in 1967. Alice loved the Plymouth, using it to go to 
work and haul the kids around. By the late Sixties and early Seventies, 
the preserved Plymouth surely had to be a sight on Louisville roads as 

Plymouth’s P-6 Deluxe 
models were distinguished 

from the basic P-5 
Business/Roadking line 
with the inclusion of 
opening quarter-vent 

windows and a simulated 
woodgrain color pattern 
on the dashboard and 
other interior trim.

 They pulled the 

blankets off that were 

covering the car in the 

garage, and I fell in love 

with it immediately. 

the line) lacked the wood-grain look of the P-6’s interior, along with 
opening vent windows at the front doors. 

Whether in P-5 guise or the stepped-up P-6 style, behind 
that distinctively shaped grille sat Plymouth’s venerable 201-cu.
in., L-head, straight-six engine. With a 6.7:1 compression ratio, it 
produced 82 horsepower at 3,600 RPM and 145-lb.ft. of torque 
at just 1,200 RPM. Though Plymouth announced a slightly higher 
compression version that was said to be good for four more 
horsepower, it seems that none were ever produced in 1938. With 
four main bearings, aluminum pistons and full-pressure lubrica-
tion, the Plymouth engine represented solid engineering. Plymouth 
also touted the relative smoothness of its driveline, based not only 
on the powerplant itself, but also on the rubber engine mounts 
Plymouth dubbed “Floating Power.” Regardless of designation, 
a three-speed manual transmission was standard on all models, 
with overdrive optional, and fed power to a rear axle with a 4.1:1 
overall ratio. 

Plymouth had pioneered a high-quality, well-engineered 
automobile for the low-price market, debuting with four-wheel hy-
draulic brakes when that sort of technology had only been adopted 
by a small handful of companies. Likewise, the 1938 Plymouths 
had an all-steel body and a suspension—including an anti-roll bar 
and a steering setup with a relatively fast ratio and a small, rubber-
ized steering “shock eliminator” attached to the front left spring 
mount—that outclassed other low-price offerings. Hydraulic shocks 
and a flat floorpan that eliminated the driveshaft tunnel in the rear 
of the car also contributed to a level of passenger comfort that 
set the Plymouth apart from other cars in its class. Soundproofing 
material throughout also added to the passenger isolation. 

From the beginning, Chrysler’s focus on engineering exhibited 
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a daily driver. 
This Plymouth had 

plied the highways and 
byways of Kentucky for 
decades previous. The 
original owner, a farmer 
from Breckenridge 
County, made the short 
trek to Chrysler Corpora-
tion’s assembly plant just 
across the Ohio River 
in Evansville, Indiana, 
to pick up his two-door 
Touring Sedan, which 
he would keep for 29 
years, surely proud to 
call what was advertised 
as “America’s Smartest 
Low-Price Car” his own. 
He drove it until 1955, 
and then on the farm after that until John bought it for his wife. 

While Alice and John used the old Plymouth for a while, it 
was eventually taken off the road, with the couple planning on 
restoring it in retirement. When they moved to Florida, they built 
a garage dedicated to the car, hauled it down from where it had 
been stored in Kentucky and began restoring it in the Nineties as a 
team effort. 

Tom told us that Alice was a retired schoolteacher, so she did 
all of the research. And John was a retired machinist, so you know 
how meticulous a machinist can be. So, it was a husband-and-
wife team—not just John alone—that restored the car. Alice spoke 
fondly of filing the markings off of stainless steel bolts so that they 
looked original.

The pair joined the Cape Canaveral chapter of the AACA, 
enlisting their support and that of the Plymouth and Mopar com-
munities to get the car done right as they embarked on a body-off 
restoration in their little two-car garage. And their efforts paid off 
handsomely. After roughly a year of what Tom refers to as a “full-
time” endeavor, Alice and John entered the car at an AACA meet 
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in 1998 and came away with their First 
Junior award, followed up soon after by National Senior prize at 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

After John passed 
away in 2006, the Ply-
mouth sat for two years 
in the garage before Alice 
decided to sell it. When 
Tom heard about the car, 
he went to take a look 
at it—he was not disap-
pointed. “They pulled 
the blankets off that were 
covering the car in the ga-
rage, and I fell in love with 
it immediately,” Tom says.  
He describes the negotia-
tion process with Alice as 
“more of an interview to 
see that I was worthy of 
ownership.” But he passed 
muster with Alice and was 
able to buy the car, albeit 

with one caveat: She was to show the car one final time. At the 2008 
AACA Winter Meet in Melbourne, Florida, Alice received the car’s 
ninth Preservation Award, a testament to the quality of the restoration 
and the ensuing care the couple lavished on the Plymouth.

Tom, who drives it about 500 miles every year, has since taken 
to showing the car. One of the highlights came at the annual Mopars 
with Big Daddy at the Don Garlits Museum of Drag Racing in Ocala, 
where, in a field of over 250 Mopars —the vast majority from the 
muscle car era—Tom’s 1938 Plymouth caught Big Daddy’s eye and 
earned him the Don Garlits Pick for the show. 

Fortunately for Tom, John and Alice’s restoration work has held 
up extremely well, with Tom only needing to replace a starter and 
have the transmission rebuilt because a synchro was going bad. 
Tom admits, “I just wash and wax it and change the oil occasionally. 
That’s pretty much all I do to it.” What better testament to 41 years of 
ownership and the skill and determination to make the Plymouth like 
new again. 

Tom’s plans are about as straightforward as they can get: “I figure 
the first owner had it 29 years, and the second owner 41 years. Un-
fortunately, I don’t think I will ever break either of those records, but 
I’m going to hang onto it as long as I possibly can. It’s costing me very 
little to just keep it in the garage and drive it when I want to.” 

The 201-cu.in., L-head straight-six in all 1938 Plymouths produced a very 
respectable 82 horsepower while delivering reasonable fuel economy. 
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words and photography by richard lentinello

T here are few better venues to host a concours than amidst the shade of the towering 

live oak trees that lend Hilton Head Island its characteristic personality. The warm 

autumn air, nearby ocean breeze, and an extensive array of interesting and unique 

collector cars of all nationalities make the Hilton Head Concours a must-attend event.

Since its early days at the Coastal Discovery Museum, 
the Hilton Head Concours has evolved into a significant 
player in the crowded concours field. Now that it has moved 
to the more scenic and spacious grounds of the Port Royal 
Golf Club, its future is brighter than it’s ever been. Plus, its 
early November schedule and its location halfway between 
two of America’s great historic Southern cities—Savannah 
and Charleston—make it an ideal vacation spot that the 
whole family will enjoy. Oh, and let’s not forget about the 
exciting vintage car races that are held across the river from 

Savannah the week prior to the concours.
The full name of this noteworthy event is the Hilton 

Head Island Motoring Festival & Concours d’Elegance, and 
a motoring festival it is. On Saturday, there’s a Car Club 
Showcase, whereby members display all sorts of collector 
cars, from classics to muscle cars, European sports cars and 
exotics, along with numerous American beauties from the 
’50s and ’60s. Sunday is concours day.  

For more details about this year’s event, to be held 
November 5-6, visit its website at www.hhiconcours.com.

Hilton Head Concours
South Carolina’s Motoring Festival of Distinction
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The Mercedes-Benz, 
Dual-Ghia and Chrysler 
Imperial shown above 
were the three finalists 
competing for Best of 
Show honors. Another 
rarely seen beauty was 
this cream-colored 1934 
Pontiac Cabriolet owned 
by Brian and Trish White 
from Apex, North Carolina. 
Brian’s father bought it at 
Hershey in 1985.

The rarest of all Model A Fords is the A400 Convertible Sedan, such as this restored 
1931 beauty owned by Robert and Mitzi McNab of Johnson City, Tennessee.

Asheville, North Carolina, resident W.L. Boyd brought 
his right-hand-drive 1929 Chevrolet AC Phaeton.

Richard and Mary Poppo from Bakersville, North Carolina, showed 
their 1954 Sportsman Red Corvette, which they bought 45 years ago.
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Destroyed during Hurricane Floyd, this 1966 Corvair has been 
restored by its proud owner Jim Elliott from Yorktown, Virginia.

Randy Still from Kingsport, 
Tennessee, displayed his 1952 
Cadillac Fleetwood 60 Special 
alongside the 1959 Series 62 
convertible owned by locals 
Jim and Clare Mackie.

Built for Dale Berger of Berger Chevrolet, this 1-of-128 1967 Impala 
SS427 convertible is owned by Douglas van Kalker of Asheville.

One of the rarest Lincolns ever built was this 1926 L Type 130 
boattail speedster; it’s owned by Robert Jepson Jr. of Savannah.

Dale Critz, Jr., also from nearby Savannah, Georgia, showed his 
authentically restored 1911 E-M-F, a Model 30 factory racer.

This 1956 Chrysler New Yorker sports a Hi-Way record player; Doug 
and Chris Dressler from Ocean Isle Beach, North Carolina, own it.
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Asheville residents Roy 
and Linda Crowninshield 
brought down their 
1966 Shelby G.T. 350H, 
which sat alongside the 
unrestored 1965 G.T. 350 
owned by Leland Cross of 
Centreville, Delaware.

Restored by its owner, Bill Alley from Greensboro, 
Vermont, this is a very rare 1909 Packard Roadster.

Driven just 14,000 miles, this unrestored 1962 Olds 
Starfi re was shown by Jim Heustess of Jupiter, Florida.

Suffolk, Virginia, residents John and Lynn Heimerl 
showed their striking 1935 Chrysler Airfl ow Imperial.

You rarely see a 1947 Plymouth Special Deluxe station wagon in such outstanding 
condition as this one, owned by Henri David of Old Saybrook, Connecticut.  

Best of Show was awarded to this gorgeous 1933 Chrysler Custom Imperial Phaeton 
owned by Joseph and Margie Cassini from West Orange, New Jersey.
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BY MARK J. McCOURT • PHOTOGRAPHY BY RICHARD LENTINELLO

Chrysler has been America’s unoffi cial convertible king since the early 1980s, 

having reintroduced millions of drivers to the joys of open-air motoring with 

its many approachably priced soft-top models. Perhaps the automaker was 

making up for having forfeited the convertible game 10 years earlier? Indeed, 1970 was 

the fi nal model year for Chrysler-branded convertibles before the industry’s mid-decade

Smooth Style
Chrysler’s sporty, luxurious 1970 Three Hundred convertible 
represented the end of an era
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shift away from soft tops, and the ultimate 1970 Chrysler 
convertible—both the last of its kind, and in terms of enduring 
appeal to our feature car’s longtime owner—was the 300.

The Crimson convertible on these pages shared its name-
plate with the famous “Letter Series” Chryslers of the 1950s and 
early 1960s, and retained aspects of those cars’ sporty designs 
and ample power. But demand for those qualities in Chrysler 
Division products was falling, and the 300 itself would disap-
pear after 1971. This generation of 300, available for three 
years, was in many ways one of the best; it blended designer 
Elwood Engel’s modern, unique “fuselage” styling with a 
5,000-weld-strong unit body, was built in small numbers, and 
would represent the last traditionally full-sized Chrysler perfor-
mance model.

When this fuselage theme debuted for 1969, Chrysler 
advertised it as “A sweeping new design where body and frame 
are one.” The ad line that stated, “Your next car can have no 
protruding chrome, bumps, knobs, gargoyles or wasted space,” 
emphasized the cars’ smooth, unadorned modern styling with 
integrated chrome bumpers. The 300’s traditional bold cross-bar 

grille covered trendy hidden quad headlamps, and its single-
bar taillamps were split by a simple “300” nameplate. Changes 
were minimal for 1970, when the 300 grille and taillamp de-
signs were attractively simplifi ed.

It was that 1970 300 convertible that caught the eye of New 
Hampshire native Paul Vatcher, who’d been a Chrysler enthusiast 
since childhood, and whose appreciation was cemented when, 
at age 14, he inherited his grandfather’s 1939 Imperial business 
coupe. “After that Imperial, I drove Fords—it was years before I 
could afford a new Chrysler. I was working as a manager at Gen-
eral Electric in 1970, when I visited my local dealer and placed 
the order. It would have red paint and a white interior and top, 
and would be my family car,” he recalls. That car would be one 
of only 1,077 300 convertibles to leave the factory in 1970 (out 
of a total 2,201 convertible Chryslers), and its base price was 
$5,195, the equivalent of roughly $31,775 today. 

As a premium model in Chrysler’s lineup, the Vatcher fam-
ily’s 300 came nicely equipped with a 350hp V-8 engine, three-
speed TorqueFlite automatic transmission, power-operated top, 
full wheel covers and an El Paso-grain vinyl-upholstered interior. 
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He chose to add a split front bench seat, power brakes and the 
Trailer Towing Package, which included a heavy-duty suspen-
sion, maximum-capacity cooling system, 3.23:1 axle ratio and 
more. Other available features just outside of Paul’s budget in-
cluded the 375hp, dual-exhaust “440 TNT” V-8 (standard on the 
limited-production 1970 300 Hurst), power front disc brakes, a 
Sure-Grip differential and Airtemp air conditioning. 

“It was a beauty. Our family drove it, towing a pop-up 
trailer, to Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, in 
the summer of 1971, where we had a very memorable vaca-
tion that included traveling on the Trans-Canada highway and 
hundreds of miles of unpaved roads, top down most of the 
way. It was amazing how many people stopped us to talk about 
that car; it was exciting for people in Newfoundland to see a 
convertible,” Paul remembers. That 300 continued to serve him 
well for years. “The soft top wasn’t lined, but the car had a good 
heater and warmed up quickly in the winter with the big V-8. 
Unfortunately, by 1976, it had about 72,000 miles and was rust-
ing out from New Hampshire winter road salt, so I traded it in 
on a Chrysler sedan.

“Stupid me. For two years, I kicked myself because I loved 
that car, and my family loved it too. I read Hemmings Motor 
News, and in April 1978, I found an ad from a Ford dealership 
in Delaware, offering a 1970 Chrysler 300 convertible with 

66,000 miles. That car was also red, but had a black interior, 
and they were asking $3,000. I rode down with friends to 
look at it, and the car was in really good shape. I offered them 
$2,000 in cash, and they took it. I bought a new battery, plus 
$1.50 for acid! I drove it home, and have used it as a second, 
weekend car, ever since.”

Both of Paul’s Crimson 300 convertibles shared the 
124-inch wheelbase that Chrysler used since 1965, and they 
stretched to a garage-straining 224.7 inches. Their power-assist-
ed four-wheel drum brakes offered adequate stopping power, 
and the suspensions combined rear leaf springs with front tor-
sion bars and anti-roll bars. The aforementioned standard 350hp 
V-8 displaced 440 cubic inches through a 4.33 x 3.75-inch bore 
and stroke. It had a 9.7:1 compression ratio, was topped with a 
four-barrel carburetor, and made its peak horsepower at 4,400 
RPM, along with 480-lb.ft. of torque at 2,800 RPM.

This replacement 300 was better-equipped than his original, 
as it included bucket seats with a fl oor-mounted center console 
and gearshift. The car also came with power windows, an AM/
FM Search Tuner radio with foot-button control, and front and 
rear bumper guards. 

Once Paul got his second-chance Chrysler convertible, he 
wasn’t about to let go, and the car has rewarded his dedication 
over the last 38 years and 70,000 miles with impressive reliability. 
He’s a stickler for maintenance, attending to its needs promptly; 
“Initially, I would be fi ling the points or installing new points 
every 60 days or so—I couldn’t keep points in that car, so I 
installed an electronic ignition, and now haven’t touched it in 25 
years. It’s only required one brake rebuild in all that time, too.”

This 440-cu.in. V-8 has not been apart in 136,000 miles, although 
the four-barrel carburetor has been rebuilt numerous times.

This interior features the desirable optional center console-mounted 
shifter; wide seats fold down nearly fl at. Note generous rear leg room.
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Paul goes on to say: “The engine takes 
regular gas—lots of it, at 12 MPG!—requires 
no lead additives, and doesn’t burn a drop 
of oil. I have replaced the radiator and water 
pump—I don’t have trouble getting parts for 
it. I’ll rebuild the carburetor every fi ve or six 
years, and change the oil annually. I run radi-
als on it rather than the original bias-belted 
tires, because the radials drive a lot truer.” 

The Chrysler has also been treated to 
some cosmetic upgrades, in the form of a 
repaint in the original color, an engine bay 
detailing, and factory-style replacement 
upholstery for the front passenger seat and rear 
seat. “It had its original convertible top until 
fi ve years ago; when it was being painted, the 
shop lowered the top with something in the 
well, and that broke the glass rear window. It 
would have cost as much to put new glass in 
that old top as it would to replace the entire 
thing, so it made sense to go that route—this 
top is just like the original, and fi ts perfectly, 
with no leaks.” 

The Vatchers are self-proclaimed “snow 
birds,” and this 300 feels right at home in the 
Florida sunshine; Paul drove the car down the 
East Coast in October, making the 1,515-mile, 
solo trip in 22½  hours and stopping only 
for gas and food, top down the entire way. “I 
drive the car every two to three days, taking 
it out for breakfast or lunch, or going to car 
shows and cruises. I don’t baby it, or worry 
about it in parking lots, because I just love to 
drive it down here,” he admits, adding that he 
racks up about 1,500 miles a year. Paul enjoys 
keeping the car clean, preferring Jax Wax 
Liquid Carnauba Paste Wax for its ease of use, 

and regularly applies a UV protectant to the 
upholstery and top.

Never having experienced a 1970 Chrys-
ler 300 convertible, we asked this dedicated 
enthusiast to take us along for a ride. “It drives 
very, very well, and rides down the road like 
a boat. It has plenty of power. The transmis-
sion must still be in good shape, because 
sometimes I’ll lay rubber, for the fun of it,” 
he says with a laugh. “All the windows work, 
although the back windows are moving kind 
of slow now, with age. The front vent windows 
work great for directing air inside, because 
it doesn’t have air conditioning, something I 
wish it did. 

“Everywhere I go, I have people come up 
to me and say, ‘Gee, I had a car just like that’,” 
he continues. “But in the last two or three 
years, I haven’t seen another 1970 Chrysler 
300 anywhere. I don’t know where they’ve 
all gone—perhaps they’re tucked away in 
collections, or have gone overseas. One of my 
friends had a 1969, and when he sold his, it 
went to Europe. I’ve also had people approach 
me who want to buy this car. One fellow 
offered me $30,000—mine was appraised 
for $18,000—and he wanted to send it to 
Europe, too! I told him I wasn’t interested in 
selling it, but if I ever am, I have his card.”

Top-down adventures remain this rare 
Mopar’s raison d’être, and Paul is pondering 
something special for this summer: “I’d like to 
go back to Newfoundland, and up to Labra-
dor, to see how it’s changed.” We’ll bet one 
thing hasn’t changed—a red 1970 Chrysler 
300 convertible will turn as many heads in 
2016 as one did 45 years ago. 

The intense Florida 
sunshine hasn’t harmed 
the expansive black 
dashboard, despite Paul’s 
preference for top-down 
motoring at all times. 
Although it doesn’t have 
A/C, this car was nicely 
optioned with power 
windows and the AM/FM 
Search Tuner radio, which 
offers foot-controlled 
channel changing—note 
that button, next to the 
fl oor-mounted headlamp 
dimmer switch.

 It drives very,

very well, and rides 

down the road

like a boat. It has 

plenty of power. The 

transmission must 

still be in good shape, 

because sometimes I’ll 

lay rubber, for the

fun of it… 
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Disappearing Act
Hidden for 44 years, a one-family-owned 1951 Packard 200 Touring 
Sedan returns to the road
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID LaCHANCE

In the summer of 1951, the time had come for Joe Borish 

to buy his fi rst brand-new car. He visited the Agnew Auto 

Company in nearby Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and drove 

home in a 1951 Packard 200 Touring Sedan.

Even though it was from Packard’s 
least expensive line, and was delivered 
with a heater, a push-button radio and an 
Ultramatic automatic transmission as its 
only options, the 200 was still a premium 
car, and cost Borish $2,915.50—putting 
it in the neighborhood of a Cadillac Series 
61 or a Chrysler Imperial. He got $517 for 
the 1941 Packard he traded in, put down 
$1,007 in cash and made 18 monthly pay-
ments of $90.

Introduced for the 1951 model year 

driveabledream 

with an up-to-date body style, the 200 
was offered in both Standard and Deluxe 
models. Known as the 24th Series line of 
Packards, the Standard line was offered 
in three body styles—four-door Touring 
Sedan, two-door Club Sedan and two-
door Business Coupe—while the more 
expensive Deluxe models could be had as 
either a four-door Sedan or a two-door Club 
Sedan. So popular was this new, affordable 
Packard with its modern contemporary 
style that 71,362 examples were sold, with 
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47,052 buyers opting for the higher priced 
Deluxe models.

We don’t know what led Borish to 
choose a 1951 model—was it the all-new 
styling?—but we do know that he treasured 
the Packard. A veteran of World War II, he 
was serving in the Army National Guard, 
and used the car only to drive to his train-
ing sessions. We also know that he had a 
tendency to tinker with his car.

Packard aficionados might already 
have noticed that this 200 has been 
dressed up beyond its modest origins. The 
windshield visor and the outside mirror, 
for instance, were options that the car 
lacked when Borish bought it. The really 

well versed might be able to tell you that 
the three medallions on the rear fenders 
date from 1952, the chrome add-on rear 
fins became available in 1953, and the 
finned headlamp bezels appeared in 1954. 
Evidently, Borish paid attention to Packard’s 
year-to-year changes, and picked out what 
he liked for his car.

Not all of the changes were cosmetic. 
He added a Motor Minder vacuum gauge 
to the dashboard, as well as an ammeter 
and an oil pressure gauge. A vacuum-
operated rear window wiper and a pair of 
back-up lamps, both Packard accessories, 
were other additions.

In 1963, Borish stopped driving the 

car, parking it in his garage with the inten-
tion of passing it down to his son. “He told 
me that he used to get the car running once 
a year, pull it out, let it run a little bit and 
then put it back in the garage,” says Joe 
Zalar, the Packard’s current caretaker. This 
went on until 1980, when tragedy struck: 
Borish’s son was killed in a traffic accident. 
From then on, Borish largely neglected the 
old Packard.

Joe got to know Borish in 2005, while 
dating his granddaughter Jen (Joe and Jen 
have since married). Jen told him about the 
old Packard, and Borish was happy to give 
Joe a tour on his first visit to the house. “We 
went down and looked at it, and it was cov-

The push-button 
radio and Ultramatic 

automatic transmission 
were factory options. 
The car covered just 
18,904 miles in its 

first 60 years.

The least expensive model in Packard’s lineup for 1951, the 200 Standard featured simple, durable cloth upholstery. The original interior in 
this car needed only steam cleaning to look like new; even the utilitarian rubber floor mats are undamaged. Interior dimensions are generous.
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ered with sheets and blankets. I lifted up the 
side, and I saw the color. I looked inside, 
and it was full of toilet paper, paper towels 
and other dry goods, just stored in the car,” 
Joe says. “I asked him if the car ran, and he 
said, ‘I haven’t had it running in a few years. 
I think I could probably have it running in 
a week or two.’ So I said, ‘Why don’t you?’ 
He was 83 or 84 years old at the time, but 
he was healthy, and he was still able to do 
things. He said, ‘Ah, we’ll see.’ And he just 
never got around to it. I don’t think he was 
that interested in getting the car running.”

When Borish died suddenly in 2007, 
the family decided that the Packard should 
go to Joe and Jen. Joe wasn’t immediately 
sold on the idea. “I liked cars, but I wasn’t 
big on that era of car at the time,” he 
explains. “I thought, it would be nice to 
have, but I don’t want a dinosaur sitting in 
my garage that I can’t do anything with. So 
that’s when we decided to take a look at it 
to see how bad it was.”

Dragged into the daylight for the first 

time in 44 years, the Packard proved to be 
in surprisingly good condition. True, the 
135-horsepower 288-cu.in. straight-eight 
engine was frozen, the fuel line was rusted 
through and the brake fluid had turned to 
paste, but the floor pans and the frame rails 
were solid, and the odometer stood at just 
18,904 miles. “I knew that it was going to 
need work to the engine, transmission, rear 
end, brakes and mechanicals. But everything 
was there, and everything was solid. So we 
decided to go ahead and take the car.”

Joe at the time owned a 1972 Dodge 
Dart Swinger, and had no experience with 
American cars of the Fifties. By good fortune, 
he met a Fifties car enthusiast named Carl 
Ventresca at a local car show. Joe told him 
about the Packard, and Carl suggested that 
he get in touch with Jim Gibbons, a Carn-
egie, Pennsylvania, mechanic who could 
make the required repairs. It took repeated 
calls to get Carl and Jim to Joe’s house to 
look at the Packard—“everybody that has 
a car sitting in their garage, they think it’s 

a gem, and it’s usually a rust bucket,” Joe 
says—but they were pleasantly surprised 
with what they found. “This was an honest, 
solid car. This car was worth rebuilding the 
engine.”

The Packard was trailered to Jim’s 
house, where the engine and transmis-
sion were removed. Joe then trailered the 
body back to his house. A tear-down of the 
engine revealed that piston number seven 
had become frozen in its bore. The cylinder 
head and block were Magnafluxed for 
cracks, and the engine rebuilt using new 
parts from Kanter Auto Products and, at 
times, the local NAPA store.

Jim’s original estimate of six months 
turned into three years, but in 2011, the 
engine and transmission were ready for 
installation. “At this point, I wanted to be 
able to drive the car home—I didn’t want 
to trailer it anymore,” Joe says. New fuel 
lines were also installed, the brake system 
and differential rebuilt, and the powertrain 
installed. Joe had had the radiator re-cored, 

The 288-cu.in. straight-eight engine had become frozen from decades of disuse, and had to be rebuilt. The radiator was re-cored when the 
original was found to be impossible to repair. The windshield washer was one of many factory options installed by the car’s first owner.
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and the gas tank cleaned. In October 2011, 
Joe drove his Packard for the first time.

What was that like? “It was awesome,” 
he enthuses. Joe didn’t realize it, but that 
first drive was a nail-biter for Jim, who 
had come along to see if the Ultramatic 
transmission would behave. The Ultramatic 
employs a torque converter lockup at cruis-
ing speeds, and if it doesn’t unlock when 
the car slows, the engine will stall. The old 
Packard performed flawlessly, to the relief 
of Jim, who had been careful not to change 
any of the transmission’s adjustments.

The Packard 200 still looked like a 
barn find when Joe drove it to its first show, 
where he immediately learned something 
about the appeal of Fifties cars. “With my 
Dart, I’d take it to a car show and everyone 
would point out every little nick and every 
little scratch—‘That’s not right, this isn’t 
right.’ I don’t want to hear that. I know it’s 
not perfect. The Packard’s imperfections, 
the patina, that’s what they enjoy,” he says. 
“Guys that are into the Fifties-style cars 
seem so much more interested in the his-
tory of the car than the guys that are into 
the muscle cars. People seem genuinely 
interested in the Packard. It’s a totally differ-
ent crowd.”

Joe eventually had the car detailed. The 
mint-green Turquoise Blue paint, which is 
mostly original, regained its sheen through 
buffing and waxing, while the cloth interior 
needed nothing more than a steam clean-
ing. That’s the condition it was in when 
we stumbled on it at the 2015 Pittsburgh 
Vintage Grand Prix, which, aside from local 

cruise-ins, was the car’s first real showing.
The Packard has won Joe over, so 

much so that he’s sold the Dart. “I was a 
Mopar guy, really, and I was interested in 
the muscle car era. I was never interested 
in purchasing a Fifties-era car or fixing 
one up, because it just wasn’t my cup of 
tea. I wanted something sporty, loud and 
fast—and this car is not sporty, it’s not loud 
and it’s not fast. It’s none of the above. But 
it’s just so well built, and rides so smoothly 
down the highway. It floats down the 
highway smoother than a lot of cars today. 
When you close the door, you hear it close, 
you feel it—it’s not a tin can. That’s why I 
really like the car.”  

It might not be fast, but the Packard 
is satisfying to drive. “You feel like you’re 
actually driving,” Joe tells us. “You feel like 
you’re doing something, to stop the car, to 
turn the car. I think these cars made people 
better drivers, because you had to think 
about what you were doing. 

“You’re not one-hand driving that car,” 
Joe laughs. “It’s two hands on the wheel, 
make sure you’re paying attention, make 
sure that you’re far enough away from other 
cars so that you can stop in time, because 
those brakes aren’t going to stop you like 
they will in a modern car. You have to start 
turning a little bit sooner. I probably drive 
the car a lot slower than people want me 
to, but it’s just a joy to drive. When I get it 
out on the highway, I’m going 55 MPH, and 
it feels like you’re floating. Cars are flying 
by me, going 70. But I’m enjoying every 
second of it.” 

 It floats down the 
highway smoother than a lot 
of cars today. When you close 

the door, you hear it close, 
you feel it—it’s not a tin can. 

That’s why I really like the 
car. 
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T he debate over the merits of 
black or white sidewalls on tires 
for cars—especially those of the 
pre-WWII era—has been going on 

for decades, and I expect will continue 
for many years to come. There are two 
camps: Those who feel no car needs, or 
looks good with, whitewall tires, because 
they are bright, showy and don’t appear 
authentic; and there are those who believe 
that cars do look good with whitewalls, 
and think that they add a tasteful accent 
and perhaps a bit of class. The question of 
white versus blackwalls is one that is so 

BY WALT GOSDEN • ILLUSTRATIONS COURTESY OF THE WALT GOSDEN COLLECTION

An Alternative to Black and Whitewall Tires
Walls of Color

historyofautomotive design  1933-1934 

polarizing that it could almost be debated 
like a political issue. Just as there are 
diehard Republicans and Democrats, so, 
too, are there people who prefer white or 
blackwall tires. Feelings and opinions run 
strong—so, too, does stubbornness.

To quote a huge brochure that 
addressed the subject of tires that was 
published in early 1933: “Suppose your 
house were being painted—and the only 
colors you could use for trimming were 
either black or white. That’s what the situ-
ation has been, with your car. You could 
have your choice of tire colors, provided 

only you selected either black or white.” 
That choice broadened considerably, if 
only briefl y, in the early years of the Great 
Depression. Colored sidewalls for tires 
that “are custom made for fi ne cars—for 
owners who desire distinctiveness,” were 
available from B.F. Goodrich. 

“For Proud Owners Only,” is the 
phrase that the copywriters at B.F. 
Goodrich pitched to the car owners they 
thought would be prime customers for 
the manufacturer’s unusual new tires. 
Persuasive verbiage was in full force. 
Since one had to make an effort to get 

The description of this Hupmobile coupe notes that the car was envisioned as being painted light blue-green with light buff trim and 
Tangerine tire sidewalls. B.F. Goodrich stated: “Select these new tires as you would select a rug or a piece of furniture.”

This is an illustration from the Hupmobile company sales literature. Compare it to the artwork B.F. Goodrich had its artists render of the 
same model car but with Tangerine tires as shown below.
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Although B.F. Goodrich did not specify what makes of car were illustrated in its promotional catalog for its tires, some brands are fairly 
obvious, such as this Cadillac, which is shown with Carnelian-colored sidewalls. The paint color of the car is described as chocolate with 
pale orange trim.

This illustration of a 1933 Plymouth model PC coupe with Red sidewalls was used in the B.F. Goodrich magazine advertisement. “They are 
technically harmonious, you may be sure,” states the text.

Plymouth factory sales 
material illustrated 
the same model PC 
coupe as shown here. 
B.F. Goodrich didn’t 
just rely on “fantasy” 
cars to attempt to sell 
its product.
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The Cadillac phaeton in the B.F. Goodrich sales piece was radically stylized, but the car is still recognizable as a V-16 model. The tire color 
is described as Claret; paint work is peach and the color of the trim is “old rose.”

Some of the B.F. Goodrich illustrations are so stylized that immediate recognition of a particular make is often not possible. Those interested 
had to write to B.F. Goodrich to receive detailed information about the manufacturer’s “Color-Weld” line of tires.

Compared to the B.F. Goodrich version depicted above, this is what Cadillac used in its advertisements to sell the V-16 model.

the brochure telling about the tires, B.F. 
Goodrich management concluded that if 
a person sent for one, he seriously liked 
cars. “One needn’t be haughty to be 
proud of one’s car,” the copy explains. 
“Aren’t you the sort who likes to have 
bumpers and hubcaps polished? We 
think so—or this book wouldn’t be in 
your hands.” 

The copywriters went on about how 
such a car owner would be the type to 
“sometimes take a cloth to wipe away 
a speck of dust from the hood or radia-
tor even though you’ve just had the car 
washed and polished.” They made a great 
effort to puff up him, describing him as 

one who knows the importance of the 
extra little things on an automobile, and 
as such, is the sort of person who ought to 
have them. 

B.F. Goodrich proclaimed that all 
Goodrich Safety Silvertowns were the saf-
est tires ever built. The name “Silvertown” 
came from an industrial area a few miles 
east of central London, England, where 
a tire called the Palmer Cord was devel-
oped. B.F. Goodrich purchased rights and 
introduced its version in the United States 
as the Silvertown Cord. The great eco-
nomic depression saw B.F. Goodrich suffer 
huge fi nancial losses between 1930 and 
1933, just as the automobile manufactur-

ers did. If cars didn’t sell, neither did their 
components, and this included tires.  

B.F. Goodrich was primarily a tire 
manufacturer; however, over the years 
it also designed and produced ice bags, 
hot water bottles, throat bags, rubber 
boots and gloves, canvas shoes, fan 
belts, radiator hoses and breast pumps! 
The B.F. Goodrich Silvertown Cord 
orchestra was active in recordings for 
RCA Victor, with vocal refrain by the 
Silver-Masked Tenor.

Although sales and production had 
slowed signifi cantly, development of new 
and different tires to attract car owners’ 
attention continued. After several years of 
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The Reo Royale was a favorite car featured in numerous illustrations to promote B.F. Goodrich’s special new tires. They serve in many of the 
profi le illustrations in a variety of body types.

This Reo Royale is depicted with Granite-colored tire sidewalls, while the car’s body color is bright blue with medium- and pale-blue trim.

Sandstone tire color appears on this black with vermilion and brown trim Packard fi ve-passenger coupe. MoToR magazine reports, “The 
colored tires share a mottled effect and a scintillating surface appearance.”

The illustration of this Nash coupe has Sandstone tires against a light orange body with deep ivory trim.
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development, B.F. Goodrich announced 
with great fl air and a double-page 
advertisement in the MoToR annual show 
edition for January 1933: “New beauty 
for this year’s smart car. B.F. Goodrich 
custom-built Silvertowns in colors!” 
The tires were fi tted to cars at various 
automobile shows around the country, 
and the casings were treated in a number 
of hue combinations that Goodrich 
guaranteed would retain their brilliance 

Although the shell, fender lamps and headlamps do not say Franklin V-12, the fender line and body style certainly do. It would be diffi cult 
to imagine a real car of this size and style having the Carnation colored tires with medium-red body and brown trim.

This deep-blue sedan with black trim, I believe, was a fi gment of the artist’s imagination and features Granite colored tires. The tire company 
notes, “The owner of a custom-built or custom painted car for instance, will fi nd color cards on fi le with his B.F. Goodrich dealer.”

throughout the life of the tire. 
B.F. Goodrich called the process of 

applying the colored sidewalls “Color-
Weld;” it was exclusive to that brand of 
tire. The manufacturer noted in a lavish 
promotional catalog that the tread part 
of the tire that touches the road was still 
the same tough, black rubber used in all 
B.F. Goodrich Silvertowns. The sidewalls, 
however, were ingrained with pigmented 
rubber, and don’t appear to be completely 

smooth like regular black and whitewall 
tires are. The color would not wash off, 
wear off or fade.

The cost of the tires was never 
revealed in the company’s advertisements 
or in the color promotional catalog that 
you had to send away for. All that these 
materials indicate is that the tires cost no 
more than any other deluxe tire. The tires 
were not kept in stock at B.F. Goodrich 
tire suppliers, but those locations did 

This La Salle club sedan is illustrated with Granite colored tires against a gray body with gray-blue trim.
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The Pearl color had a silver tint to it. 
Approximately 20 different colors were 
available to choose from.

This automobile strongly resembles a 1932 Buick series 90 and has Willow Green sidewalls against a green body with gray-blue trim.

have sample strips of the colors on offer. 
When you were ready to place your 
order, you did so with the B.F. Goodrich 
factory in Akron or Los Angeles, for 
delivery within a few days. If you were 
buying a new car, B.F. Goodrich urged 
you to inquire with your dealer about 
colored Silvertowns. They would be 

dealer installed, not factory installed.
So, was it a gimmick on the part of 

the B.F. Goodrich Tire Company of Akron, 
Ohio? Was it a ruse? Or a sincere effort 
to present and offer a unique new look 
for the motorcar in 1933? One has to 
acknowledge that the effort was indeed 
very creative and brought to the market an 

idea I’m sure many designers had thought 
about, but had never had the means to 
bring to fruition. Despite their lack of suc-
cess in sales and corresponding short span 
of availability, the B.F. Goodrich custom-
built Silvertowns in color are yet another 
interesting and curious facet of automotive 
marketing, and now, history. 

Individual tires are illustrated to give the 
full effect as best could be accomplished on 
printed paper. Here is the manufacturer’s 
Granite Blue tire.

This is the Bronze version of the B.F. 
Goodrich tire. The sales catalog promoting 
the tire line proclaims, “New feathers for 
the peacock.”

The English Vermilion sidewalls must have 
been quite an eyeful. Cardinal, Claret and 
Carnelian colored tires were also offered.

There were several shades of green sidewalls 
available, such as this Willow color. There 
was also Lime and Jade green.

The yellow shades were represented by this 
Ochre color, as well as by Amber, Bronze and, 
to add a bit of orange, Tangerine.
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 H elen Dryden was born in 
Philadelphia, in November, 
1887. Early on, she demonstrated 
an interest and abilities in the 

fine arts that led her to briefly attend 
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. 
After working a year in Philadelphia, she 
moved to New York City around 1909. She 
longed to produce fashion illustrations, 
but her unconventional style was rejected 
at several publishing houses. An editor at 
Vogue also declined her work, though her 
samples were kept on file.

In 1909, Condé Nast purchased Vogue 
and became its publisher. Reviewing 
recent submissions, the new publisher em-
braced her simplified modern illustrative 
style, and she was hired as a fashion editor. 
Dryden illustrated many of the influential 

magazine’s covers from at least 1912 to 
1922, and by doing so, became a leading 
trendsetter for the high-fashion social elite. 
It has been reported that within a few years 
of her numerous initial rejections she was 
regularly referred to as America’s most 
highly paid female artist.

Condé Nast employed many art-
ists during Dryden’s tenure, including, in 
1919, fashion illustrator and Ziegfeld Fol-
lies costume designer Raymond Loewy.

Concurrent with her responsibili-
ties at Vogue, Dryden launched a career 
as a Broadway theater costume designer, 
sometimes drawing rave reviews even 
when the plays did not. She illustrated 
advertisements for Aberfoyle dress fabrics 
and Cutex cosmetics, and designed pat-
terns for Imperial Wallpaper. By 1927 she 

Helen Dryden
Pioneering gatecrasher of the boys-only industrial design club

BY ED HEYS • PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF RICHARD QUINN AND THE ED HEYS ARCHIVE

had moved on to illustrating covers for 
Delineator, a more mainstream women’s 
fashion and home-making magazine, em-
ploying her increasingly angular and stark 
Art Deco style.

From there, she dared to invade the 
boys-only industrial design arena. Dryden 
blossomed into a decorative lighting 
designer for Revere Copper in Rome, New 
York, and an automotive hardware stylist 
for the Dura Company of Toledo, Ohio. 
As reported in the July 27, 1929, issue 
of Automobile Topics, “Helen Dryden, 
who has been called America’s highest 
paid woman artist, has been appointed 
director of design... of automobile body 
hardware... She is recognized as an 
international authority on design, style 
and decoration and is expected to exert 
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 To me the 

modern automobile... 

is worth serious 

study as a thing apart 

from any other means 

of transportation. It 

deserves new ideas in 

decoration, typifying 

its own individual 

period. 
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Studebaker President ads promoting the 1936 model give Helen Dryden headline status for 
her simplified and distinctive contemporary styling of interior and exterior details. 

an important creative influence in the 
automotive field." 

Her position at Dura-at a reported 
$35,000 per year-ended abruptly only 
months later with a wave of layoffs as a 
result of the October 1929 stock market 
crash, as her much lower-paid successor, 
George Walker, reca lled in a 1985 inter
view with David Crippen for the Edsel B. 
Ford Design History Center. 

can regard curves and knobs-looking for 
all the world like big lumps of taffy-as 
nothing more or less than reli cs of the past, 
designs that have been handed down from 
past generations. 

"Here we have a vehicle like none 
other in the history of the world. Let us ... 
invent complimentary fittings and adorn 
ments sleek, straight and slim . To me the 
modern automobi I e ... is worth serious 
study as a thing apart from any other 
means of transportation. It deserves new 
ideas in decoration, typifying its own ind i
vidual period." 

Beyond broad statements, she offered 
spec ifi c recommendations: " In seek ing 

simplic ity in modern motor ca r design, 
which to me is so essenti al, there are 
many things to be considered. I feel that 
rea l progress will have been made when 
more ca r interiors have recessed ash 
receivers rather than those little wooden 
boxes that we have grown accustomed 
to seeing stuck on the side of the car. An 
idea l arrangement for disposing of ashes 
in the deluxe type of vehicle would seem 
to me to be a sma ll pocket recessed in 
the wall, covered with a metal door on a 
hinge. The ashes could eas il y be dropped 
inside and the smooth face of the wa ll 
would not be disturbed." 

She also addressed marketing issues: 
"With womankind influenc ing the sa le 
of automobiles in greater numbers today 
than ever before, it is essential to consider 
what wi II have the greatest appeal to her 
taste and what will best meet her require
ments. Her ca r must afford a suitable 
background for her soc ial life, her c lothes, 
her manner of liv ing." 

The October 25, 1930, issue of 
Automobile Topics revealed that Dryden 
traveled abroad to review the Paris Salon 
and stated that "du rin g the past year Miss 
Dryden has widened the recognition she 
has won in the art world through her 
achievements in bringing new ideas of 
design into the automotive field. As con
sultant to the Dura Company in evo lving 
new types of automobile hardware she 
has been brought in c lose touch with the 
modern automobile and has v iewed its 
decoration not alone from the standpoint 
of arti st and sty I ist, but through the eyes of 
a woman ... " 

But Dryden reta ined her affiliation 
with Dura; in an Automobile Topics arti c le 
from j anuary 1930, she was referred to as 
a Dura design consultant and reported that 
" I can see many opportunities for rea ll y 
well-dressed ca rs done in true modern 
style ... I mean simplic ity which now more 
than ever has come into its own as true art. 
Co lor ... must be touched upon in consid
ering simplicity. Soft neutral shades are 
most popular among women of taste and 
distinction." 

Dryden appeared as one of several 
celebriti es in an advertisement for 1930 
Studebakers, which were "sty led as befits 
champions by those whose word in art 
carri es authority." She was also refer
enced, along with Norman Bel Geddes, 

EXCITING NEW S~aket... STYL ING 

INSPIRED BY GIFTED HELEN DRYDEN 

in a less complimentary january 13, 1930, 
TIME review of the 30th annual National 
Automobile Show, "Obviously the recent 
U.S. renascence in bathroom fixtures and 
furniture has sm itten the automobile. Some 
of the artists responsible for the renascence 
are now working on auto bodies." 

I I thet!C •potlight ca"' of 1937, [amouo llclcn 
Dryden, foremost &tyliBt of h T day, again hu 

collahorotcd wi lh tudebakcr'• d iotiu•uishcd body 
euginee.rs to crt.o. lc glorious new motor ear body 
design, rc:Crt~hingly vigorous and fimarL 

De6nitdy di!f<...,nt in •PI>toraoee from any othor 
earl you'll &ect !rom their silv · y "Winged Victory" 
r diotor grill and louvers to their impr ively 
air-curved rear deck&, these lfpiri ted new Dictators 
nd Prcsideoto achieve thei r dil<tinctioo 

by adhering 10 fundamental good ta~ l e. 

T heir long Oowing, beautifully round•d 
hoods have a !!faceful onc·piece top de· 
void of the cUlltomuy unsightly eeoter 
ridge. l tli!l~ up from the front for radi· 
utor and engine crvicing and bold.s 
securely in f'O"ition till pulled down again. 

The glcamingly lac(lue...,d front fenders 
oC heavy steel rc widec aod lower than 
any othc:ns you'll ...... and tl•ey'rc 
cl ve.rly air-Coiled in tru airplane mao
ocr. The torpodo shap<:d h dlaml"' arc 

In an arti c le Dryden authored for the 
january 25, 1930, issue of Automobile 
Topics, she op ined that "whatever fault li es 
with automobile design and fittings today, 
may be attribu ted to the tendency to go 
back to stage-coach days for inspiration, 
instead of thinking in modern terms ... I A sales brochure for 1937 Studebakers gives page-one status to Helen Dryden's styling cues, 
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In that issue, Dryden reported, 
"Europe seems to give the designer a free 
hand in develop ing his ideas, and as a re
sult the Sa lon was a refreshing contrast to 
our own very uniform exhibits ... M ore and 
more ca rross iers are becoming converted 
to the modern schoo l of design w hich 
merely insists that a thing should be buil t 
as simply and honestly as poss ible ... the 
French are building ca rs lower, flatter, and 
simpler, thereby, reduc ing w ind res istance 
and giv ing emphasis to the lines of speed. 

"An Austro-Daimler four-passenger 
coupe buil t in Vienna ... was long and 
low and very simple ... there was no hood 
hinge, the hood being made in three 
pieces with the sides c lamping down the 
top ... how smart [it] appeared merely 
because of the absence of the ri dge down 
the center. 

....-
( " We eboose it as Lbe 

car of llte year I" 
·-·::::::r:t· I , 

" Due to my experi ence in des ign
ing automobile hardware ... I am con-

Studebaker ads in 1937-'38 praise Helen Dryden's cleanly designed appointments and 
Raymond Loewy's streamlined exterior styling, though countless others contributed. 

vi need that the French des igners strike a 
higher leve l of luxury ... than we have yet 
achieved in Ameri ca ... When line and 
proportion are perfect, only then is that 
illusive quali ty of chic to be found ... " 

The National Alli ance of Art and 
Industry awarded Dryden an honorable 
mention as a commerc ial designer in 
the automoti ve fi eld for 1932. Then in 
November 1934, Dryden was hired as a 
sty list at Studebaker, whil e she continued 
to report on the state of automotive design 
and pursue her other commercial des ign 
activi t ies. 

The j anuary 9, 1935, edition of The 
New York Tim es inc luded coverage of 
the opening of the 1935 Auto Show at 

a unil "'ith th l tc~l. Anti the tren•cndoutilly tl troug 
8t(."Cl running boards, rubber mat tnd all , mo.tc.h the 
body colors. The wlo..,Jo are domed discs. 

A new, lower positioning of the propdler sbdc. 
and new frame design give these 1937 Studcl>nkers 
exeept.ional it1terior roominess. •n,e lower Ooors pet· 
mit tile use or true c.hair·hci.ght seats, while mal'ing
tl06&iblc high r doors. Thi• increaoe o£ u .. ble space 
combin.,. with a Ontter 18·gallon gasoline lank to 
provide truly enom1oua luggage capacity. 

The benutifull ystreamliucd tudebaket steel body, 
glistening wit.h t.wtlve enduring coate of paint., i 
ti ll tho world' strongest-with heavior steel girder 

rtiofocceme.ul& tbau auy other car's. 
Dutil is lhe fini .. h andappointment8of th intc.rior.s 

of th"'"' exciting oew 1937 tudebakersthol!01lly and 

Grand Central Pa lace and li sts Dryden as 
an industri al des igner and sty le expert. 
The articl e reports that she found the new 
models to be " rather conservative in body 
contours, colors, upho lstery and interior 
appo intments." 

The head line, " Fashion expert 
des igned Studebaker President," greeted 
readers of the November 4, 1935, issue of 
Automotive Topics, and the arti c le contin
ued, "Studebaker's new Pres ident models 
are featuring interi ors designed by Helen 
Dryden, fashion expert.. . a ca r outstand
ing for its simple smartness. All unnec
essary trimmings have been removed 
from the outside and inside. Hori zontal 

finn II), place them ittaelou apartfrom I be proud t previous cars. 
Ltc•urious upholstery, deftly tuilored ••• every fitting and 

COU\'tniencc you could hope LOg: •t t\fCil in ~he cost-litat of Cl11'8 
•.. the s.mnrt~t looking in.slru.mc:nt panels yet designed ... 
combine to give the sp cious interiors or the&e fru ()Crb new 
Di tatora and Pre;,idenLS the clumn and friendlin or IaslO· 
full DJl))Oin ted lh,ing room . llel n Or-ydtn ha n to Lhat. 

but also notes Loewy's streamlined GGl and SSl locomotives and "that new Douglas plane." 

lines preva il to emphas ize the fee ling of 
speed. Louvers and bumpers carry out the 
hori zontal effect. Co lor is neutral. .. ash 
rece ivers are flat. .. " and its trunk hinges 
were relocated to the inside to allow a 
simple exterior shape. Dryden was quoted 
" ... 1 have 'ensembled' the interior wi th the 
same care for detai I and the same taste 
which I know women demand in their 
dress today." 

TIME reported in its November 11 , 
1935, edition that "Studebaker's [1936 
model] interi o r hardware and instrument 
panel was designed by Helen Dryden, one 
of the top U .S. industri al designers and 
one of the few women des igners in the 
automotive field ... she des igned ... hard
ware for To ledo's Dura Co., an automobile 
supplier. Her Studebaker instrument panel 
was one of the smartest at the Show. But 
Miss Dryden did not des ign Studebaker's 
' hill-ho lder,' a worthw hile devi ce that 
permits a driver to shi ft his foot from the 
brake to the acce lerator on hill s w ithout 
having the car slip backward." 

Dryden designed in conjuncti on with 
Raymond Loewy Assoc iates w hen the firm 
came onboard at Studebaker in 1936. A 
long-t ime NYC res ident, she likely worked 
w ith its New York City studio. Whil e 
Raymond Loewy himself is often cred ited, 
Studebaker historian, Ri chard Q uinn, sug
gests that much of the actual sty ling was 
performed by Loewy's talented subor
dinates, w ho often went for many years 
w ithout proper credi t. Loewy's recognized 
des ign ab iliti es and name, aided by his 
sales abiliti es, however, were key to secur
ing and retaining cli ents. 

Given the complex interactive nature 
of the automotive des ign process- from 
theoreti ca l artwork to mechanica l road-
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worthiness—suffice to say that countless 
individuals contributed to the end product. 
Add in various marketing reasons for 
mentioning who-designed-what, and the 
results are contradictory at best.

Dryden’s name was given headline 
status in ads for the 1936 Studebaker Presi-
dent: “In its singularly beautiful, lavishly 
roomy interior, the genius of that famed in-
dustrial designer, the gifted Helen Dryden, 
has been expressed in fine fabric, beauti-
fully tailored, and in fittings of advanced 
motif that are of impeccable good taste.”

An advertisement for the 1937 State 
President proclaims, “Glorified inside and 
outside by the genius of Helen Dryden’s 
styling, the State President belongs in the 
upper brackets of fine car luxury from its 
tiny fender lamps to its chromium strip 
running boards and its costly custom pil-
low type upholstery.”

As quoted in a Studebaker ad, the 
December 1937 issue of Magazine of Art 
had little praise for 1938 cars in general: 
“The new cars this year are disappointing. 
However well they run, however safe, 
however economical they are, the design-
ers have failed to produce better looking 
automobiles. To this generalization there 
is one exception: Studebaker brings out 
the car of the year and the best looking car 
in its history. Raymond Loewy shaped the 
exteriors and Helen Dryden designed the 
harmonious interiors...”

In their co-authored book, A Century 
of Automotive Style, Michael Lamm and 
Dave Hollis offer that, “Helen Dryden, the 
automotive interior designer, had con-
sulted for Studebaker and would continue 
to work with Loewy until 1940.” Her later 
association with Loewy may have been 
in connection with the firm’s numerous 
clients other than Studebaker.

Richard Quinn, well-versed in The 
Studebaker Wheel, the company’s in-
house magazine, finds no reference to 

Helen Dryden after the September 1938 
issue and offers that “I believe that date or 
shortly thereafter would represent her last 
connection with Studebaker.

Throughout her tenure at Studebaker, 
in addition to producing fashion illus-
trations, designing theatrical costumes, 
illustrating magazine covers and travel-
ling abroad, Dryden exhibited work at 
the Brooklyn Museum as an American 
Union of Decorative Artists and Craftsmen 
member, applied for numerous patents for 
packaging containers, received awards for 
commercial design, entered design com-
petitions, designed a piano for Hardman, 
Peck & Company and was a regular at New 
York A-list social gatherings and charitable 
fundraisers. She earned a reputation as a 
leading expert on contemporary design and 
was the last word on contemporary good 
taste. Helen Dryden was reported to have 
died in October, 1972. 

The image of Helen Dryden that was used in the 1937 Studebaker brochure on page 62 was 
clearly borrowed from a circa 1929 press release photo shoot of her that appeared in several 
1930 magazine articles covering her successful fashion illustration career. The brochure im-
age was flipped horizontally and model cars were added. Inset shown as originally shot.
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Helen Dryden is seated at the speaker’s table, attending a Studebaker dealers luncheon in 
New York City, November 1, 1935, with John F. Fennelly (left) and James G. Blaine.

1of3-COL: For additional photos, go to blog.
blog.hemmings.com and search for “Four.”

For more information, photographs and 
illustrations, go to blog.hemmings.com 
and search “Helen Dryden” under the 
“Articles” pull-down menu.
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After the Chevrolet Impala’s factory-built mechanical 
specifi cations and SS package were verifi ed, and its immediately 
known restoration needs were further assessed, the project 
commenced in the latter months of 1989.

The engine and transmission, as well as the rest of the front body 
panels and associated support brackets, were removed. At that time, 
it became apparent that rust extended beyond the fender’s outer 
skin; in this case, the lower cowl was badly corroded.

After a three-year hiatus, the Impala’s restoration continued in 
early 1991. The body was lifted off, and the frame was delivered 
for a date with a media blaster. Fortunately, the cleansing did 
not reveal any fatigued metal.

Removing the hood and several key front end trim items provided 
easier access to the 230-cu.in. straight-six engine, which was 
partially disassembled to shed weight, making the task of its 
extraction from the chassis considerably more manageable.

Initially, it was thought that the body mount positions and their 
associated braces would be primary areas of concern for corrosion; 
however, stripping the interior to bare metal uncovered more 
extensive damage to the front fl oorpan than previously anticipated.

After being removed from the frame, the body was braced to prevent 
warping and placed on a rotisserie, providing easier access to the 
underside. Several precisely fabricated patch panels have already 
been carefully MIG-welded into place at this stage.
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To avoid using plastic fi ller as much as possible, several coats of 
primer were applied to the body and sanded. To help ensure a 
smooth surface, the panels were “dusted” with black paint, which 
would then reveal any high or low points during sanding.

As the body received its treatment, the chassis underwent its own 
restoration. Given a coat of black urethane enamel, the entire 
suspension system was refi nished, accompanied by new brake and 
fuel lines before the engine and transmission were bolted in.

Completion of the Impala’s restoration was delayed for a number of 
years. In 2009, having been relocated from Pennsylvania to North 
Carolina, the Chevrolet was fi nally dusted off and a new upholstery 
kit was carefully installed, along with associated trim.

The next phase of the restoration was applying three coats of 
black base coat, followed by eight applications of clearcoat to all 
exterior surfaces, which, after wetsanding and buffi ng, resulted 
in a very deep and, ultimately, long-lasting fi nish.

By the spring of 1993, the body had fi nally been lowered onto 
and bolted to the restored chassis. This included the front 
fenders and support brackets, all of which were carefully aligned 
with the primary shell for a better-than-factory fi nish.

Although a new convertible top will be the ultimate step in the 
restoration, the fi nal push is well under way with the installation 
of the Impala’s original restored trim, or in the case of the wheels, 
new old stock SS covers that had been purchased earlier.
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owner’s view

John is the experienced restorer here; I was and continue to be the helper. What 
always amazes me about the restoration is the paint work. The car was painted 
in 1992 and, to this day, people who see the car rave about how good the paint 

looks. The black fi nish and those long quarter panels really serve to highlight any 
fl aws, waves, or ripples—there are none. – Joe Davis (seated, rear)

A lot of people will give you many different opinions about restorations. My 
brother will say he thought the car was in pretty poor shape. Today, I restore 
cars that are 10 times worse than this one was. For a car that was always 

driven in eastern Pennsylvania, I would say it was in pretty doggone good shape when 
we got it. It’s probably one of the longest restorations in history, but it has weathered 
and aged very well, and was well worth the effort. – John Davis (seated, front)

to put the project on hiatus to focus on his 
health. By late 1989, John fi nally felt well 
enough to pick up the Impala’s restoration 
once again, swiftly pulling the engine and 
transmission from their cradles, removing 
trim, and bolt-on body panels, as well as 
the interior. As disassembly progressed, the 
amount of corrosion correction required 
increased.

“When the fenders came off, a 
couple things happened. They had been 
eaten up by rust at the bottom, behind the 
wheel openings, and it had gotten into the 
integrated support,” John tells us. “We had 
a hard time justifying tearing the fenders 
apart, and, fortunately, we were able to 
fi nd a far cleaner pair at Carlisle. The pas-
senger-side fender is secured by a bolt that 
goes straight up through the panel to the 
cowl, and that entire area was badly rusted. 
All of the fl oorpans were rusted through, 
as most early ’60s Impalas are, and most of 
the body supports were pretty shot. I was 
looking at a lot of fabrication work; at the 

time, you could buy reproduction body 
mounts and some fl oorpan sections, but 
that was about it.”

As disassembly continued, the ailing 
230-cu.in. straight-six engine was delivered 
to Jim Rhea’s Machine Shop, Rockville, 
Maryland, in January 1990. “As with the 
rest of the car, I wanted it rebuilt to factory 
specs. Other than a slight overbore to clean 
the cylinder walls and the installation of 
hardened valve seats, no internal upgrades 
were made. It has a stock camshaft, lifters 
and such,” says Joe. John adds, “Jim and 
his staff discovered that the block had a 
crack in it. He repaired it, not by welding, 
but rather by pinning. You would be hard-
pressed to fi nd the repair today, and we can 
tell you with continued confi dence that the 
engine does not leak a drop of fl uid.”

Exactly one year after the engine 
had been sent for its rebuild, the body 
had fi nally been completely stripped 
and was ready for the next phase of the 
restoration. “We took it from Joe’s house in 

Maryland to a really good friend of mine, 
J.R. Burkholder, where we separated the 
body from the frame and mounted it to a 
rotisserie once we had properly braced it. 
Bracing the body, with the doors removed, 
prevents the body from twisting, especially 
if you have to do a lot of fabrication work. 
Working with J.R.’s team at his shop, we 
were fi nally able to start fabrication and 
MIG welding in the necessary patch panels 
throughout the body and undercarriage,” 
says John.

Before fabrication work could begin in 
earnest, the team removed what remained 
of the factory paint and primer using a 
chemical stripper and sanding discs. The 
process did ease some concerns; no body 
fi ller or hidden collision damage was 
found. Likewise, a comparatively minimal 
amount of work was all that was required 
to save the original quarter panels, doors, 
decklid and hood. Once bare metal was 
exposed, the Impala’s body was given a 
protective layer of sealer primer to prevent 

While visual appeal is paramount to the exterior’s restoration, it’s also the case with the interior. Every conceivable component—great and 
small—including the intricate engine-turned insert, was painstakingly re-detailed personally or restored by a specialty facility.
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flash rust from occurring.
“It took about a year to finish the 

body’s fabrication work, by which point we 
were ready to start applying Ditzler primer; 
about 10 coats in all,” John remembers. 
“It sounds like a lot, but we used precious 
little filler, instead using the primer to 
produce a smooth surface. Between ap-
plications we’d feather some black paint on 
top of it, then block sand the panels. This 
process reveals high and low spots, so in 
reality a lot of primer had been sanded off 
by the time we were ready to apply three 
coats of Ditzler Tuxedo Black—the Impa-
la’s original color—topped with eight coats 
of Ditzler clearcoat, in 1992. Wet sanding 
and buffing produced a deep finish.”

While the body received its corrective 
measures, the chassis had been returned to 
Joe’s garage, where it was further stripped 
of the remaining suspension and brake 
components, as well as the differential. The 
frame was then sandblasted and, having 
exhibited no corrosion issues, given an ap-
plication of durable Imron black urethane 
enamel. 

“The frame was in remarkable condi-
tion, considering its eastern Pennsylvania 
origins. So was the differential. All we did 
to it was clean it up, add fresh gear oil and 
prep it for reinstallation, along with the 
suspension,” John says. “We refinished parts 
such as the control arms and installed new 
bushings, ball joints and tie rod ends, along 
with an entirely new brake and exhaust 
system. Timing worked out for us, as we 
had the entire chassis rebuilt—including 
the installation of the engine and redetailed 
transmission—just as the refinished body 
was done and ready to be bolted back into 

place by February 1993. The next step was 
to reinstall the doors, fenders, hood and 
decklid and carefully realign each of them.” 

Final reassembly, in theory, should 
have been a comparative breeze; how-
ever, life decisions have a habit of delay-
ing projects. In early 1994 John opted to 
relocate to Charlotte, North Carolina. Over 
the course of the next 14 years, little to no 
work was accomplished on the Impala’s 
restoration until, in January 2008, Joe 
decided it was time to move to his current 
Florida residence. In one regard, the pro-
longed interruption in progress inadver-
tently permitted the aftermarket industry 
to catch up to the needs of restorers on a 
global scale.

“When the Impala arrived at my 
place,” John explains, “essentially all that 
was needed to be done was the top, and 
installing the interior and the rest of the 
trim, the latter having been restored years 
earlier. We obtained an interior upholstery 
kit from Ciadella Interiors and a top from 
Wilgrove Upholstery in nearby Mint Hill, 
North Carolina, and set about finishing 
it all up by attaching the remaining trim, 
including several NOS parts, like the wheel 
covers, gas door guard and even the bum-
per guards.” 

In October 2011, Joe arrived with 
his trailer and took the finished Chevrolet 
to Melbourne, Florida, where he’s been 
enjoying it ever since. 

The vastness of space under the hood is apparent with the Impala’s factory-original 230-cu.in. 
straight-six engine installed; this means that any detail flaws would be easily visible.
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CURATED BY RICHARD LENTINELLO
DISPATCHESFROMDETROIT

1955 Lincoln

FOR MODERN LIVING, FOR MAGNIFICENT DRIVING
Wherever you travel – half the fun is getting there in a Lincoln

Wherever you travel – whatever your sport – Lincoln performance 
can add immeasurably to your pleasure. Only Lincoln among all fi ne 
cars gives you the unmatchable combination of new Turbo-Drive trans-
mission, new high-torque engine and ball-joint front suspension. 

Lincoln’s new Turbo-Drive and high-torque V-8 engine are a 
matched team, designed and built to work together. With no jerk, no 
lag, you get an uninterrupted sweep of power from zero to super-
highway limits. Here is power you can use – anywhere, under all 
driving conditions. Here is a transmission that gives you unparalleled 
ease and convenience – smoothness with no sacrifi ce in performance. 

Another great experience you enjoy in Lincoln is its road 
“hugability.” Your Lincoln rides as if it were fastened to the road, 
even on the sharpest curves. Technically, new improved ball-joint 
front wheel suspension is responsible for this. 

But why not let Lincoln, itself, tell you the complete story? 
A visit to your Lincoln Dealer will tell you more than words could 
do. Let Lincoln beauty speak to you in the showroom. Let Lincoln 
power speak to you on the road when you test drive it. Once you do, 
we believe you’ll feel Lincoln is something you’ve promised yourself 
for a long, long time. And it’s a promise you’ll want to keep . . . 
as soon as possible.

Capri:  the special custom sport coupe Capri:  the special custom four-door sedan
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LITERATUREVINTAGE
BY CHRIS RITTER

ILLUSTRATIONS COURTESY OF AACA LIBRARY

The Orbiting Eagle
LOS ANGELES MANUFACTURER 
Walter Macomber fi rst introduced a 
vehicle to the public in 1914 in the form 
of a cyclecar named the Eagle. When the 
cycle car bubble burst shortly thereafter, 
Macomber moved his operations east to 
Sandusky, Ohio, and increased the size of 
his car. The main piece shared between 
the Eagle cycle car and the new Eagle-
Macomber light car was the Macomber-
designed powerplant, a fi ve-cylinder, 
air-cooled, rotary engine that looked more 
like the bullet chambers of a revolver than 
any other rotary engine used in the auto-
mobile or aviation world at that time. 

While the new Eagle-Macomber 
launched in 1916, it didn’t do so with 
much success. Between 1916 and 1917 
only nine cars in two- and three-person 
guise were produced. They rode on a 
108-inch wheelbase with a rotary engine 
featuring a 3¾-inch bore with a 5-inch 
stroke producing 28 horsepower. By 1918, 
the Eagle-Macomber was stretched again, 
this time to 118 inches, and offered only 
in a fi ve-passenger touring or sedan. The 
1918 models cost $1,500 and $1,800, 
respectively—a huge increase over the 
$700 1916-’17 models.  

The sales catalog for the 1918 Eagle 
measures 8½ x 11 inches and contains just 
eight pages. The cover, in black, purple 
and green ink, shows an Eagle touring car 
with a background of planets and outer 
space. The illustration of planets is surely 
intended to be symbolic of the rotary en-
gine’s continuous “orbit” during operation.  

Just as the air-cooled rotary engine 
was the heart of the car, it was also the 
heart of this sales catalog. The fi rst page 
states that the catalog “will attempt to 
explain the workings of the Macomber 
motor in as simple a way as possible,” 
and it does so on the second page with 
a wonderful illustration of a hand-sized 
model and descriptions. Here we see that 
pistons are connected to an angle plate 
that is bolted to a gear that meshes with 
another gear mounted on a shaft running 
through the center of the angle plate and 
cylinder cluster. 

With regard to the operation of this 
rotary engine, the catalog states, “The 
only diffi cult part for the average man to 
understand is how pushing on the angle 

plate can revolve it.” A description making 
reference to water fl owing on an angled 
waterwheel then follows, and we aver-
age men learn that the simple physics of a 
succession of cylinder explosions creates a 
rotational force. Still confused? So was I. 

The Eagle-Macomber Motor Car 
Company believed that this rotary engine 
was superior to other rotary designs since 
it created no centrifugal forces and was 
smooth, balanced and vibration-free. 
Vibration, according to this catalog, is the 
key reason a vehicle depreciates in value, 
since it “weakens steel,” “loosens bolts 
and adjustments” and is responsible for 
“a very large percentage of all automobile 
troubles.” To illustrate the Macomber ro-
tary’s vibration-free operation, the catalog 
includes an overexposed picture of the 
engine running where we see blur and 
distortion only where there are moving 
parts. The catalog lists other benefi ts of the 
Macomber design, including fewer parts, 
better fuel economy and “a motor that is 
instantly accessible” and “so simple any-
one with a fair mechanical knowledge can 
attend to all the repairs.” 

Practically in passing, the catalog 
mentions other key parts of the Eagle-  
Macomber car, including rear-wheel 
brakes, and a selective-type transmission 
with 10-inch clutch and semi-elliptic spring 
suspension on the front and rear axle. Stan-
dard colors for the 1918 Eagle-Macomber 
were “Brewster green and Arabian gray 
with white wheels. Optional colors extra.” 

Unfortunately for Macomber and every 
other Eagle stock holder, the enlarged 1918 
model did not sell any better than previous 
models. In fact, only four were produced 
in that last year of Eagle-Macomber 
production. A few later studies of the 
Eagle-Macomber company believed Walter 
Macomber was more interested in selling 
his engine than cars. This catalog may be 
evidence of exactly 
that. Perhaps if the 
sales catalog dedi-
cated more space 
to selling the car in-
stead of the engine, 
the company would 
have been more 
successful. We’ll 
never know. 
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DETROITUNDERDOGS
BY MILTON STERN

Give LaFayette a Look

WHILE FINDING UNDERDOGS FROM 
the 1970s and 1980s is easy, fi nding them 
from the 1950s and 1960s can prove 
more of a challenge, so one would think 
discovering one from the 1930s would 
be nearly impossible. Underdogs exist in 
every decade; you just need to adjust your 
parameters. 

If you are in the market for an inex-
pensive car from the 1980s, you can set 
your upper limit at $4,000 and consider 
any of a dozen or so models. Going back 
a few decades to the 1950s, you need to 
set your upper limit to around $7,500, 
and again, there are plenty of bargains 
available, especially when you consider 
four-door family sedans. 

What if you are a fan of cars from 
the 1930s, as I am? No problem. Stop 
searching for the usual suspects and 
consider some of the companion makes 
that popped up during the Great Depres-
sion. Your upper limit may hit $9,000 or 
$10,000, but I’ll bet with patience and de-
termination, you can get a nice ride need-
ing very little work for under $8,000. You 
will just have to get used to people asking, 
“What is it?” and “Who made that?” That’s 
half the fun of owning an underdog.

Take the LaFayette for example, a 
lower-priced companion make offered by 
Nash. Here’s a very brief history. In 1921, 
Charles Nash, president of Nash Mo-
tors, became president of LaFayette. For a 
short time, the two companies, LaFayette 
in Indianapolis and Nash in Kenosha, 

operated separately. In 1922, LaFayette 
moved to Milwaukee and in 1924 became 
a subsidiary of Nash. The LaFayettes—big, 
luxurious V-8s—were discontinued by the 
end of the decade.  

In 1934, Nash reintroduced the LaFay-
ette as a less expensive companion make 
on a 113-inch wheelbase. Power was 
provided by a Nash 217.8-cu.in. L-head 
straight-six developing 75 to 83 horse-
power. LaFayettes featured an all-steel 
sedan body, and in 1936, a Victoria was 
introduced. Sales were good: 12,700 cars 
in 1934, 9,300 in 1935, and 14,000 in 
1936. In terms of overall Nash production 

share, fi rst year sales accounted for 44 
percent, but the higher volume 1936 sales 
accounted for only 25 percent.

Nashes at the beginning of the decade 
were more conservative than many of their 
competitors, but that was all changed in 
1935 when Nash introduced “Aeroform” 
styling, featuring fastback or notchback 
bodies with skirted fenders, louvered 
hoods, vee’d grilles, and all-steel, artillery-
type wheels. LaFayettes were also treated 
to the modern styling as well as the bed-in-
a-car feature pioneered by Nash. 

In 1937, the low-priced Nash 400 
was dropped and replaced with the newly-
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named Nash LaFayette, equipped with a 
90hp 234.8-cu.in. six-cylinder. Nash Sixes 
had sturdy, seven-main-bearing engines 
with a fine reputation. 

After the bad recession year of 
1938, a 1939 restyle couldn’t come soon 
enough. The front end was smooth and 
integrated with flush-mounted headlamps 
flanking a narrow, tall grille. The follow-
ing year, 1940, would mark the end of the 
Nash LaFayette, when its engine produced 
99hp with few styling updates. 

Can you find one? The simple answer 
is, yes. 

While researching the LaFayette, I 
learned a few things. First, don’t search 
for LaFayette as a separate make. Like 
Continental Mark IIs and most Imperials, 
LaFayettes suffer from an identity crisis. 
Regardless of model year, search for Nash 
LaFayette.

Another interesting dilemma with the 
LaFayette was one I didn’t expect. I am 
used to Willys Americars of the late 1940s 
going for enormous sums of money even 
before they are customized, but I didn’t 
expect to find several customized LaFay-
ettes approaching $60,000. An underdog 
junkie isn’t looking for one of those. 
However, of all the Depression-era cars, I 
found more LaFayettes in original condi-
tion than just about any other make or 
model. My theory with an underdog like 
a LaFayette is that one either customizes 
it, leaves it alone, or ignores it altogether.

For example, I found a decent, all-
original four-door, 1938 trunk-back sedan 
for less than $8,500. This Nash LaFayette 
needed nothing cosmetically, and, ac-
cording to the owner, was weekend and 
parade ready. I found a very nice 1936 
LaFayette four-door fastback that had 
been sitting in a barn—a real barn find. 
While there was a fair share of surface 
rust, it was a complete, running car with 
an intact interior, solid floors and good 
glass. The owner wanted only $3,500 for 
it. Slap on four new tires and drive on 
down to the next cruise-in. There were 
several more like these two in the same 
price range.

Many cars from the 1930s were sold 
for scrap during World War II or driven so 
much during the war that they ended up 
in a junkyard, so finding one on your list 
may be difficult or out of reach. Widen your 
search and consider a companion make, 
and you just might find the bargain of a 
lifetime in a LaFayette or Nash LaFayette. 

WOOL BROADCLOTH & BEDFORD
WILTON, SQ WEAVE, LOOP

& VELOUR CARPET
LEATHER & VINYLS
CONVERTIBLE TOPS FOREIGN
 & DOMESTIC
CONVERTIBLE TOP MATERIALS
HEADLINING MATERIAL WOOL &
 COTTON
M-B INTERIORS
ROLLS-ROYCE INTERIORS
HI-TEMP COATINGS
ENGINE ENAMELS
RUST PREVENTION PRODUCTS
FUEL TANK SEALER & REPAIR KITS
CUSTOM LEATHER FINISHING
AND MUCH MORE....

AUTOMOTIVE RESTORATION
PRODUCTS

 WWW.HIRSCHAUTO.COM
 800 828 2061 or 973 642 2404
 396 LITTLETON AVE.
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Jim Bell

PIONEERSAUTOMOTIVE
BY DANIEL STROHL

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF KENNE BELL

JIM BELL WASN’T A BAD DRAG 
racer, but he couldn’t hold a candle to Len 
“Pop” Kennedy.

Bell, originally from Illinois, had 
moved out to California in 1954, at the 
age of 16, to attend college and study 
engineering, fi rst at Mount San Antonio 
and then later at California Polytechnic. 
Drag racing, however, fascinated him. 
He raced Plymouths fi tted with Chrysler 
fl athead six-cylinder engines and, every 
chance he had, he made his way down to 
the drag strips. There, he eventually ran 
across Kennedy.

“Here was a guy racing Buicks and 
leaving everybody on the line,” Bell said. 
“So one day, I asked him to take me for a 
ride in one of his cars, telling him I was 
an engineering student doing a research 
project.”

On that ride, Kennedy explained to 
Bell the benefi ts of Dynafl ow transmis-
sions and of the switch-pitch torque con-
verter. Bell, in turn, offered to help tune 
Kennedy’s cars, thus forming a partnership 
that would last for years.

“But I asked Pop, ‘You’re doing more 
than just using a switch-pitch, right?’ and 
he said, sure, he had some gears in it,” 
Bell said. He later found out Kennedy had 
more than just gears up his sleeve.

“This one night we were at San 
Gabriel, testing our refl exes on this little 
machine against Butch Leal and Don 
Nicholson,” Bell recalled. “Pop was 
60-something years old then, and it was 
then that I realized that old man had the 
best refl exes I’ve ever seen.”

From then on, Bell told Kennedy to 
man the wheel of their race cars; Bell 

would stick to tuning the cars. While 
racing would consume enough of Bell’s 
time to prompt him to leave school before 
he could fi nish (“I thought then that I was 
gonna be the greatest race engine builder 
ever,” Bell said), he took a job with a 
sprinkler company, designing irrigation 
systems for golf courses.

“I fi gured that company would let me 
go eventually, so I got something started 
on the side, selling and designing race 
parts out of my garage,” Bell said.

Instead, the job with the sprinkler 
company lasted three decades, providing 
Bell with marketing, sales experience and 
funding, in part, for Kennedy and Bell’s 
side business, Kenne Bell.

“Pop had something like 500 letters 
from guys all over the country asking his 
advice, so in about 1968, I wrote back to 
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all of them and convinced 488 of them to 
send us a buck for a parts catalog," Bell 
sa id . "We gave them all first shot at our 
used parts, and I went over to Mickey 
Thompson and bought all of his Buick 
headers for our catalog." 

As the business expanded, Kenne 
Bell 's relationship wi th Buick deepened. 
Through Reyno lds Buick in West Covina, 
Californi a, Buick supplied Kennedy and 
Bell with ca rs, often just to see w hat the 
two could do w ith them. 

" In 1970, they sent us the first Stage 2 
heads and asked us for a proposa l on how 
to build a street- lega l drag car with them," 
Bell sa id . "So we put a cam in it, put on 
the Stage 2 hood, insta lled 4 .30 gears and 
headers and d id a 10.73 w ith it. We sent 
it back to Buick and to ld them, 'Here's the 
first factory 1 0-second car,' and they got 
all hot for it, but then the unleaded fu el 
thing came, and they got scared off." 

Eventuall y Kennedy left the business 
to Be ll , who continued to deve lop Buick 
V-8 performance parts on his own. 

" I did it all out of my garage-no 
dyno," he sa id. "But I lived next to Po
mona, so I could go out there as soon as 
the strip opened and make 12 runs before 
anybody else could get in line. I had a 
cable setup to change timing one degree 
at a t ime, and I had a setup that allowed 
me to change jets on the ca rburetor in fi ve 
minutes. That was my dyno." 

Be ll expanded the business in the late 
1970s to accommodate Buick's renewed 
interest in its V-6 and even worked w ith 
Buick to build a V-6-powered dune buggy 
to help reintroduce the engine. As Buick 
V-6 mania grew in the 1980s, Kenne Bell 
was the first to push a Turbo Buick 23 1 
into the 11 s, 1 Os, 9s and 7s. That part of 
the business continued up unti I 1 0 or 11 
years ago, but in about 1990, Be ll noticed 
a shift in the hobby and aga in adapted his 
business to meet a growing demand. 

"All of these cars, the Grand Nation
als and GNXs, were going into bags to be 
preserved. That's why I started to get into 
Mustangs-people don't put 'em into bags 
because there's too many of them and 
they're not worth anything, so everybody 
races 'em." 

Thus, that year Ken ne Bell introduced 
its first tw in-screw supercharger kit for con
temporary Mustangs. Since then, through 
partnerships with Art Whipple and with Au
torotor and Lysholm in Sweden, Kenne Bell 
has expanded its offerings of supercharger 
kits to cover all the modern muscle cars. 

Though Kennedy has since passed, 
Bell remains active wi th the company, 
helping to develop new superchargers 
and new appli cati ons for them . ~ 

3 SAE CHOICES: 
SAE 10W30 Synthetic Blend * $53.95 
SAE 20W50 Synthetic Blend * $53.95 
SAE 15W50 Full Synthetic* $69.95 

FOR CLASSIC CARS, 
MUSCLE CARS, 
AND EVERYTHING 
IN BETWEEN 
Contains high levels of zinc 
and phosphorus, giving 
exceptional protection for flat 
tappet cams, lifters and rockers. 

FEATURES AND 
BENEFITS: 
• Increase high-temp film 

strength, ?fl pressure & 
compression 

• Reduce friction for 
proven horsepower 
mcrease 

• Provide high-temp 
viscosity and anti
wear control 

• Protect bearings at 
higher speed and 
temperature 

• Deliver upper cylinder 
anti-wear protection 

• Contains enhanced 
anti-foam system . 

• Contains rust & corrosion inhibitors for engme storage 
• Compatible with petroleum I synthetic oils 

To order *(by the 6-pack only) visit 

www.hemmings.com/classicoil 
or shoot us a call at: 800·227·4373, Ext. 79550 
Shipping included within Continental U.S. Alaska and Hawaii call for rates. 
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Dick Osgood
Dynamometer Technician
General Motors Tech Center, 1954-1955

I Was There relates your stories from 
working for the carmakers, whether it 

was at the drawing board, on the assembly 
line or anywhere in between. To submit 
your stories, email us at editorial@
hemmings.com or write to us at I Was 
There, c/o Hemmings Classic Car, 222 Main 
Street, Bennington, Vermont 05201.

IWASTHERE

DURING THE SUMMERS OF 1954 
and 1955 while studying mechanical 
engineering in undergraduate school, I 
worked at the General Motors Technical 
Center on the outskirts of Warren, Michi-
gan. At the time, I lived in Royal Oak, 
which was close by. 

The Tech Center was a research facil-
ity for all GM brands and was where all 
aspects of automobile design were tested, 
including engines. There were about 10 
dynamometer labs, fi ve on each side of a 
long hallway with windows looking out 
onto the test track. My job as a dynamom-
eter tech was working on Buick V-8 engine 
development. At the same time, other GM 
divisions were testing their engines in ad-
ditional dynamometer lab rooms.

The Buick engines were delivered 
by forklift and put into place by roller 
cranes. There was a basement below into 
which the engines’ exhaust was directed, 
and then blown up high outdoors. The 
dynamometer, which had an electric mo-
tor that produced 400 horsepower, was 
mounted on fi ne rotational needle bear-
ings on each end so it could be rotated 
by the torque of the engine hooked to it. 
Electric drag was applied by the motor to 
hold the engine at the set RPM. An arm 
sticking out of the motor was connected 
to a giant Toledo scale dial in order to 
measure torque of the engine. 

We sat at a long control board 
measuring RPM, exhaust temperatures 
and fuel fl ow. Our testing was to get 
maximum power from the engines, which 
were set up with adjustable-height intake 
manifolds and adjustable-length exhaust 
headers. Engine speed was controlled by 
a tall control handle with a large, red, 
four-inch diameter emergency shut-off 
button in case the engine showed any 
drop off of scale measurement indicating 
imminent engine failure; sometimes they 
would blow up due to bearing failure. The 
major work for us was testing port fuel in-
jection using new designs of fl ow nozzles 
on the ports fed by a rotary mechanical 
pump resembling another distributor. 

Three engines blew up during those 
summers I worked there, with a lot of hot 
oil and engine parts spewed all over the 
place. The test procedure was to break in 

the new engines, and then do power runs 
at every 200 RPM from 2,000 to 4,400 
RPM, holding each speed for 10 minutes 
or so. All tests were done at full throttle. 
Sitting four feet away from the bright 
glowing headers was mighty scary!

The maximum power we were get-
ting was 301hp at 4,000 RPM. We shut 
down many times to change intake and 
exhaust lengths for optimum power devel-
opment. All failures were related to rod 
bearings. The “suits” would come in each 
Monday morning to check results and 
suggest changes.

There was also a great deal of 
carburetor testing going on next door. 
We tested various redesigns for power 
and smoothness; these tests showed why 
the so-called “nailhead” Buicks were 
not used in hopped-up applications. The 
old-timers used to say that a Cadillac or 
Oldsmobile engine could be put on and 
run all night with no failures. 

Another perk was that our offi ce 
windows looked out onto the test track 
where, every day, you would see the lat-
est Firebirds (not Pontiac) going by, and 
other wild stuff like a 1955 Buick proto-
type with an adjustable wheelbase. There 
was no fl oor in the car, and jackscrews 
and slides were used to vary the position 
of the rear axle. 

While working at the Tech Center, I 
visited the development area for the Cor-
vettes. There were terrible problems with 
the 1953 Corvette bodies tearing loose 
from the frames at the hold-down bolts.

Other areas of interest were the 
two-story-tall suspension test rooms 

where cars were brought in on the second 
story. Their frames were tied down and 
the front wheels placed on top of a giant 
fl at wheel. The huge wheels were turned 
electrically to provide the simulation of 
a bumpy road to see how the suspen-
sion worked. It was fascinating to watch 
strobe lights showing the motions of the 
shocks and suspension members fl exing 
and showing where more design work 
was needed. All these tests were done 
on GM’s largest car models, in our case 
on the Buick Roadmasters. The designs 
would then be passed down to the lighter 
weight cars with little change.

Many show cars were put on display 
along the building’s wide hallways. I real-
ly wanted one of those nice big Roadmas-
ter convertibles, but because they were 
equipped with some non-standard parts, 
and the fact that GM could not support 
these cars for parts, they were usually sent 
to the crusher. There were other fascinat-
ing locations housing prototypes from the 
past, including the famous Y-Job Buick.

All of these experiences were of 
incalculable help in my engineering ca-
reer of mechanical design. It made those 
equations and computations taught in 
school become real. 
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TALKTECH
BY MIKE McNESSOR

MODIFYING THE MIX
Q: What size carburetor do you 
recommend for a 240hp, 348-cu.in. 
Chevrolet engine? It currently has an 
Edelbrock 600 cfm carb on it, which is 
excellent, but I feel the engine runs a little 
rich. Do you think I can jet it down? 
Tom Ellermann  
San Rafael, California

A: A 600 cfm carburetor shouldn’t be too 
much for your engine. If it’s running rich, 
you can change jets and rods. Go to Edel-
brock’s tech center at www.edelbrock.com 
and look up the manual for your carbure-
tor. In there, you’ll fi nd suggested setups 
along with part numbers for their carburetor 
calibration kits, which are available through 
auto parts stores that sell these carburetors. 
Edelbrock also has videos on its website that 
address a variety of carburetor-related top-
ics. The one you might want to check out 
is “Installation: Additional Tuning.” If you 
need further help, Edelbrock also has a tech 
line: 800-416-8628.

HOT SETUP FOR 
HORSEPOWER
Q: I’ve had an overheating problem 
with my 1972 413-cu.in. engine. It came 
out of a motor home with 42,000 miles 
on it. I had the engine bored to approxi-
mately 426 cubic inches and all-new parts 
installed, mostly for a 440, including alumi-
num cylinder heads, intake and headers. 
It dynos at 445hp.

The problem is, when I drive in traffi c, 
it will overheat. I’ve changed water pumps, 
fan blades and thermostats, and installed 
a new stock radiator. Then I installed a 
new aluminum radiator with dual fans 
and changed the coolant to a waterless 
type. I then had an aluminum radiator 
built with almost twice the capacity, but 
it still runs hot in town, in traffi c, even with 
the air conditioning off. On the road with 
the air conditioning on, it runs at about 
180-190 degrees. I changed gauges, but 
it still reads the same. This engine is in a 
1986 Dodge pickup that I bought new, but 
I wasn’t too happy with the 360-cu.in. V-8 
that it came with.
Bill Dame 
Madisonville, Kentucky

A: You didn’t mention whether or not 
you are running a fan shroud. If you aren’t, 
you need one. You also didn’t mention 

what thermostat you’re using, but if it’s a 
180, you could try moving up to a 195-de-
gree thermostat. This would keep the cool-
ant in the radiator a little longer and allow 
the radiator to do its job.

That said, the problem sounds like a 
timing issue. Retarded timing, combined 
with a rich mixture at idle, could cause your 
engine to run very hot. I assume you’re us-
ing a distributor with a vacuum advance, so, 
fi rst, make sure it’s connected to a manifold 
vacuum source or at the base of the carbu-
retor so you’re getting full vacuum at idle. 

Next, I’d wonder if the camshaft you’re 
using is making adequate vacuum to open 
the advance when driving around town. 
If you’re using a stock-type canister with 
a lumpy camshaft, the vacuum advance 
might not be working. You could fi x this 
by switching to an advance canister that 
opens with less vacuum. One way to test 
this theory would be to temporarily set the 
initial advance a little higher by turning 
the distributor and seeing if it makes the 
engine run cooler at low RPM. 

With a modifi ed engine, it can be tricky 
to dial in timing, but perhaps start some-
where between 10-15 degrees initial and 
shoot for 36-38 degrees total. It wouldn’t be 
a bad idea to double check that your timing 
marks correspond with TDC, either. Check 
your carburetor fl oat level, too, just to make 
sure you’re not letting in more fuel than the 
engine needs at low speeds.

WIPER PARTS PUZZLE
Q: I have been working on 1959 and 
’60 Chevrolets for 30-plus years and ac-
quired and parted out over 20 Biscaynes, 
Bel Airs, Impalas, station wagons and El 
Caminos. I’ve restored two 1959s and I’m 
working on a third. But something has me 
puzzled: Why are there two different wind-
shield wiper transmission assemblies for 
the right side? One design is very simple, 
with two pivot points; the other is much 
more complicated, with fi ve pivot points 
and a scissor-type action. Whether it’s a 
single-speed or two-speed doesn’t seem 
to matter. The designs are all mix-and-
match, with no rhyme or reason.
John Gore 
Edinburgh, Indiana

A: There are actually four different 
linkage/transmission setups for those cars. 
The post sedans, the station wagon and El 
Camino share single- and two-speed wiper 
mechanisms, while the “sport models”—

convertibles, sport coupes and four-door 
hardtops—have their own single- and two-
speed wiper mechanisms—all of which 
have different part numbers for the right 
and left side transmissions.

I suspect the different wiper drives 
were to compensate for the different wind-
shields in these cars: The windshield used 
on the sport models is two inches shorter 
than all the rest, and the angle is slightly 
different. If in doubt, get an interchange 
guide or a parts book and match the 
transmission part numbers with the car and 
wiper motor type you’re using. By the way, 
there are different arms, as well, for single-
speed and two-speed wipers.

SAGGING SEAT BELT 
SOLUTIONS
Q: Here’s a problem that has bedeviled 
me for years, both with collector cars and 
daily drivers. By the time a car becomes 
well broken-in, the seat belt retractor, es-
pecially on the driver’s door, loses its snap 
and either fails to retract or retracts so slow-
ly that the seat belt gets caught in the door 
while closing it. Usually feeding the belt 
back into the retractor by hand works, but 
it’s a real pain. I have tried pulling the belt 
all the way out, cleaning it, and spraying it 
and the retractor assembly with dry silicone 
lubricant, but this only makes things better 
temporarily. Short of fi nding NOS seat belt 
assemblies for every vehicle I have ever 
owned, do you know of a fi x for this?
Lou Pane
Point Pleasant, New Jersey

A: If thoroughly cleaning the belt and 
the guide where the belt enters the retrac-
tor as well as the retractor assembly doesn’t 
solve the problem, then I’d replace the 
retractor. Newer cars, by the way, have 
an explosive charge in the pretensioners, 
activated in the event of a collision, so those 
you might not want to mess around with. 
Just go to the dealer. For old cars, there are 
a lot of options: For new seat belt parts, try 
Juliano’s at www.seatbeltstore.com or Ando-
ver Restraints www.andoverrestraints.com. 
For seatbelt restoration: Sharon’s Web at 
www.sharonswebinc.com or Ssnake-Oyl 
at www.ssnake-oyl.com.

Send questions to: Tech Talk, c/o 
Hemmings Classic Car, P.O. Box 196, 

Bennington, Vermont 05201; or email your 
question to: mmcnessor@hemmings.com.
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THE FIRST INDIANAPOLIS 500 IS WON 
by Ray Harroun in a Marmon Wasp, 
with an average speed of 74.6 MPH.

New house – $3,200
Annual income – $575
One gallon of gas – $0.05
New car – $950
Loaf of bread – $0.05
First-class stamp – $0.02
Ticket to the movies – $0.10

FORD’S MODEL T MARKS A NEW BEGINNING WITH A 
complete restyle featuring new fenders, radiator 
and wheels. Added to the list of body types are 
the new open runabout and torpedo runabout, 
guaranteeing a Model T for all demands and 
personal preferences. With a starting price of 
$680, the Model T is a great, affordable option.

REARVIEWMIRROR1911
BY TOM COMERRO

Dollars & Cents (AVERAGE)

MAXWELL CONTINUES TO STRIVE TO BRING YOU EXCELLENT quality automobiles at moderate prices. This year, fi ve different 
models are available, from the Model AB, sporting an 86-inch wheelbase, to the Model EA and GA with their lengthy 
110-inch wheelbase. The new Maxwell is available for as little as $600.

THE NEW CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY IS COFOUNDED 
by Swiss race driver and engineer Louis Chevrolet 
and the recently ousted General Motors founder 
William Durant. The new marque will focus 
on quality, power, stability and speed with its 
Classic Six, due to be released in 1912.
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The Gray Ghost

THERE CAME A TIME IN THE LIFE OF 
every young man, at least in the 1950s, 
when he realizes that a bicycle just 
wouldn’t cut it with the ladies. Even a 
super-cool middle-weight, red-and-cream 
Columbia. At one time, I was enthralled 
with that beautiful bike on the pedestal in 
the Goodyear store showroom. I was able 
to buy it and kept it like new, parking it 
next to my bed every night. But now I was 
14, and wanted four wheels.

In Texas, in the 1950s, you could 
get your driver’s license at 14 by taking 
driver’s training, so in the summer of 
1957, I rode my Columbia all the way 
across town three times a week to take 
the course at Beaumont High School. We 
drove a brand-new 1957 Ford.

I passed my test, got my license and 
started a car search. Having traded my 
bike to a neighbor for a gas range for my 
mom, I was ready to drive. My dad had an 
auto-electric repair shop that I worked in, 
so he found me a car for $150 that I was 
supposed to work for. 

It was a 1941 Cadillac Series 75, a 
seven-passenger limousine with the two 
“pull-out” seats. It wasn’t the normal 
idea of a teen car, like a 1934 Ford 
coupe or ’49 Mercury, but it was mine. 
I was thrilled to have wheels. While the 
baby-blue exterior had a few small dents, 
the chrome trim was in good shape, and 
DuPont Chrome Polish made it look like 

REMINISCING

new. The interior was in fi ne condition, 
with real wood paneling, fi ve courtesy 
lamps, three gloveboxes and two clocks.

When I removed the front clock to 
refi nish the instrument panel, I saw that on 
the back of the panel was written in grease 
pencil, “The Texas Company.” I surmised 
that the original owner must have been 
Texaco. Surely, the nearby Port Arthur 
refi nery wouldn’t have bought a used 
Cadillac. So I began my research. My limo 
was rare, with fewer than 2,000 built. Its 
150hp fl athead V-8 was used in pairs to 
power Sherman tanks in WWII, and it was 
a favorite in 1940s-era movies like Harvey.

I got to work “restoring” my Cadillac, 
now more excited than ever about owning 
a special car. Nobody I knew had anything 
like it. A friend helped me paint it with 
gray primer with the intention of fi nishing 
it in black lacquer. Well, I never got that 
far; too expensive. But I named it the Gray 
Ghost after the TV show of that title. 

My buddies and I had a plan that, 
once we painted the Cadillac black, we 
would stage a Chicago gangster abduction 
in front of the Jefferson Theater in 
downtown Beaumont. The Untouchables 
was a hit show at that time. Did I mention 
that we were young teens with a car and 
without yet having developed that part of 
the brain concerned with good judgment?

Most of our adventures were of the 

normal type. Cruising 
the Pig Stands at 
night, driving over 
the Rainbow Bridge 
at Bridge City in the 
moonlight, with the 
headlamps off, and going 
to the Rainbo Bakery 
at midnight for a fresh 
out-of-the-oven loaf of 
bread. We would add a 
stick of butter and sit on 
the Cadillac’s fenders, 
enjoying it with a cherry 
Coke. However, all that 
night cruising ran down 
the battery, so my dad 
told me how to upgrade 
the generator. I rewound 
the armature so that it put 
out 15 amps idling! 

Driving the old Cadillac to school, 
I would pick up several kids along the 
way and they were supposed to pitch in, 
since the car got only about eight miles 
per gallon. One kid never came up with 
the 50-cent fee, so one morning I pulled 
over and had him ejected. One unusually 
cold morning after spending the night with 
a friend, I took him on his paper route. 
Probably the only time a newspaper was 
ever delivered by a limo. And taking my 
sister to school, she made me drop her off 
a block from the school. She didn’t want 
to be seen in a hearse; I never convinced 
her of the difference.  

The Gray Ghost was fun, and all of 
us who grew up in that wonderful era 
can relate to the common experiences of 
trying to get those cars to start, to keep 
them running and, more importantly, to 
get them to stop. My Cadillac fi nally did 
stop for good, for lack of funds to get the 
5,000-pound car re-registered.

When I met the red-headed love of 
my life, I sold the Gray Ghost for $20 
to buy her a fake fur coat for Christmas. 
I still have her, yet my fi rst car lives on 
only in my Moments to Remember series 
of paintings that I began in 1983. The 
Cadillac makes a cameo appearance in 
each of the 15 scenes, like Hitchcock did 
in his fi lms. 

RANDY WELBORN
KOUNTZE, TEXAS 
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Last Graham Standing
The 1929 Model BE represents the fi nal run of its kind 

BY MIKE McNESSOR • PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF KOCH

When Walter P. Chrysler added Dodge to the Chrysler portfolio 

in 1928, he had no idea how important that move would be 

to the future of his company.

In recent years, Ram’s rugged haul-
ers helped lead Chrysler out of its 2009 
bankruptcy, boasting the kind of month-
over-month sales increases that might 
have saved scuttled Pentastar marques like 
Imperial, De Soto, Eagle and Plymouth.

Looking back a little further, you 
could credit another deal that laid the 
foundation for today’s Ram: The Octo-

ber 1924 agreement between the Dodge 
Brothers and the Graham Brothers that 
made Graham a division of Dodge.

Graham became a player in the turn-
of-the-20th century commercial vehicle 
business starting in 1919 with its ingenious 
“Truck Builder”—a conversion service that 
made passenger cars into trucks.

Truck Builder was devised as a way 

for car dealers to increase business while 
thinning their used car inventories. A 
dealer would sell a customer on the idea 
of converting an old car into a truck, then 
the car would be driven to a Graham 
Truck Builder Distributing and Assem-
bling Depot where the passenger car 
body was removed from the chassis. Typi-
cally, a Torbensen heavy-duty differential 
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was installed, a wooden cab without 
doors was put on and a cargo body was 
mounted. In some cases, Graham might 
simply cut off the car chassis aft of the en-
gine and graft on heavy-duty frame rails 
and a rear axle. Then they’d top the new 
“truck” with a Graham cab and body, 
typically made out of wood.

The Graham depot would carry the 
complete line of available Graham cargo 
bodies in stock and performed all of the 
conversion work, while new-car dealers 
would receive commissions for bringing 
customers to Graham.

In 1920, Graham graduated from 
modifying passenger cars to building its 
own trucks using vendor-supplied drive-
trains and components. Graham supplied 
the cab, bodies and frame rails, then pur-
chased suspension and drivetrain compo-
nents from outside companies: Torbensen 
for the front and rear axles and four-cylin-
der engines from Continental, for instance. 
The new Graham truck was named Speed 
Truck and had a 1½-ton payload capacity. 

One of the variants was the 18-passenger 
Speed Bus: a wood-paneled passenger bus 
body (from the firewall back) built on a 
1½-ton Graham Speed Truck Chassis.

In 1921, Dodge partnered with Gra-
ham in a bid to expand Dodge’s limited 
commercial offerings. The Graham broth-
ers signed on with Dodge to use Dodge 
drivetrains, chassis and even body parts, 
adding their unique cabs and bodies. 
The chassis and some of the unique parts 
for these trucks were designed by Gra-
ham and built by Dodge; then the trucks 
were assembled at Graham’s plants. The 
finished 1- and 1½-ton trucks were then 
sold as Grahams through Dodge’s dealers, 
alongside Dodge’s own commercial cars.

The lines between Dodge and 
Graham began to blur even more in late 
1924 when Graham 
became a division of 
Dodge and Robert 
Graham was named 
director of the com-
pany’s Commercial Car 
and Truck Division. 
Graham’s 1- and 1½-ton 
trucks and buses were 
a sales success, and 
in 1926, it expanded 
the lineup to include a 
2-ton truck with dual 
wheels. Hoping to 
capitalize further on 
Graham’s name as a se-
rious commercial truck, 

in 1927, all Dodge trucks were built in 
Graham plants and sold as Grahams. 
This added a Dodge ¾-ton hauler to the 
Graham stable, which already included 
a pair of 1-ton models, as well as 1½-ton 
and 2-ton trucks and buses.

In 1928, a ½-ton truck based on a 
Dodge car, with a 108-inch wheelbase, 
was tossed into the mix, giving Graham a 
repertoire of more than a dozen models 
ranging from light-duty all the way up 
to a 3-ton carrying capacity. However, 
the Graham name would disappear from 
trucks as quickly as it appeared follow-
ing Chrysler’s $170 million acquisition 
of Dodge on July 30, 1928. In January of 
1929, all of the trucks and buses that had 
formerly been Grahams were built with 
Dodge badges. Meanwhile the Graham 

The optional Warner Hi-Flex four-speed takes 
a little getting used to, as first and third are 
at the bottom of the pattern, while second 
and fourth are at the top. Powering this 
Graham is a 208-cu.in. Dodge six-cylinder. 
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brothers, who hadn’t been involved in the 
company since 1927, had acquired Paige 
Detroit and were building Graham-Paige 
automobiles.

This month’s feature truck is one of 
the last of the Grahams—a 1929 model 
BE 1¼  -ton with a stake bed. It’s the prod-
uct of an extensive 14-plus-year restora-
tion by its owners Michael and Berta 
French of Oakdale, California.

Michael bought the truck in 1998 
for $100, as an incomplete project that 
someone had begun years earlier. “It took 
me three trailer loads to get it all home,” 
he said. “It was a jigsaw puzzle. They had 
even taken the leaf springs apart. Some-
one years before had done a pencil sketch 
of what the truck looked like all together 
and, at fi rst, that was all I had to go on.”

Michael later purchased two other 
Graham trucks, one he found in Nebraska 
and another in Colorado, both of which 
served as parts donors and as rolling refer-
ence guides during the res-
toration of his 1929 Model 
BE. From one truck, among 
other things, he sourced a 
good 208-cu.in. L-head six-
cylinder core engine that he 
sent off to Taylor Automo-
tive in Modesto for machin-
ing and a rebuild. The other 
truck had an original-style 
stake bed that was heavily 
deteriorated, but could help 
serve as a guide for the new 
one Michael would scratch 
build. All of the wood 
portions of the cab—the 
fl oorpan, the roof bows and 
more—were also custom 

made from oak. “There was a lot of wing-
ing it with the cab, working from original 
photographs,” Michael said. “A friend of 
mine has a cabinet shop at his house. We 
spent four full days building pieces and 
fi tting things together.”

The truck’s running boards, too, were 
fabricated by a sheetmetal shop using an 
original set of running boards as patterns. 
The rear fenders had also gone missing, 
but, remarkably, an online wanted ad 
turned up a set nearby. “My wife one day 
suggested that I put an ad on Craigslist 
seeking Graham Brothers truck parts,” Mi-
chael said. “Lo and behold, a guy emailed 
me and said he had three rear fenders, 
two front fenders and a hood. I bought 
everything for $200.”

With the Graham’s body in shape, 
Michael applied Imron Elite urethane 
basecoat and clear to the cab, wheels and 
fenders—his fi rst time painting an entire 
vehicle. Meanwhile, all of the brightwork 

was sent out for chroming at Sherm’s Cus-
tom Plating in Sacramento. The original 
pot metal radiator cap didn’t retain its new 
chrome fi nish after being exposed to heat, 
so Michael turned out a reproduction unit 
on his lathe, in brass, and had it plated.

For all of their time and effort, the 
Frenches have won gold in two different 
classes at the 2013 and 2015 Ironstone 
Concours d’Elegance in Murphys, Cali-
fornia. The Frenches drive their Graham 
frequently on old car tours and even take it 
on occasional pleasure trips to visit Califor-
nia wineries, so Michael installed a Watson 
three-speed auxiliary transmission behind 
the Warner Hi-Flex four-speed unit to boost 
the old delivery truck’s road speed.

“Since I fi nished restoring the 
Graham in 2013, we’ve put about 4,000 
miles on it,” he said. “With the overdrive, 
it’ll cruise at about 50 MPH. It’s noisy, but 
the seat is very comfortable and it rides 
pretty nice.” 

This Graham’s minimal instruments were 
restored by a specialist, but the owner did 
all of the heavy lifting on this extensive 
project, working from a pile of parts and two 
donor trucks. All of the wood pieces were re-
produced in oak, and the truck was fi nished 
in two-stage urethane. 
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COMMERCIALCHRONICLE
Rugged Red Diamonds
The 1947-’49 International KB-series trucks proved a perfect fi t for a 
postwar small business

BY DAVE CONWILL • PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY JOY SHERMAN

Henry J. Kaiser famously explained his business philosophy as “fi nd a need and fi ll 

it.” That kind of plainspoken horse sense sums up the foundations of a lot of post-

WWII small businesses. In the tumultuous times that came on the heels of V-J Day, 

it was good to be self-suffi cient. Nobody was certain whether the prosperity of wartime

would continue with the infl ux of returning 
soldiers (it had not in 1918) or whether the 
economic doldrums of the 1930s would 
return.

“Find a need and fi ll it” certainly 
refl ects the outlook of Reg Sherman Jr., an 
upstate New Yorker from the Lebanon Val-
ley area who knew that he was done with 
the drudgery of farm work and wanted to 
be his own boss. At just 20 years old, Reg 
married, and along with his new wife, Joy, 
set forth to build a business based on his 
ability to drive a truck, his foresight and his 
sweat equity.

In late 1948, Reg and Joy sold 
their only car, a 1936 Dodge sedan, 
and purchased a new, or nearly new, 
Ford F-Series cab-over. Reg and a friend 
built a sturdy van body on the Ford 
chassis using corrugated metal, and Reg 
started in business taking milk cans from 
Lebanon Valley farmers to a creamery in 
Springfi eld, Massachusetts.

That cab-over would eventually be 
joined by another F-Series Ford and a 
Pilothouse Dodge, and Reg acquired a lo-
cally built Sampson backhoe. Soon he was 
excavating full-time, and the milk route was 
sold to another entrepreneur.  

When the ground was too frozen to 
excavate, Reg found yet another need to 
fi ll—wood. The hard ground was perfect for 
skidding logs, and he soon put his bulldoz-
ers to work pulling felled trees out of area 
woodlots. Reg worked all the time, never 
resting on his laurels.

“He would rather work than play,” 
says Joy. “To him work was play.” When he 
wasn’t excavating or skidding logs, he was 
performing his own equipment maintenance 
or looking for the next opportunity. 
Excavation experience led to real-estate 
investing, with several gravel pits acquired 
starting in the 1950s, some of which are still 
producing today.

As business expanded in different direc-
tions, the company also started accumulat-
ing a small fl eet of International Harvester 
KB-series heavy trucks. Finding that their 
power and durability suited his business 
model perfectly, Reg acquired used exam-
ples whenever they became available. 
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The KBs were International's immedi
ate postwar offerings. Like many automak
ers, International simply did a light restyle 
on its prewar line, the K-series. The K-mod
els were introduced for 1941 and featured 
more-conservative styling than the swoopy 
1937-vintage M-series. Reg preferred 
KB-1 Os, with a 22,500- to 29,250-pound 
GVWR. The KB-6 and larger were set apart 
from their lighter-duty brethren in that they 
had neither the 1947-introduced extensions 
on the lower grill e nor integrated head
lamps. What sets a KB-1 0 apart from its 
1941-' 46 counterpart, the K- 1 0, is its wider 
grille w ith a fancier top . 

The KBs were in other respects little 
changed from the trucks that had powered 
American industry through World War 
Two. The KB-1 0 still featured the mass ive 
140-horsepower, 310-lb.ft., 401-cu.in . Red 
Diamond OHV six-cy linder engine that 
would power gasoline-fueled Internationals 
up through the 1970s. The Red Diamond 
featured a forged crankshaft riding in seven 
main bearings and came coupled to a five
speed transmission with a top-gear over
drive (d irect-drive was optional), putting 
power through a two-piece drives haft to the 
buyer's cho ice of a spiral-bevel, two-speed 
or double-reduction rear ax le w ith ratios 
from 6.5:1 to 9.23:1 availab le. The KB-1 0 
came in the buyer's choice of four different 
w hee lbases, from 149 to 197 inches. 

Better sti ll for Reg, the K- and KB-series 
trucks were enormously plentiful. Unlike 
many manufacturers, International had 
been permitted to continue civilian truck 
production ri ght through WWII, result ing in 
many used examples and spares availab le. 
Further, International was late to the market 
with a true postwar truck and produced the 
KB through 1949-compare this w ith the 
1947 introduction of the new Chevro let 
and GMC trucks, and the 1948 introduc
tion of the Ford F-Series. As a testament 
to their suitability for the small business
man, Reg had at least one of those KBs sti ll 
in servi ce in 1987, almost 40 years after 
International discontinued them in favor of 
the L -series. 

Reg passed away in 2003, but joy, who 
shared these photos and stori es w ith us, 
sti ll operates the remainder of the business 
that she and Reg built together over a half 
century. ~ 

* 
We enjoy publishing period photos of 
authentic, old-time working trucks, 

especially from the people who drove them 
or owned them. If you have a story and 
photos to share, email the author at 
jdonnelly@hemmings.com. 

LEBARON BONNEY COMPANY 
The Best Restoration Interiors 

For Over 56 Years 
We offer the most accurate, best fitting and high
est quality restoration interiors available. Others 
have tried to follow in our footsteps, but just don't 
measure up. Dod~e , Ford, GM and many more. 

LB DESIGN SERVICE : · • • 
:I 

·---=~· ~]ldlllll~h 
' L1ii1i1fJ . : .-. 
~ 

Trouble finding the upholstery you 
need? We can reproduce your inte
rior as a high quality kit that's com
plete and ready to install. Interiors 
can be reproduced as restoration 
correct, similar to factory, or .....,...,..,.,..._,.. 
custom, and at a price to suit your 
budget. Contact us for information. ~ 

800-221-5408 • WWW.LEBARONBONNEY.COM 

ROBERTS MOTOR PARTS 
17 Prospect St 

West Newbury, Massachusetts 01985 

NEW & NOS PARTS 

•

. - FOR PLYMOUTH, 
DODGE, CHRYSLER, 
& DeSOTO CARS 
& TRUCKS! 

PH: 800-231-3180 • 978-363-5407 
FAX: 978-363-2026 

Send $4 for our car & truck catalog (free with order) 
9-6 weekdays MasterCard & VISA 

www.robertsmotorparts.com 

Wire 
Harnesses 

Ford Passengers & Pickups 
Retractables '57-'59 

T-Birds '55 & up 
Mercurys '39 & up 

• Authentic Reproductions 
• Molded Terminal Ends 
• Handcrafted Quality 
• Easy installation Instructions 
• Call for your FREE catalog today! 

800-874-9981 

Speedometers, 
Tachometers 

All gauge 
instrumentation 

repaired & restored 
Cables, Gas Sending Units 

10123 Bergin Road, Howell Ml48843 
800-592-9673 • 810-632-0400 

faX: 810·632·6581 
www.BobsSpeedometer.com 

E-MAil: BobsSpeedometer@aol.com 

800-232-6378 

CHEVROLET & GMC 
QUALITY REPRODUCTION PARTS 
1916-1964 Cars & 1918-1987 Trucks -------------------------------
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Each book in this series focuses 
on a make, model, or family of 
cars and offers in-depth analysis 
and description. Special comparison reports square off featured cars
against their show room competitors.
Standard features include:
• driveReports • histories • illustrations • specifications 
• tons of photos • engine specs • production totals
• car club listings •  extensive listing of services, parts suppliers
   and other related resources.

Hemmings
Collector-Car Books 

6 Titles:
Pre-war Chryslers – A792
120 pages, 250+ b&w, 16 color.
Dodges – A789
120 pages, 250+ b&w, 16 color.
Mercurys – A784
120 pages, 250+ b&w, 16 color.
Mustangs (2nd Ed.) – A780
120 pages, 250+ b&w, 16 color.
Nashes – A790
120 pages, 250+ b&w, 16 color.
Plymouths – A785
120 pages, 250+ b&w, 16 color.

The finest writings on the cars that put America on wheels!

Softbound, 8-1/4˝ x 11-1/2˝ Were $19.95 and $14.95
Now Only $9.95 each!  
An outstanding value!

Order Yours Today!
www.hemmings.com/store or call 800-227-4373 ext. 79550 C

B
C
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Don’t Miss the Charlotte Spring Meet !

Buy or Sell Collector Cars & Parts at Charlotte AutoFair
April 7-10, 2016 and September 22-25, 2016

Reserve Your Vendor Space Now
Region Offi ce 704-841-1990  9am-4pm, M-F

Visit online at Charlotte-AutoFair.com
Produced Since 1978 By Hornets Nest Region, AACA

CHARLOTTE MOTOR SPEEDWAY

SPRING MEET

AACA Southeastern National Spring Meet
April 9, 2016 at Charlotte AutoFair

April 7-10, 2016

 

 car-dolly.com

®

5270 16th Avenue, Hudsonville, MI 49426

Superior Quality 
Made in the USA

Made with high quality 
5/16 grooved aluminum!

3½  ” DIA. “UPGRADE” WHEELS FEATURE:
• Easy rolling ball bearing swivel casters  
   (rolls over floor cracks, too!)
• Rock hard wheel material
• Roller axle bearing
• Grease fittings
• One brake per dolly
• Steel wheel housing
• 6,000 lb capacity (with set of 4 dollies)

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE!  OPEN 24 / 7

AS SEEN ON

“Two Guys Garage”

Type “CLASSIC CAR” into
the coupon code for $20 OFF

1-888-721-9595

SAVE SPACE / MOVE YOUR VEHICLE BY HAND!!!
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VIAGRA, CIALIS, LEVITRA, PROPECIA,
VALTREX ONLINE!

All FDA approved brand name medications.
USA Pharmacies and Doctors since 1998.
Order Online, by Phone (888-743-6337) or Mobile Device!

.  Safe  .  Secure  .  Discreet
5% discount at

Viamedic.com/hemmings

 Antique Auto Battery

Offi cially licensed by Ford, GM, Chrysler and Framgroup, our hard 
rubber, raised letter antique batteries are painstakingly hand 
assembled and inspected, then tested to ensure top quality.
48 month prorated warranty with all batteries!
    antiqueautobattery.com

800-426-7580

We make the correct 
batteries for your collector 
car, boat and truck.

Raised lettering on the batteries shown here has been painted for display purposes only

6, 8, and 12 Volt MAINTENANCE FREE BATTERIES

Call Today! (800) 854-0393

Like Us on
Facebook

Dedicated to Excellence

Supplying Concours-Quality 
Upholstery, Parts and 

Accessories for Over 40 Years!

GO FOR THE QUALITY

Restoration Parts & Accessories

Great Prices!
Huge Inventory!
Experienced 

   Parts Specialists!
Fast Shipping!

Order your 

FREE 
Catalog!

Find us On The Web At: www.larrystbird.com

Larry’s Thunderbird & Mustang Parts 

★

★

★

★

Ideal for
Creating Repair

Panels for Wheel 
Openings, Windshields, etc.

SHRINKER
STRETCHER

SALE

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG

Quality Metal Working Tools
at Affordable Prices

$1969
9





New York Salon
1920

Courtesy of Walt Gosden
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jimrichardson

N ow and then you hit the jackpot at 
swap meets. I was wandering through 
the Pomona get-together in Southern 
California one Sunday a few years ago, 

and came across some items I had been seeking 
for a decade. My 1936 Packard 120 originally 
had a one-year-only windshield wiper assembly 
that had rods that went 
to eyes on the cowl 
and clips on the wiper 
blades to accommodate 
them. The arms also 
had special swivels that 
made it all work well. 
None were available at 
any price. I had been 
using blades from a 
1937 model, but they 
were not right. 

And then I came 
across a guy with old 
Trico parts. He just wanted to clear a little money 
out of them for schlepping them to the fairgrounds. 
He charged me 10 bucks for the whole assembly. 
I was thrilled! It made me realize that most parts 
are out there somewhere for just about any old 
car. I even spotted the tuning head for a Tucker 
car radio at a meet once. A vendor might have 
something like that for a long, long time, but if 
someone needed it . . .

If you are like me, you are constantly 
looking for parts. It is an old habit. I am not 
restoring anything right now, though I am helping 
my son with his 1936 Ford three-window, and 
re-furbishing my long-since-restored 1966 Morris 
Minor convertible. But even when I don’t exactly 
need certain items, I am always on the lookout for 
them at swap meets, in the ads in Hemmings Motor 
News and on the Internet. 

Spare headlamps are an example. My 
1940 Packard takes six-volt sealed beams, but my 
1939 Packard requires bulbs. And then my 1958 
Chevrolet Apache pickup has the smaller, quad 
headlamps typical of that year. When I find such 
items, I grab them, because you never know when 
you might need them. That goes for taillamp 
lenses, too. The plastic ones on my 1966 Morris 
Minor are cracked and faded; try finding a set of 
those on this side of the Atlantic.

Tune-up kits are nice to come across, too. 
Such items are generally available, but if you can 
find them at a swap meet, chances are you will 
pay a lot less for them. Also, those tiny 10mm 
peanut spark plugs for the Packards are not 
available at your local auto parts store. Correct 

original air filters are also a great treasure, 
because so many of them get replaced with 
cheesy-looking aftermarket types.

When I was in the middle of a restoration, 
I used to make sandwich boards out of a couple 
of pieces of foam-core board. They weren’t 
big—about 18 x 24 inches. I used a felt tip pen to 

write down what I was 
seeking, then put the 
boards around my neck 
and started walking 
through the swap meet. 
They worked well.

People would 
say, “There is one of 
those over on row E 
about halfway down on 
the right.” Or: “I have 
one of those at home; 
here’s my number.” The 
sandwich boards looked 

funny, but they worked. Turns out parts are out 
there for just about any production car built in the 
last 70 years—you have only to find them.

The Internet has been a great boon to 
restorers. I have found components for my Morris 
Minor in New Jersey and as far away as Australia, 
and parts for my Packards in Indiana and, of all 
places, Argentina. 

I have received parts that were worn and 
unusable a few times, but not from the reputable 
dealers. The biggest challenge isn’t with the 
quality or prices, but making sure you order the 
right components. The parts purveyor may know 
roughly how your car was equipped at the factory, 
but there are many exceptions to the rule, and 
car builders often switched components from one 
month to another. 

Meanwhile, I keep searching. I am still 
looking for a spare five-bladed fan Chevrolet used 
in the ’50s on its A/C cars. And because I have 
three cars with electric overdrives, I will snap up 
governor solenoids and lock-out cables when I 
find them. 

Keep in mind that old car parts are money 
in the bank, despite what one’s spouse might 
think. They don’t make them anymore (the parts, 
not spouses) and restorers need them. And then 
there is the satisfaction you get when you can help 
a buddy out with something he needs to restore 
one of his cars. 

For me, it doesn’t get much better than a 
day at the swap meet, followed by a toothsome 
repast and libation at the local diner with my 
fellow car guys. 

I’ve Been Searching . . .

It doesn’t get 

much better 

than a day at 

the swap meet, 

followed by a 

toothsome repast 

and libation at 

the local diner 

with my fellow 

car guys.
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